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BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES
Here, we shall witness the most Superb and matchless “Mathematical Miracles” thus
specifically created and designed by GOD within His most critical and important
CornerStone “Message” (=i.e. Quran Testament), and then the Torah, and the Gospel, and
the Quran, and the Psalms, thus always based on code “19” and in perfect Symmetry,
i.e. in perfect “pairs” here again, thus to unmistakably and clearly know that there is only
One Real GOD (=AL-LAH) who has thus created HIS Book of Universe and HIS Book of
Religion (=i.e. this “Quran Testament,” first of all now, and the Torah, and the Gospel, and the
Quran, and the Psalms) thus essentially based on the same “19” coded, most Superb and
matchless Symmetrical “Mathematical Language,” in essence, from the very beginning!
(Please, also certainly see in this regard now: Quran Testament 3/3-4 & 21/105-106)

==========
26- (AL-LAH said): So I will get him (=i.e. that person who claims that this Quran Testament
is only an utterance of a human being and not from GOD)-- into the “Uprooter” (now)
–thereby thus to perfectly and clearly prove to such a disbelieving person and ultimately to
all humanity now that this Quran Testament can absolutely and only be from this One and Only
Real GOD (=AL-LAH) here!
27- And what make you perceive what the “Uprooter” is?
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28- It does not “let last” --(but “excludes” on the left side, into the lower region therein), and it
does not “let stay” --(but “eliminates” on the right side, into the lower region therein).
29- (Then) it presents “Tables” --(on that left side & on that right side, within those upper
regions therein)-- for the humanity.
30- Upon it is “19!”
31- And We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels; and We did not make their
number (=i.e. that number “19” above) except as a Test for the disbelievers; thus
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs) herein may attain certainty,
and (all) the Believers (worldwide) may augment belief,
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs), and (all) the Believers
(worldwide) hereby shall never doubt,
= but those in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:
What is it that AL-LAH has -really- intended by this allegory (=the allegory that has thus already
been cited in the above 26-30th Verses)? AL-LAH thus sends astray (=yudellu) with it
whomever HE wills --(when/if they act in such a betraying manner now here; 2/26), and guides
(=yahdee) with it whomever HE wills --(when/if they act in such a sincere manner now here;
13/27). And none knows the Soldiers of your LORD except HIM; and “It” (=that “Uprooter”
thus cited in the above 26-30th Verses) is (such) a Reminder (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!

(Quran Testament 74/26-31)
======================

========== () ==========

133- And they said: If only he (=this “Messenger of the Covenant” here) would
bring us a Sign from his LORD! Has not --“19” coded-- “PROOF” (=74/30-31)
already come to them (now), which is (already prophesied) in the previous
Pages --(of the Gospel)?
---------63- And when Jesus came with the --“19” coded-- “PROOFS” (=74/30-31),
he said (to them): "I have brought to you the Wisdom --(in the Gospel),
and thus to clarify some of the matters in which you dispute. So you shall
reverence AL-LAH and obey me!"
---------83- And when they (=all truthful Christians in this Final Age now) hear what
has been sent down to the “Messenger” (=this “Messenger of the Covenant”
here) you see their eyes flooding with tears, as they have recognized
the --“19” coded-- “TRUTH” (=74/30-31) --as it is already thus clearly and
unmistakably prophesied in the Gospel)-- they say: "Our LORD, we have
believed, so count us among the witnesses!"

Quran Testament
(20/133 = 43/63 = 5/83)

========== () ==========

========== () ==========

27- Prophet Jesus said: Do not work for food that perishes but for the “food”
that endures for eternal life, which the “Son of Man” (=this “Messenger of the
Covenant” here) will give you. For on him the LORD, GOD, has set His Seal!
---------39- Prophet Jesus said: I tell you, you will not “see” me (=i.e. to “see”
the real meaning of his Words) until you say: Blessed is he (=that “Son of
Man” above; i.e. this “Messenger of the Covenant” here again) who comes
under the Name of the LORD (=i.e. as HIS devoted Servant, here in this
Final Age now).
---------40- Prophet Jesus said: For this is the will of my LORD, that everyone who
sees the “Son (of Man)” (=this “Messenger of the Covenant” here again) and
believes in him may have eternal life; and (my LORD said): I shall raise him
on the Last -Third- “Day” (=i.e. this Last -Third- “Millennium” now)!
Gospel
.

(John 6/27 = Matthew 23/39 = John 6/40)

========== () ==========
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11- (Prophet John said to them): I baptize you with water for repentance, but he (=prophet Jesus)
who is coming after me is mightier --(Messenger/Servant of the LORD)-- than I, whose sandals
I am not worthy to carry. So he will baptize you with the holy “Spirit” (=i.e. holy
“Message/Words” that are taught to him by the LORD therein; please, see it in Gospel, John 6/63
& Quran Testament 4/171)-- and fire.
12- His winnowing fork is in his “hand,” and he will clear his threshing floor and --thus within
the upper regions, on that left side & on that right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-gather his “wheat” into the barn, but --within the lower regions, on that left side & on that right
side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- the “chaff” he will burn with unquenchable fire!
(Gospel, Matthew 3/11-12)
So here are those blessed “fingers” of the “hand” of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) above
(=3/12) which will gather that “wheat” (=hexaploid chromosome number: 2n=6x=42, i.e.
basically it has “seven” chromosomes each of which has “six” copies), in these perfect orders,
now here thus:
finger no: finger no: finger no: finger no: finger no:

5
<

4
<

3
<

19

2
<

=

x…

1
<
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“wheat”
chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no:

chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no:

.

7
7
7

6
6
6

5
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

2
2
2

1
1
1

7
7
7

6
6
6

5
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

2
2
2

1
1
1

.

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

.

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p.14-16 now, to clearly witness this
gathered “wheat,” and the burned “chaff” above (=Matthew 3/12) in this respect, in this
Final Age, therein now!
As it is thus clearly given to all humanity by that “Son of Man,” as clearly and unmistakably
foretold by prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) here, in the first place! (=John 6/27 =
Matthew 23/39 = John 6/40 –so please, see it again here, on p. 4)
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10- Then prophet Jesus said to him (=satan): “Go — Adversary, for it has been written:
The LORD your GOD --thus especially and first of all, due to the left side of those “19” coded
Tables here now-- you shall worship, and HIM only --due to the right side of those “19” coded
Tables here now-- you shall serve!
11- Then the devil left him, and behold, (some) angel-messengers came and were giving support
to him. (=Quran Testament 33/56)
17- From that time prophet Jesus began to proclaim and to say: Reform yourselves, for the
“Kingdom of the Heavens” has come near! (=Quran Testament 3/48-51)
(Gospel, Matthew 4/10-11, 17)

41- (Prophet Jesus said to his disciples): And whoever shall force you “one” mile, go with him
“two,”
42- and give to the one who asks of you, and do not refuse the one who would borrow from you.
(Gospel, Matthew 5/41-42)
So if we continue in this exact same pattern (=i.e. “one” mile & “two” miles) here specifically
--(because he had “twelve” disciples therein)-- up to (=“twelve” miles & “twenty-four” miles)
here is what we see in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect order, now
here thus:
> >
1 2
mile miles

> >
2

4

miles miles

> >
3

6

miles miles

>

>

4

8

miles miles

9 18

10 20

11 22

12 24

miles miles

miles miles

miles miles

miles miles

> >

> >

> >

19

=

or/and

x…

>

>

> >

>

>

> >

> >

5 10

6 12

7 14

8 16

miles miles

miles miles

miles miles

miles miles
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thereafter, if we write it down in “exact reverse manner” (=i.e. from the right to the left manner),
here is what we see again in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect order, now
here thus:
<

<

< <

< <

< <

16 8

14 7

12 6

10 5

miles miles

miles miles

miles miles

miles miles

< <
8

4

miles miles

< <
6

3

miles miles

< <

< <

4 2

2 1

miles miles

miles miles

24 12

22 11

20 10

18 9

miles miles

miles miles

miles miles

miles miles

< <

< <

<

<

<

<

19

=

x…
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11- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): If then you have not been faithful in the unrighteous
wealth, who will entrust to you --thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here
now-- the true (riches)?
12- And if you have not been faithful in that which is another’s, who will give you that which is
--thus especially, on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- your own (treasures)?
(*So please, certainly see “A Glittering Miracle” document, p. 9-10 now, to clearly witness this
heavenly “riches” and “treasures” granted by our Supreme LORD unto all of HIS truthful
servants, in this respect, in this Final Age, therein now!)
13- No servant can serve “two” masters, for either he will hate the “one” and love the other
“one,” or he will obey the “one” and despise the other “one.” You cannot serve GOD and
money! (Gospel, Luke 16/11-13)
So let us clearly see it, in these specific manners, now here thus:
001 001
hated loved

< 2 >
masters

19

=

01
01
obeyed despised

x…
or/and

00001 00001
hated loved

< 2 >
masters

001
obeyed

001
despised

19

=

x…

*Please, note that only one -extra- 0s are used within that right side, and two -extra- 0s within
that left side, in that first case above; and then two -extra- 0s are used within that right side, and
four -extra- 0s within that left side, in the second case above, in such a perfectly parallel and
absolutely complementary manner therein above in this respect.
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6- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): Do not give “dogs” what is “precious,” and do not
throw your “pearls” before “pigs,” lest they trample them under their “feet” and turn to tear you
to pieces!
(Gospel, Matthew 7/6)
So here are those wild “dogs” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 78)
and the wild “pigs” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 38), in this specific order,
now here thus:
pig pig pig pig pig pig pig pig pig pig

dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog dog

38 38 38

78

38 38

38

19

=

38 38 38 38

x…

78

78

78

78

78

78

78 78

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “ten” pigs on the left side, and “nine” dogs on the right
side above (=i.e. 10 + 9 = 19), and thereafter it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e. 20 +
18 = 38) & (30 + 27 = 57) & …….. “limitlessly,” for/on both sides above!

And then, here are those “toes” of the “feet” (=most wild pigs and dogs of this kind have
four “toes” in each of their four “feet”) above (=7/6), in this specific order, now here thus:
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wild “pigs”

wild “dogs”

toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

2

4

1

19

=

x…

3

2

4

1

3

19

=

x…

Please, note that this irregular order (=2 4 1 3) on both sides above are also thus to specifically
indicate the agitated and “wild” nature of these kind of “pigs” and “dogs” above (=7/6) in this
specific context here.
*So please, certainly see again “A Glittering Miracle” document, p. 9-10 now, to clearly witness
this most precious heavenly “diamonds” and “pearls” --(that should never be given or thrown
before those kind of wild “dogs” and “pigs” (=i.e. ignorant and wild “men” of bloodshed)-above (=Matthew 7/6), in this respect, in this Final Age, therein now!

(*Please, note that --wild or domestic-- animals are not hold responsible for their behaviours,
because they do not have the mental capacity or/and intellect to act in accordance with the
Commandments of our Supreme LORD in the Scripture here; so all of them are thus forgiven
and will immediately be summoned --(in eternal Paradise)-- before our Supreme LORD
when their worldly life normally ends here (=Quran Testament 6/38). Only all of the humans
will absolutely be hold responsible for each and every of their acts and deeds, because they have
been granted the mental capacity and the intellect to act in accordance with the Commandments
of our Supreme LORD in the Scripture; so all those humans who would act in very “hostile”
or/and “ignorant” and “wild” manners against the Commandments of our Supreme LORD here
--(when/if they do not truthfully repent and return to Him till the very last moment of their life
here)-- shall lose forever, in this case therein (=Quran Testament 4/17-18 = 6/27-28 = 22/72),
as a most Equitable and Just Requital for their own injustice and tyranny herein. (10/27 = 40/17
= 52/11-16)
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9- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): Or which one of you, if his son asks him for “bread,” will
give him a “stone?”
10- Or if he asks for a “fish,” will give him a “snake?”
11- If you then, who are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more will
your LORD Who is in the Heavens (=i.e. Who created and controls all of the Heavens; =Quran
Testament 67/3, 16-17)-- give good things to those (of HIS servants) who ask HIM!
(Gospel, Matthew 7/9-11)
So here are those blessed “bread” (=specifically “durum wheat” here) (=complete: full/double
chromosome number: 28) and “fish” (=specifically “diplodus” here) (=complete: full/double
chromosome number: 48); and then those venomous “snake” (=complete: full/double
chromosome number: 76) and a hard “stone” (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 0),
in these specific orders, now here thus:
“snake” “stone”
76

+

0

19

(=76)

=

x…

XX

“bread”
28

“fish”
+

48 (=76)

19

=

x…

*Please, note that the “diploid” (=full/double) chromosome numbers of edible “fish” can range
from 30s up to 100s for/within that (edible) right side above, and then venomous “snakes”
basically can range from 74 up to 78 for/within that (inedible) left side above, in this respect;
so the fact that we can thus clearly witness this perfect equality (76) = (76) above, for/within
--negative X positive-- both sides, in such a perfectly parallel/equal manner therein, is the
most remarkable aspect here, in this respect now.
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15- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): Beware of false prophets, who come to you in “sheep’s”
clothing but inwardly are ravenous “wolves.”
16- You will recognize them by their fruits.
(For) can “grapes” be gathered from thornbushes, or “figs” from thistles?
17- So, every good tree bears good fruit, but the bad tree bears bad fruit.
18- A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a bad tree bear good fruit.
19- Every tree that does not bear good “fruit” (=i.e. like those good “grapes” or/and “figs”
above) shall be cut down and thrown into the fire!
20- Thus you will recognize them (=i.e. the false “prophets,” or/and the true “prophets”
here in this Final Age now) by their “fruits!”
(Gospel, Matthew 7/15-20)
So here are those “sheep” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 54) and
(maned) “wolves” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 76), in this specific order,
first of all, now here thus:
sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep

54

54

54

54 54

54

19

=

54

x…

54

54

wolf wolf

wolf wolf

wolf wolf wolf wolf

wolf wolf

76 76 76 76

76 76 76 76

76 76

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “nine” sheep on the left side, and “ten” wolves on the
right side above (=i.e. 9 + 10 = 19), and thereafter, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e.
18 + 20 = 38) & (27 + 30 = 57) & …….. “limitlessly” again, for/on both sides above!
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And then, here are those “grapes” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 38),
and “figs” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 26), in this specific order, now here thus:
grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape

38

38

38

38

38

38

19

=

38

x…

38

38

38

fig

fig

fig

fig

fig

fig

fig

fig

fig

26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “ten” grapes on the left side, and “nine” figs on the right
side above (=i.e. 10 + 9 = 19), and thereafter, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e. 20 +
18 = 38) & (30 + 27 = 57) & …….. “limitlessly” again, for/on both sides above!

*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p.14-16 now, to clearly witness all of
these heavenly “grapes” and “figs” in this respect, in the first place, therein now,
that this true “Messenger” (=i.e. this long awaited and anticipated “Son of Man”) has thus
brought it from our Supreme LORD for the Salvation of all truthful believers on earth in this
Final Age now! (=Gospel, John 6/27, 40 –so please, see it again here, on p. 4)!
So henceforth, all bad “trees” (=i.e. all false religious “texts” that cannot bear such good “fruits”
in them shall thus utterly be rejected by all truthful believers in this Final Age now (=Gospel,
Matthew 7/19)!
And this “CornerStone” MESSAGE (=QURAN TESTAMENT) shall thus be recognized as
the One and Only Authentic MESSAGE sent by the One and Only Real GOD (=AL-LAH)
for/in this Final Age now! (=Gospel, Matthew 21/42-43 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27 &
5/44-50, 68)!
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24- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): Everyone then who hears these “Words” of mine --thus
especially, with regard to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- and does them
will be like a wise man who built his house on the rock.
25- And (1) the rain fell, and (2) the floods came, and (3) the winds blew and beat on that
house, but it did not fall, because it had been founded on the rock!
26- And everyone who hears these “Words” of mine --thus especially, with regard to the left
side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- and does not do them will be like a foolish man who
built his house on the sand.
27- And (1) the rain fell, and (2) the floods came, and (3) the winds blew and beat against that
house, and it fell, and great was the fall of it! (Gospel, Matthew 7/24-27)
So here are those heavy “rain,” and the “floods,” and the “winds” --for/in both of those cases-above (=7/25, 27), in these specific orders, now here thus:
the rain the floods the winds

01

02

19

03

=
the rain the floods the winds

01

02

19

03

=

x…

x…
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1- When prophet Jesus came down from the mountain, great crowds followed him.
2- And behold, a leper came to him and knelt before him, saying:
O “lord” (=i.e. a human “leader”), if you will, you can make me clean!
3- And prophet Jesus stretched out his hand and touched him, saying: I will --(exclusively and
only by the Permission of the LORD unto him therein; =Luke 4/23-27 & Quran Testament
5/110)-- be clean! And immediately his leprosy was cleansed.
4- And prophet Jesus said to him: See that you say nothing to anyone, but go, show yourself to
the priest and offer the “Gift” that Moses commanded, it will be a “PROOF” to them!
(Gospel, Matthew 8/1-4)
So here is that “Gift” that was commanded by prophet Moses for all lepers when they are
cleansed by the LORD of their leprosy therein:
==========
10- And on the eighth day he (=the “leper” who has been cleansed of his leprosy therein) shall take
“two male lambs” without blemish, and “one ewe lamb” a year old without blemish,
and a grain offering of “three tenths” of an ephah of fine “wheat flour” mixed with “oil,”
and “one” log of “oil.”
11- And the priest who cleanses him shall set the man (=the “leper”) who is to be cleansed therein
and these things before the LORD, at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. (Torah, Leviticus 14/10-11)
==========

So here are those “(two) male lambs” (=diploid: full/double chromosome numbers: 54 & 54),
and “(one) ewe lamb” (=haploid: half/single chromosome number: 27), *please, note that
because that this “ewe lamb” is only “a year old” above (=Leviticus 14/10), so we have thus
taken it into account exclusively with its “haploid” (=basic/single) chromosome number here.
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And then, here is that “wheat” flour (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 42),
and --for/in those two instances therein-- “(olive)-oils” (=complete: full/double chromosome
numbers: 46 & 46) above (=Leviticus 14/10), in these specific orders, now here thus:
lamb ewe lamb
54

27

oil wheat oil

54

46

19

46

19

x…

=

42

x…

=

(*Please, note that thus there is a perfect match (=54 … 54 & 46 … 46) now also in this respect
above!)
And thereafter, here is that “two” male lambs, and “one” ewe lamb, and “three-tenths” of an
ephah of wheat flour, and finally “one” log of oil above (=Leviticus 14/10), in these specific
orders, now here thus:
lambs ewe wheat flour oil

(or/and)

oil wheat flour ewe lambs

02

01

03 10

01

01

10 03

01

02

>

>

> >

>

<

< <

<

<

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

as a most Superb and matchless “PROOF” above from our Supreme LORD unto
HIS honorable Messenger and Servant Jesus therein (=Gospel, Matthew 8/4)
thus in such a Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS manner to come out in this Final Age
now! (=Gospel, John 6/27, 40 = Matthew 23/39 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/83-85)!
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11- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): I tell you, many will come from east and west and recline
at “Table” with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the “Kingdom of Heaven,” (*so please, certainly
see “A Festive Miracle” document, p.14-16 now, to clearly witness this heavenly “Table” in this
respect, in this Final Age, therein now!)-12- while (many) servants of the Kingdom (=i.e. these kind of untruthful Jews and Christians
in this Final Age now; =Matthew 23/27-33 & 7/21-23) --(when/if they never truthfully repent
and return to HIM till the very last moment of their normal life-span here; =Quran Testament
4/17-18)-- will be thrown into the outer darkness --(in the hereafter). In that place there will be
weeping and “gnashing of teeth!” (Gospel, Matthew 8/11-12)
So here are those gnashing “teeth” (=an adult human has “8 pairs” of upper teeth & “8 pairs” of
lower teeth) in these Most Amazing & Most Wondrous exclusive --(to the left & to the right
“gnashing”)-- manners, now here thus:
(left side)

upper “teeth”

(right side)

1 3 2 4 5 6 7 8 8 7 6 5 2 4 1 3
> > > > > > > > < < < < > > > >

19

x…

=

> > > > > > > > < < < < > > > >
1 3 2 4 5 6 7 8 8 7 6 5 2 4 1 3
(left side)

lower “teeth”

19

=

x…

(right side)
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19- And a scribe came up and said to prophet Jesus: Teacher, I will follow you wherever you go.
20- Prophet Jesus said to him: “Foxes” have holes, and “birds” of the sky have nests, and the
Son of Man --(who would be sent by the LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” now;
=John 6/27, 40) --(*so please, also certainly see in this regard: 1 Day = 1000 years in the sight of
the LORD, in the first place here; =Psalms 90/4 & Quran Testament 22/47)-- has nowhere to
lay his head! (Gospel, Matthew 8/20)
So here are those (red) “foxes” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 34),
and (dove) “birds” of the sky (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 76),
in this specific order again, now here thus:
bird bird bird bird bird bird bird bird bird bird

fox fox fox fox fox fox fox fox fox

76

34

76

76

76

76

76 76

19

=

x…

76 76

76

34 34

34

34

34 34

34 34

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “ten” birds on the left side, and “nine” foxes on the right
side above (=i.e. 10 + 9 = 19), and thereater, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e. 20 +
18 = 38) & (30 + 27 = 57) & …….. “limitlessly” again, for/on both sides above!
(*So please, also certainly see “A Joyful Miracle” document, p. 19-23 now, to clearly witness
all of these heavenly “foxes” and the “birds” of the sky, in this respect, in the first place,
therein now!)
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image credit: shutterstock.com (gold & silver & copper)

9- (Prophet Jesus thus instructed his disciples, when he sent them to all nearby towns, that they
may deliver the “Gospel” of the “Kingdom” to them): Acquire no “gold” or “silver” or
“copper” for your belts,
10- no bag for your journey, or two tunics or sandals or a staff, for the laborer deserves his
provisions (=i.e. they would be given that “gold” and “silver” and “copper” and all of these
other things by GOD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” now, =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45
in this most specific manner here; =Luke 12/29-34);
11- And whatever town or village you enter, find out who is worthy in it and stay there until you
depart.
12- As you enter the house, greet it.
13- And if the house is worthy, let your peace come upon it, but if it is not worthy, let your peace
return to you.
14- And if anyone will not receive you or listen to your “Words --(of this Gospel of the
Kingdom),” shake off the dust from your --left & right-- “feet” when you leave that house or
town.
15- Truly, I say to you, it will be more bearable on the Day of Judgment for the land of “Sodom”
and “Gomorrah” than for that town!
(Gospel, Matthew 10/9-15)

So here are those heavenly “gold,” and “silver,” and “copper” above (=Matthew 10/10),
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect orders, now here thus:
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image credit: chemicalelements.com (Gold)

Gold (Au)
Atomic number: 79
Number of Protons: 79
Number of Electrons: 79 >>>
Number of Neutrons: 118

Number of Energy Levels: Six
First Energy Level:
Second Energy Level:
Third Energy Level:
Fourth Energy Level:
Fifth Energy Level:
Sixth Energy Level:

2 (electrons)
8 (electrons)
18 (electrons)
32 (electrons)
18 (electrons)
1 (electron)
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image credit: chemicalelements.com (Silver)

Silver (Ag)
Atomic number: 47
Number of Protons: 47
Number of Electrons: 47 >>>
Number of Neutrons: 61

Number of Energy Levels: Five
First Energy Level:
Second Energy Level:
Third Energy Level:
Fourth Energy Level:
Fifth Energy Level:

2 (electrons)
8 (electrons)
18 (electrons)
18 (electrons)
1 (electrons)
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image credit: chemicalelements.com (Copper)

Copper (Cu)
Atomic number: 29
Number of Protons: 29
Number of Electrons: 29 >>>
Number of Neutrons: 35

Number of Energy Levels: Four
First Energy Level:
Second Energy Level:
Third Energy Level:
Fourth Energy Level:

2 (electrons)
8 (electrons)
18 (electrons)
1 (electrons)
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So here are those heavenly “gold,” and “silver,” and “copper” above (=Matthew 10/10),
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:

“copper”
64
. protons
.
+
. neutrons

“silver”

29

108

electrons
.

“gold”

47

protons electrons
+
neutrons

19

=

197

79

protons
+
neutrons

electrons

.
.

x…
--or/and--

“copper”

“gold”
197
.
.
.

79

protons electrons
+
neutrons

64

“silver”

29

protons electrons
+
neutrons

19

=

108

47

protons electrons
+
neutrons

x…

So thereafter, now let us also clearly see these heavenly “treasures” above (=Matthew 10/10),
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect orders, now here thus:
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“Gold”
energy levels
6

5

4

3

energy levels

2

1

1

197

01 18 32 18 08 02

2

3

4

5

6

02 08 18 32 18 01

(protons + neutrons)

19x…

<<<<<<

>>>>>>

=

“Silver”
energy levels
5

4

3

2

energy levels
1

1

108

01 18 18 08 002

2

3

4

5

002 08 18 18 01

(protons + neutrons)

19x…

<<<<<<

>>>>>>

=

“Copper”
energy levels

energy levels

4

1

3

2

01 18 08

1

64

02

2

3

02 08 18 01

(protons + neutrons)

<<<<<<

19x…

=

4

>>>>>>
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And finally, here are those blessed “toes” of the --left & right-- “feet” of those truthful followers
of prophet Jesus above (=Matthew 10/11-15) especially for/in this Last -Third- “Day”
(=i.e. this Last -Third- “Millennium;” =Psalms 90/4) here now (=John 6/27, 40 & 43-45),
in these perfect orders, now here thus:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

1

2

3

4

05

05

4

3

2

1

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus legitimately placed those -exclusive- two big “toes” of the --left
& right-- “feet” perfectly as (=05 & 05) above.
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.

image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (sheep in the midst of wolves)

16- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): Behold, I am sending you out as “sheep” in the midst
of “wolves,” so be wise as “serpents” and innocent as “doves!”
(Gospel, Matthew 10/16)
So here are those “sheep” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 54),
and (maned) “wolves” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 76), in this specific order,
now here thus:
sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep sheep

54

54

54

54 54

54

19

=

54

x…

54 54

wolf wolf

76 76

wolf wolf

wolf wolf wolf wolf

wolf wolf

76 76 76 76 76 76

76 76

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “nine” sheep on the left side, and “ten” wolves on the
right side above (=i.e. 9 + 10 = 19), and thereafter, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e.
18 + 20 = 38) & (27 + 30 = 57) & …….. “limitlessly” again, for/on both sides above!

And then here are those “serpents” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 76),
(*basically it can range from 74 to 78)
and “doves” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 74),
(*basically it can range from 72 to 78)
above (=10/16), in this specific order again, now here thus:
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serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp.

dove dove dove dove dove dove dove dove dove

76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76

74 74 74 74 74 74 74 74 74

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “ten” serpents on the left side, and “nine” doves on the
right side above (=i.e. 10 + 9 = 19), and thereafter, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e.
20 + 18 = 38) & (30 + 27 = 57) & …….. “limitlessly” again, for/on both sides above;
by all of these most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again
(=Quran Testament 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 45/3-4 = 6/38-39), from the very beginning!
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (twelve tribes of Israel)

23- (Prophet Jesus said to his disciples): When they persecute you in one town, flee to the next,
for truly, I say to you, you will not have completed all the “towns” of Israel till the “Son of Man”
comes!
(Gospel, Matthew 10/23)
So here are all those “towns” of Israel within those main “twelve Tribal allotments” above,
in these specific orders, now here thus:
Here are those “5” tribes of Israel --by his wifes Rachel, and (her maid) Bilhah therein:
Joseph (=i.e.
1) Manasseh 2) Ephraim and then 3) Benjamin 4) Dan 5) Naphtali
(*So please, see them in Genesis 30/22-24, 48/3-5 & 35/17-18 & 30/1-8 in this respect now, in
the first place.)
Here are those “7” tribes of Israel --by his wifes Leah, and (her maid) Zilpah therein:
1) Reuben 2) Simeon 3) Judah 4) Issachar 5) Zebulun 6) Gad 7) Asher
(*So please, see them in Genesis 29/31-35, 30/9-20 in this respect now, in the first place.)
(*Please, note that Levi (=the third son of “Israel” by his wife “Leah” therein; Genesis 29/34
has no portion in this respect; =Torah, Deuteronomy 18/1-2)!
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So now, due to the fact that the “Son of Man” (=i.e. this long awaited and anticipated
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here) has thus already been sent by our
Supreme LORD in this Last -Third- “Day” (=i.e. “Millennium;” Psalms 90/4) here now,
as prophet Jesus clearly pointed it out therein above (=Gospel, Matthew 10/23 = John 6/27, 40),
so henceforth all truthful followers of prophet Jesus (=i.e. this “Son of Man” and all those who
will thus truly follow him in this respect, in this Final Age now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)
may thus absolutely complete “all those towns of Israel” above (=Gospel, Matthew 10/23),
in these perfect orders, by the immense Grace of our Supreme LORD unto all of HIS truthful
servants, in this Final Age, now here thus:
Towns of Israel
. by his wifes Rachel and Bilhah

Towns of Israel
by his wifes Leah and Zilpah

Naphtali Dan Benjamin Ephraim Manasseh

5

4

3

2

Asher Gad Zebulun Issachar Judah Simeon Reuben

1

7

19

=

6

5

4

3

2

1

19

x…

=

x…

And please, also note that there are thus exactly “5” tribal Towns in total on the left side above,
and “7” tribal Towns in total on the right side above:

5

7

19

=

x…
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.i. credit: en.wikipedia.org (sparrows)

i. credit: en.wikipedia.org (sheep)

29- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): Are not two “sparrows” sold for a coin? Yet not one of
them falls to the ground without your LORD’s (Knowledge).
30- And even the hairs of your head are all counted.
31- Fear not, therefore; you are of more value than many “sparrows!” (Gospel, Matthew 10/31)
11- (Prophet Jesus said to them): Which one of you who has a “sheep,” if it falls into a pit on the
Sabbath, will not take hold of it and lift it out?
12- (Then) of how much more value is a man than a “sheep!” (Gospel, Matthew 12/11-12)
So here are those blessed (tree) “sparrows” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 78),
and the most blessed “human being” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 46) in this
respect above (=10/31), in this specific manner, now here thus:
“human”

sparrows

46

78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78
.

78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

.
.

78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

sparrows

78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

.

78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “38” (=19x…) “sparrows” on the left side, and
“19” (=19x…) “sparrows” on the right side above, and thereafter, it could go on in these
specific orders (=i.e. in every other “9” sparrows it will perfectly give us a “multiple” (=19x…)
again and again), “limitlessly,” for/on both sides above!
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And then, here are those blessed “sheep” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 54),
and the most blessed “human being” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 46) in this
respect above (=12/12), in this specific manner again, now here thus:
“human”

sheep

46

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54
.

sheep

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

.

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” (=19x…) “sheep” on the left side, and again
“19” (=19x…) “sheep” on the right side above, and thereafter, it could go on in these specific
orders (=i.e. in every other “9” sheep it will perfectly give us a “multiple” (=19x…) again and
again), “limitlessly,” for/on both sides above!

So now, we can also thus legitimately infer that a truthful “human being” would thus be
at least (38 + 19 =) “57” times more valuable than a blessed “sparrow,” and then
at least (19 + 19 =) “38” times more valuable than a blessed “sheep,” in the Eyes of our
Supreme LORD, in this respect above (=Gospel, Matthew 10/31 & 12/12);
and thus our Supreme LORD will ultimately gather all of them (=i.e. all of HIS truthful
“human” servants, and all of HIS other blessed “creatures,” all together, in eternal Paradise,
thus in the hereafter! (=Quran Testament 6/38 & 36/55-58)
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image credit: clker.com (cross)

38- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): And whoever does not take his “cross” and follow
“me” (=a reference to “Servant Jesus”) is not worthy of “Me” (=a reference to “LORD GOD!”)
(*Please, also certainly see “Torah, Deuteronomy 29/4-5” now, to clearly witness that prophet Moses also used
this specific pronoun (=I or/and Me) exclusively and directly to refer to LORD GOD, and not to himself, in many
such occasions therein).

39- Whoever finds his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life for “My” (=a reference to
“LORD GOD” here again, not to “Servant Jesus”)-- Sake will find it!
(Gospel, Matthew 10/38-39)
o

So there is thus specifically two 90 angles --for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- at the
intersection on that “cross” above, (especially and first of all, for/on the upper side therein now);
so henceforth, we can see it in this specific manner therein perfectly thus:

44o 46o

19

=

x…

44o 46o

19

=

x…

================================
**Please, note that this unique “cross” of prophet Jesus above henceforth thus absolutely and
loudly proclaims --in this most Superb and matchless “Universal/Mathematical Language”-- that:
GOD is absolutely “One” (=because in Hebrew the gematrical value of “Vahad = One,”

19!”

and in Arabic the gematrical value of “Wahid = One” is exactly: “

So please, certainly see “Universal Magnificent Miracles 2” document, p. 4, in this regard now,
in the first place!
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And then please, also certainly see again “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, p. 105-107
thus to clearly see that this unique “cross” of prophet Jesus, and the unique “star” of prophet
David, and the unique “crescent” of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon each of them)
presented therein are thus only clear and basic “Signs” which MUST only and always cause us
to absolutely and unmistakably remember that:

“AL-LAH is the One and Only Creator and the One and Only Possessor of all the “Stars”
and the “Moons,” and all of the other “earthly or heavenly Objects” therein, in all Universe/s.
So there is absolutely and only One God, and One Creator, and One Redeemer, and
One Helper: AL-LAH!
and

AL-LAH is the One and Only GOD;
never did HE beget, nor was HE begotten;
and there is absolutely nothing and none that could be compared to HIM;
and there is absolutely nothing and none like HIM.
*So please, certainly see in this respect now (=QURAN TESTAMENT 112/1-4 & 42/11),
(=Torah, Deuteronomy 4/15-24), (=Gospel, Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18), (=Quran, Ikhlaas 1-4 &
Shoora 11), in the first place!

==============================
(*Therefore, we MUST also certainly see and unmistakably understand here that:
to wrongfully attempt to use these clear and basic “Signs” above (=cross, or star, or crescent) as
something that could “redeem” or “help” someone, in any situation, would be an unforgivable Sin and
idol worshipping that every truthful believer MUST absolutely and always refrain from, in the first
place! So every truthful believer, whenever they see these clear and basic “Signs” (=cross, or star, or
crescent) above, henceforth MUST only and certainly remember thereby the absolute Oneness of

AL-LAH, and pray only to HIM and seek help only from HIM, wherever or in whatever situation
they may be, at all times!)
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image credit: naturebackgrounds.info (water)

41- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): The one who receives a messenger because he is --thus
especially, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- a “messenger” will receive
a messenger’s reward, and the one who receives a righteous-one because he is --thus especially,
due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- a “righteous-one” will receive
a righteous-one’s reward!
42- So whoever gives one of these little ones even a cup of cold “water” because he is a
“disciple” --(thus especially, in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27,
40 & 43-45), truly, I say to you, he will by no means lose his reward!
(Gospel, Matthew 10/41-42)
So here is that blessed “water” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hyrogen; atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen;
atomic no: 1 & Oxygen; atomic no: 8) above (=10/42), in these specific orders, now here thus:
“water”

--or/and--

00010108

08010001

>>>>>

<<<<<

19

=

“water”

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that those extra “0”s thus perfectly represent the “bubles” in that fresh “water”
--for/on that left side & for/on that right side-- above!
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image credit: frpic.com (two eyes)

2- Now when prophet John heard in prison about the deeds of prophet Jesus, he sent word
by his disciples,
3- and said to him: Are you the one who is to come, or shall we look for another?
4- And prophet Jesus answered them: Go and tell John what you hear and see:
5- the “blind” receive their sight, and the “lame” walk,
the “lepers” are cleansed, and the “deaf” hear, and the “dead” are raised up --(exclusively and
only by the Permission of the LORD therein, =Luke 4/23-27 & Quran Testament 5/110);
and (thus) the poor have “Good-News” preached to them!
6- And blessed is the one who is not offended by me.
(Gospel, Matthew 11/2-6)
So here are those “(two) eyes” --(for the blind), and the “(two) feet” --(for the lame), and
“(one) face” --(for the lepers), and “(two) ears” --(for the deaf), and “(one) heart” --(for the
dead) therein above (=11/5), in this perfect order, now here thus:
heart ears face feet eyes

1

2

1

19

=

2

2

x…

*Please, note that we have thus specifically taken into account “(one) face” --(for the lepers),
and “(one) heart” --(for the dead) above, in a perfect parallel manner in this respect therein.
And please, note that because that original Hebrew language of prophet Jesus (peace be upon
him) was essentially written from the right to the left, the above order (=i.e. heart, and ears,
and face, and feet, and eyes) is perfectly seen as such therein, --for every man-- & --for every
woman-- dead, or deaf, or leper, or lame, or blind therein above!
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*And please, also certainly see “A Redeeming Miracle” document, p. 20-21, 25-26 now,
to clearly witness the healing of the “blind,” and the “lame,” and the “lepers,” and the “deaf,”
and the resurrection of the “dead,” by the Permission of our Supreme LORD, in this Final Age
(=Gospel, John 5/25-29) in this respect, therein now!
16- And they said to him: Do you hear what these are saying? And prophet Jesus said to
them: Yes; have you never read --(in the Psalms):
“(O LORD), out of the mouth of --thus especially, with regard to the left side of those
“19” coded Tables here now-- “infants,” and --with regard to the right side of those “19” coded
Tables here now-- “babies” YOU have prepared “Praise!”
25- At that time prophet Jesus declared: I thank you, LORD, the LORD of heavens and earth,
that YOU have hidden these things from --thus especially, with regard to the left side of those
“19” coded Tables here again now-- the “wise,” and --with regard to the right side of those
“19” coded Tables here again now-- the “learned,” and revealed them to “babes” --(as it has
thus already been pointed out in the above Verse.)-(*So please, also certainly see “Quran Testament 7/157” in this respect, in the first place now!)
26- Yes, LORD, for such has been YOUR Gracious Will.
27- All things (=i.e. the “Words” of this Gospel) have been handed over to me by my LORD;
no one knows the Servant (1) except the LORD (=1), and no one knows the LORD (=1)
except the Servant (1) and Anyone to whom (2) the Servant (1) chooses to reveal --(HIM)!
(Gospel, Matthew 21/16 & 11/25-27)
person no:

.
.

1

LORD LORD

1 1

Servant

19

=

person no: person no: person no:

1

1

2

Servant

Servant

Anyone

x…

*The LORD our GOD, the LORD is One (=1)! (=Gospel, Mark 12/29)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (bread)

25- And prophet Jesus said to them: Have you never read what David did, when he was in need
and was hungry, he and those who were with him:
26- how he entered the House of GOD, in the time of Abiathar the high priest, and ate the
“bread” of the Presentation, which is not lawful for any but the priests to eat, and also gave it
to those who were with him?
27- And prophet Jesus said to them: The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath!
28- So the Son of Man is “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher” who can thus make lawful for those
in need to eat even on a Sabbath day, by the Permission of the LORD unto him therein;
=Quran Testament 3/50)-- even of the Sabbath! (Gospel, Mark 2/25-28)
So here are those blessed “five” loaves of “bread” prophet David (peace be upon him) thus
specifically requested from the high priest Abiathar to give to him therein, in the first place
(=Samuel-I 21/3), in this specific order, now here thus:
bread no: bread no: bread no: bread no: bread no:

.

5
<

4
<

3
<

2
<

1
<

19

=

x…

And here again is that blessed “(wheat)-bread” (=hexaploid chromosome number: 2n=6x=42,
i.e. basically it has “seven” chromosomes each of which has “six” copies) which was eaten and
also given to his friends --(in “morsels”)-- by prophet David therein above (=2/26), in these
perfect orders again, now here thus:
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“(wheat)-bread”
chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no:

.
.
.

7
7
7
<

6
6
6
<

5
5
5
<

4
4
4
<

3
3
3
<

2
2
2
<

chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no:

1
1
1
<

7
7
7
<

6
6
6
<

19

=

5
5
5
<

4
4
4
<

3
3
3
<

2
2
2
<

1
1
1
<

19

x…

=

x…

And finally, here is that most special “Sabbath” Day (=7th Day of the Week; =Deut. 5/12-15)
above (=Gospel, Mark 2/27-28), in this perfect order again, now here thus:
Sabbath day day day day day day

.

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

^

<

<

<

<

<

<

19

=

x…
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (hand bones)

9- Prophet Jesus went on from there and entered their synagogue.
10- And a man was there with a withered “hand.” And they asked him: Is it lawful to heal on the
Sabbath? —so that they might accuse him.
11- And he said to them: Which one of you who has a sheep, if it falls into a pit on the Sabbath,
will not take hold of it and lift it out?
12- Of how much more value is a man than a sheep?
So it is lawful to do good on the Sabbath! (=Quran Testament 3/50 = 43/63)
13- Then he said to the man: Stretch out your “hand!” And the man stretched it out, and it was
--(exclusively and only by the Permission of the LORD therein again; =Luke 4/23-27 ==
Quran Testament 5/110)-- restored to normal, like the other (“hand”)! (Gospel, Matthew
12/9-13)
So here is the healed “hand” of that man above (=12/10, 13) with all of its --(finger or/and
fingerlike)-- “19” essential bones (=i.e. “5” metacarpals + “14” phalanges), in this perfect order,
now here thus:
left “hand”

--or/and--

bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no:

19
. 14
. 10
5

18
13
9
4

17
12
8
3

19

=

16
11
7
2

x…

right “hand”
bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no:

15

19

6
1

10
5

18
14
9
4

17
13
8
3

19

=

16
12
7
2

x…

15
11
6
1
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. image credit: parents.tropicmind.com (nights & days)

39- But prophet Jesus answered them: An evil and adulterous generation seeks for a Sign, but no
Sign will be given to it except the Sign of the prophet Jonah.
40- For just as Jonah was “three days” and “three nights” in the belly of the great fish, so will
the “Son of Man” (=i.e. this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the
Covenant” who has already been sent by the LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Milennium)”
here now; =John 6/27, 40) be “three days” and “three nights” in the heart of the earth! (Gospel,
Matthew 12/39-40)
So let us clearly see those most miraculous “three days” and “three nights” above, in these
MOST AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect orders, now here thus:

1 12 1 12 1 12
day hours day hours day hours
____________________________________

1

12

1

12

1

12

night hours night hours night hours
________________________________________

19

x…

=

--or/and--

12

1 12 1 12 1

hours day hours day hours day
___________________________________

1

12

1

12

1

hours night hours night hours night
________________________________________

19

=

12

x…
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*Please, note that we have thus legitimately taken into account each of those “days” and
“nights” as perfect “twelve hours,” because prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) has clearly
pointed it out here thus (=John 11/9), by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto him
therein, in the first place!

41- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): The men of Nineveh will rise up at the Judgment with
this “generation” (=thus a specific reference also and especially to this present “generation” in
this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 = Luke 18/8) and condemn it,
for they repented at the preaching of Jonah, and behold, “something greater than Jonah” --on
the left side of those “19” coded Tables now-- is here --(thus in this “Last -Third- Day
(=Millennium)” now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)! (*Please, see it here, on p. 235-236)
42- The queen of the South will rise up at the Judgment with this “generation” (=thus a specific
reference also and especially to this present “generation” in this “Last -Third- Day
(=Millennium)” now; =John 6/27, 40 = Luke 18/8) and condemn it, for she came from the ends
of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon, and behold, “something greater than Solomon”
--on the right side of those “19” coded Tables now-- is here --(thus in this “Last -Third- Day
(=Millennium)” now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)! (*Please, see it here, on p. 235-236)
(Gospel, Matthew 12/41-42)
Prophet Jonah (peace be upon him) is mentioned exactly “4” times in the Quran Testament,
so “something greater than Jonah” would be indicated thus at least (“4” + 1 =) by (number) “5”
here, in this specific context now; and then prophet Solomon (peace be upon him) is mentioned
exactly “17” times in the Quran Testament, so “something greater than Solomon” would be
indicated thus at least (“17” + 1 =) by (number) “18” here, in this specific context now!
So let us clearly see them in these perfect orders --for/on that left side & for/on that right side
above-- now here thus:
<<<<<

<<<<<

5 4321

18 17 16 15 14
13 12 11 10 9 8 7
654321

19

=

x…

19

=

x…
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (darkness)

43- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): When an unclean “spirit” has gone out of a person, it
passes through arid places seeking rest, but finds none.
44- Then it says: “I will return to my house from which I came.” And when it comes, it finds the
house empty, swept, and put in order.
45- Then it goes and brings back with it “seven” other “spirits” more evil than itself, and they
enter and dwell there, and the last condition of that person is (thus) worse than the first! So also
will it be with this evil generation!
(Gospel, Matthew 12/43-45)

So here are those “seven” evil “spirits” above (=12/45) --(*these are referred to as “jinn satans”
in the Quran Testament; 6/112 = 114/4-6)-- in this specific order, first of all, now here thus:
spirit no: spirit no: spirit no: spirit no: spirit no: spirit no: spirit no:

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

19

=

x…

An then, here are those “one” unclean “spirit” (=12/43) together with those “seven” other
“spirits” above (=12/45), in this specific order, now here thus:
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spirit no: spirit no: spirit no: spirit no: spirit no: spirit no: spirit no: spirit no:

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

19

=

x…

*Please, note that the direction of those “seven” evil “spirits” were thus towards the left
(= < < < < < < < ), in the first case above, and in the second case above the direction of those
“one” unclean “spirit,” together with those “seven” evil “spirits” are thus towards the right
(= > > > > > > > >), because they are thus exclusively in a “coming back/returning” route
to that specific house therein, in the second case above; (=12/44-45)
and because that those “seven” other “spirits” are even more evil than that “one” unclean
“spirit” above, they are thus specifically in front of it on its “coming back/returning” route
to that specific house, and thus the last condition of that person is even worse than its first,
because it ended up with “one” + “seven” such evil “spirits” therein! (=12/45)
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image credit: all-free-download.com (grain)

3- And prophet Jesus told them many things in parables, saying: A sower went out to sow.
4- And as he sowed, some seeds fell along the path, and the birds came and ate it up.
5- Other seeds fell on rocky ground, where they did not have much soil, and immediately they
sprang up, since they had no depth of soil,
6- but when the sun rose they were scorched. And since they had no root, they withered away.
7- Other seeds fell among thorns, and the thorns grew up and choked them.
8- Other seeds fell on good soil and produced “grain,” some a “hundredfold,” some “sixty,”
and some “thirty.”
9- Whoever has --left & right-- “ears,” let him hear (it) --thus especially, for/on the left side &
for/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-18- (And thereafter, prophet Jesus said to them): Hear then the parable of the sower:
19- When anyone hears the --“19” coded-- “Word” of the “Kingdom” (=Psalms 118/19-26)
and does not understand it, the evil one comes and snatches away what has been sown in his
heart. This is what was sown along the path.
20- As for what was sown on rocky ground, this is the one who hears the --“19” coded-- “Word”
and immediately receives it with joy,
21- yet he has no root in himself, but endures for a while, and when “tribulation” --due to the
left side therein now,-- or “persecution” --due to the right side therein now-- arises on account
of the --“19” coded-- “Word,” immediately he falls away.
22- As for what was sown among thorns, this is the one who hears the --“19” coded-- “Word,”
but the worldly anxiety and the lure of riches choke the “Word,” and it bears no fruit.
23- As for what was sown on good soil, this is the one who hears the --“19” coded-- “Word”
(=Psalms 118/19-26) and understands it. Then he indeed bears fruit and yields, some a
“hundredfold,” some “sixty,” and some “thirty!”
(Gospel, Matthew 13/3-9 & 18-23)
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So here are those blessed “hundredfold,” or/and “sixtyfold,” or/and “thirtyfold” grain above
(=13/8, 23), in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:

100

100

030

030

060

060

________________

________________

19

19

x…

=

x…

=
or/and

100 030 060

19

=

x…

100 030 060

19

=

x…

*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p.14-16 now, to clearly witness this
blessed abundant “grain” above (=Matthew 13/8, 23) in this respect, in the first place, therein
now! It has thus clearly been given to all humanity by that “Son of Man” in this
“Last -Third- Day (=Millennium),” by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto him
therein now, as it is thus clearly and unmistakably foretold by HIS honorable Servant Jesus
(peace be upon him) here again, in this respect, in this Gospel! (=John 6/27 = Matthew 23/39 =
John 6/40 –*so please, see it again here, on p. 4)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (heart)

13- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): This is why I speak to them in parables, because seeing
they do not see, and hearing they do not hear, nor do they understand.
14- Indeed, in their case the prophecy of prophet Isaiah is fulfilled that says:
“You shall indeed hear but not understand, you shall indeed look but never see!
(The LORD said:) Gross is the “heart” of this people, they will hardly hear with their “ears,”
they have closed their “eyes,” lest they should see with their “eyes” and hear with their “ears,”
and understand with their “heart” and be converted, and I heal them!”
16- (Prophet Jesus then said to his followers): But blessed are your “eyes,” for they see, and
your “ears,” for they hear.
17- For truly, I say to you, many prophets and righteous people longed to see what you see
--thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here --in this “Last -ThirdDay (=Millennium)”-- now (=John 6/40, 43-45), but did not see it, and to hear what you hear
--thus especially, on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here --in this “Last -ThirdDay (=Millennium)”-- now (=John 6/40, 43-45), but did not hear it!
(Gospel, Matthew 13/13-17)
So when/if we exclusively take into account only those that are emphasized in that most specific
prophecy of prophet Isaiah above, here is what we see in these Most AMAZING & Most
WONDROUS specific orders therein, first of all, now here thus:
“eyes” “ears” “heart” “heart” “ears” “eyes”

2

2

1

1

19

=

x…

2

2
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Thereafter, when/if we specifically include also those that are emphasized in that most specific
message of prophet Jesus above (=13/16), here is what we see again in these Most AMAZING
& Most WONDROUS specific orders therein, now here thus:
“eyes” “heart” “ears” “eyes” “ears” “eyes” “ears” “heart”

2

1

2

2

2

19

=

2

2

1

x…

(*Please, note that all of these most Superb and matchless “19” coded “Miracles” of our
Supreme LORD above on all of these “heart” and “ears” and “eyes” …… therein are always
perfectly valid --for/on the left side & for/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here
now-- for all “men” and for all “women,” equally, in each and every case herein, in such a
perfect “Symmetrical Design” here again (=Quran Testament 74/26-30 = 51/49), in the first
place!)
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24- Prophet Jesus put another parable before them, saying: The “Kingdom of Heaven” may be
likened to a man who sowed good seed in his field,
25- but while his men were sleeping, his enemy came and sowed “weeds” among the “wheat”
and went away.
26- So when the plants came up and bore grain, then the “weeds” appeared also.
27- And the servants of the master of the house came and said to him: O master, did you not sow
good seed in your field? How then does it have “weeds?”
28- And he said to them: An enemy has done this. So the servants said to him: Then do you want
us to go and gather them?
29- But he said: No, lest in gathering the “weeds” you root up the “wheat” along with them.
30- Let both grow together until the harvest, and at harvest time I will tell the reapers:
Gather the “weeds” first and bind them in bundles to be burned, then gather the “wheat” into
my barn!
(Gospel, Matthew 13/24-30)

So here are those gathered (lolium genus-- darnel) “weeds” (=diploid: full/double chromosome
number: 2n=2x=14 i.e. basically it has “seven” chromosomes each of which has “two” copies)-above, in these specific orders, first of all, now here thus:
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gathered “weeds” to be burned!
chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no:

7

4

5

6

1

3

2

chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no:

7

4

19

6

1

3

2

19

x…

=

5

x…

=

*Please, note that this irregular order (=7 4 5 6 1 3 2) on both sides above are also thus to
specifically indicate the “harm” and the “damage” that these “weeds” would cause in this
specific context here!
And now here is that gathered (triticum aestivum-- bread) “wheat” (=hexaploid chromosome
number: 2n=6x=42, i.e. basically it has “seven” chromosomes each of which has “six” copies)
above, in these perfect orders, now here thus:
gathered “wheat” into the barn!
chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no:

.
.

7
7
7

6
6
6

5
5
5

4
4
4

19

3
3
3

=

x…

2
2
2

1
1
1

chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no: chr.no:

7
7
7

6
6
6

5
5
5

4
4
4

3
3
3

2
2
2

1
1
1

19

=

x…

*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p.14-16 now, to clearly witness this
uprooted “weeds” --into the lower region,-- and the gathered “wheat” --into the upper regions
of those “19” coded Tables above (=Matthew 13/30) in this respect, in the first place, therein
now! For it has thus clearly been given to all humanity by that “Son of Man” in this
“Last -Third- Day (=Millennium),” by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto him
therein now, as it is thus clearly and unmistakably foretold by HIS honorable Servant Jesus
(peace be upon him) here again, in this respect, in this Gospel! (=John 6/27 = Matthew 23/39 =
John 6/40 –*so please, see it again here, on p. 4)
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i. credit: en.wikipedia.org (ramphastos)

i. credit: commons.wikimedia.org (turtledove)

31- Prophet Jesus put another parable before them, saying: The “Kingdom of Heaven” is like a
grain of “mustard seed” that a man took and sowed in his field.
32- It is the smallest of all seeds, yet when full grown it is the largest of plants. It becomes a
large tree, so that the “birds” of the sky come and dwell in its branches!
(Gospel, Matthew 13/31-32)
So here is that (black) “mustard seed” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 16),
and the (ramphastos & turtledove) “birds” of the sky (=diploid: full/double chromosome
numbers: 88 & 72) above, in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders,
now here thus:
ramphastos
.

birds

88 88 88 88 88

mustard
tree

<

16 >

turtledove
birds

72 72 72 72 72

88 88 88 88 88

72 72 72 72 72

88 88 88 88 88

72 72 72 72 72

. 88 88 88 88

72 72 72 72

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

19 19

=

x…

=

x…

.

.
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*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” (ramphastos) birds on the left side, and again
exactly “19” (turtledove) birds on the right side above, --(and it could go on in these specific
orders (=i.e. in every other “9” birds it perfectly gives us a “multiple” (=19x…) again and again,
“limitlessly,” for/on both sides)-- thus perfectly dwelling in the branches of that blessed
“mustard tree” above! (=Matthew 13/30-31)
And please, note that because that many would come from the “west” or/and the “east” and thus
enter into the “Kingdom of Heaven” here, in this Final Age now (=Matthew 8/11 = John
6/43-45), so we have thus legitimately chosen one “bird” (=ramphastos: tucanus cuvieri)
specifically from “western” hemisphere, and one “bird” (=turtledove: streptopelia turtur)
specifically from “eastern” hemisphere for/on that blessed “mustard tree” above now,
by all of these most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 24/41), from the very beginning!

*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p.14-16 and “A Joyful Miracle”
document p. 19-23 now, to clearly witness this blessed “mustard seed,” and all of those “birds”
of the sky (=Matthew 13/31-32) in this respect, in the first place, therein now!
For it has thus clearly been given to all humanity by that “Son of Man” in this “Last -ThirdDay (=Millennium),” by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto him therein now,
as it is thus clearly and unmistakably foretold by HIS honorable Servant Jesus (peace be upon
him) here again, in this respect, in this Gospel! (=Matthew 8/20 = John 6/27 = Matthew 23/39 =
John 6/40 –*so please, see it again here, on p. 4)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (wheat flour)

33- Prophet Jesus told them another parable: The “Kingdom of Heaven” is like “yeast” that a
woman took and hid in “three measures of wheat-flour,” till it was all leavened!
34- All these things prophet Jesus said to the crowds in (such) parables; indeed, he said nothing
to them without a parable.
35- This was to fulfill what was spoken by the Prophet:
I will open my mouth in “parables;” I will (thus) utter --(by the perfect Instruction of the LORD
unto him therein)-- what was hidden since the foundation of the world!
(Gospel, Matthew 13/33-35)

So here is that blessed “yeast” (=haploid: basic/single chromosome number: 16),
and “three measures” of “wheat-flour” (=haploid: basic/single chromosome number: 7) above,
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
prepared with her “left-hand” therein
wheat-flour

yeast

measure no: measure no: measure no:

measure:

3

2

1

19

=

x…

1

or/and

prepared with her “right-hand” therein
wheat-flour

yeast

measure no: measure no: measure no:

3

2

1

19

=

x…

measure:

1
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prepared with her “left-hand” therein
yeast

wheat-flour
7

7

19

=

x…

prepared with her “right-hand” therein
yeast

chromosomes chromosomes chromosomes chromosomes

16

or/and

7

wheat-flour

chromosomes chromosomes chromosomes chromosomes

16

7

7

7

19

=

x…

*Please, note that when/if we add up all those “haploid” chromosome numbers on both sides
above (7 + 7 + 7 & 7 + 7 + 7) we thus perfectly get (=42) =i.e. the complete: full/double
chromosome number of “wheat” (triticum aestivum) therein;
and again when/if we add up all those “haploid” chromosome numbers on both sides above
(16 + 16) we thus perfectly get (=32) =i.e. the complete: full/double chromosome number of
“yeast” (saccharomyces cerevisiae) therein above,
by all of these most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-30, 31 = 20/133 = 5/46-47, 83), from the very beginning!
(=Gospel, Matthew 13/33-35)
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36- Then prophet Jesus left the crowds and went into the house. And his disciples came to him,
saying: Explain to us the parable of the weeds of the field!
37- And he said: The one who sows the good seed is the “Son of Man.”
38- The field is the world, and the good seed is the servants of the Kingdom (of GOD). The
weeds are the servants of the evil one (=satan),
39- and the enemy who sowed them is the devil. The harvest is the end of the age, and the
reapers are Angels.
40- Just as the weeds are gathered and burned with fire, so will it be at the end of the age.
41- The “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” who has already been sent by our Supreme LORD
in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40, 43-45) will send his
“angels,” and they will gather out of his kingdom --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables
here now-- all causers of sin, and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- all
evil doers,
42- and throw them into the fiery furnace --within that lowest region therein! In that place there
will be --on that left side therein-- “weeping,” and --on that right side therein-- “gnashing of
teeth!”
43- Then the righteous will shine like the sun in the “Kingdom of their LORD!” (*So please,
certainly see “A Glorious Miracle” document, p. 14 and then also “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 &
2” documents p. 16-17 & 15-16 now, to clearly witness all those “angels” and the “righteous,”
and then also all those “sinners” and “evil-doers” in this respect therein now!)
Whoever has --left & right-- “ears,” let him hear (it) --thus especially, for/on the left side &
for/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-(Gospel, Matthew 13/36-43)
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44- (Prophet Jesus told to the people another parable): The “Kingdom of Heaven” is like a
“treasure” hidden in a field, which a “Man” (=i.e. that “Son of Man” here again; =13/41) finds
and hides. Then in his joy he goes and sells all that he has and --on the left side of those
“19” coded Tables therein now-- buys that field!
45- Again, the “Kingdom of Heaven” is like a “Merchant” (=i.e. that “Son of Man” here again;
=13/41) in search of fine pearls,
46- when he finds a “pearl” of great value, he goes and sells all that he has and --on the right
side of those “19” coded Tables therein now-- buys it!
(*So please, certainly see “A Glittering Miracle” document, p. 9-10 now, to clearly witness this
heavenly “treasure” and “pearls” granted by our Supreme LORD unto all of HIS truthful
servants (=13/44, 46) in this respect, in this Final Age =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45 therein now!)
(Gospel, Matthew 13/44-46)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (sardines)
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47- (Prophet Jesus told to them another parable): Again, the “Kingdom of Heaven” is like a net
that was thrown into the sea and gathered “fish” of every kind.
48- When it was full, men drew it ashore and sat down and sorted the “good” into containers but
threw away the “bad.”
49- So it will be at the end of the age. The “angels” will come out --within the upper regions of
those “19” coded Tables therein now-- and separate the “evil” from the “righteous,”
50- and throw them into the fiery furnace --within the lower regions of those “19” coded Tables
therein now!-- In that place there will be --on that left side-- “weeping,” and --on that right side-“gnashing of teeth!” (*So please, certainly see again “A Glorious Miracle” document, p. 14
now, to clearly witness all those “angels,” and then the “evil-doers,” and the “righteous,”
in this respect, in the first place, therein now!)
(Gospel, Matthew 13/47-50)

So here are those gathered (sardines: sardinops melanostictus & common carps: cyprinus carpio)
“fish” (=diploid: full/double chromosome numbers: 48 & 100) above (=13/47-48), in these
perfect orders, now here thus:
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“good” ones into containers!
(=Matthew 13/48)
sardines

common carps

48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

19

=

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

19

x…

x…

=
“bad” ones thrown away!
(=Matthew 13/48)

----------------------------------------------------------------------48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48

19

=

x…

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------100 100 100 100 100 100

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly (9x19 =) “171” sardines on the left side above, and
exactly (6x19 =) “114” common carps on the right side above (*and this is perfectly valid for
every other kind of “fish” in the sea (=Matthew 13/47) with a “two digit” & “three digit” diploid
chromosome numbers --for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- above! (=Matthew 13/47)
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And please, note that exactly for/after every “19” good (=i.e. edible) “sardines” in the upper
region, we have got “1” bad (=i.e. inedible) “sardine” in the lower region (=i.e. in total “9”),
for/on the left side above; and again exactly for/after every “19” good (=edible) “common
carps” in the upper region, we have got “1” bad (=i.e. inedible) “common carp” in the lower
region (=i.e. in total “6”), for/on the right side above!
And thus --(“good” and “bad” together)-- now we have 171 + 9 = “180” sardines for/on the
left side above, in total, and 114 + 6 = “120” common carps for/on the right side above, in
total, therein thus:

180 120
.

19

x…

=

And then, thus --(only “good” ones)-- now we have “171” sardines for/on the left side above,
in total, and “114” common carps for/on the right side above, in total, therein thus:

171 114
.

19

x…

=

And then, thus --(only “bad” ones)-- now we have “9” sardines for/on the left side above, in
total, and “6” common carps for/on the right side above, in total, therein thus:

009 006
.

19

=

x…

by all of these most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 5/96), from the very beginning!
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*So please, certainly see “A Joyful Miracle” document p. 19-23 & 29 now, to clearly witness
all of these gathered “fish” of the sea (=Matthew 13/47-48) in this respect, in the first place,
therein now! For it has thus clearly been given to all humanity by that “Son of Man” in this
“Last -Third- Day (=Millennium),” by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto him
therein now, as it is thus clearly and unmistakably foretold by HIS honorable Servant Jesus
(peace be upon him) here again, in this respect, in this Gospel! (=John 6/27 = Matthew 23/39 =
John 6/40, 43-45 –*so please, see it again here, on p. 4)

===============================
*Please, note that these unique “mathematical properties” (=e.g. every “two-digit number” perfectly
give us a “multiple” (=19x..) when/if it is repeated exactly “nine” times, or/and every “three-digit
number” perfectly give us a “multiple” (=19x..) when/if it is repeated exactly “six” times, etc.
(=e.g. please, see it again here, on p. 28 now)-- have thus been created by our Supreme LORD (=i.e.
the One and Only Creator of all Mathematics), from the very beginning,
and HE thus most Wisely and perfectly “instructs” and “implements” them in such a most Superb and
matchless Ways now, throughout HIS Teachings, as HE has thus most Wisely and powerfully created
all of those things (=i.e. all heavens and earth, and all living or/and non-living things therein (to their
precise “chromosome numbers” or/and “atomic numbers” etc.), and all of the other natural phenomena
therein, thus accordingly and perfectly, from the very beginning! (=Quran Testament 74/26-30 = 41/53
= 24/45-46 = 7/54)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (bread of heaven)

32- Then prophet Jesus called his disciples to him and said: I have compassion on the crowd
because they have been with me now “three days” and have nothing to “eat!” And I am
unwilling to send them away “hungry,” lest they faint on the Way!
(Gospel, Matthew 15/32)
So here are those blessed “three days” above, in these specific orders, first of all, now here thus:
day no: day no: day no:

.

1
>

02
>

19

=

03
>

x…

--or/and--

day no: day no: day no:

03
<

02
<

1
<

19

=

x…

Please, note that this most specific “Message” of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) therein
above (=15/32) is thus also a most important prophecy about that “Son of Man” again
who would be sent by our Supreme LORD specifically in this “Last (=Third) Day
(=Millennium)” now, and would give that heavenly “Bread” to all truthful believers, worldwide,
by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto him therein now, that they may never faint
on the Way! (=Gospel, Matthew 15/32 = John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)
*So please, certainly see again “A Festive Miracle” document, p.14-16 now, to clearly witness
this heavenly “Bread” (=John 6/27, 40) in this respect, in this Final Age, therein now!
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image credit: sadierose.com (a loaf of bread)

8- But prophet Jesus, aware of this, said (to his disciples): O you of little faith, why are you
discussing among yourselves the fact that you have no bread?
9- Do you not yet perceive? Do you not remember the “five loaves” for the “five-thousand,”
and how many baskets you gathered?
10- Or the “seven loaves” for the “four-thousand,” and how many baskets you gathered?
11- How is it that you fail to understand that I did not speak about bread? Beware of the leaven
of the Pharisees and Sadducees!
12- Then they understood that he did not tell them to beware of the leaven of bread, but of the
teaching of the Pharisees and Sadducees. (Gospel, Matthew 16/8-12)
So here are those blessed “five loaves” for the “five-thousand,” and the “seven loaves” for the
“four-thousand” above, in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders,
now here thus:
loaves people loaves people
5

5000

7

19

4001

=

x…

--or/and-loaves people loaves people
7

4000

.

5

19

=

5001

x…

*Please, note that those specific “1” at the end, for/in both sides above, indicates prophet Jesus
himself (=i.e. “one” person who gave those blessed “loaves” to all of those people, exclusively
and only by the Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto him therein! (=John 6/32-33)
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15- Prophet Jesus said to his disciples: But who do you say that I am?
16- Simon Peter replied: You are the Messiah, the Servant of the Living GOD!
17- And prophet Jesus answered him: Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah! For flesh and blood
has not revealed this to you, but my LORD Who is in the heavens (=i.e. Who created and
controls all the heavens; =Quran Testament 67/3, 16-17).
18- And I tell you, you are Peter (=Rock); but on this “Rock” (=thus a specific reference to that
“Son of Man” who would be sent by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day
(=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40, 43-45) I will build my church, and the gates of hell
shall not prevail against it.
19- (For) I will --(exclusively and only by the Permission of the LORD unto him therein again)-give you (=i.e. to that “Son of Man”) the keys of the “Kingdom of Heaven,” so whatever you
bind on earth --thus on the left side, within those upper regions of those “19” coded Tables
herein now-- shall be “bound” in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth --thus on the right
side, within those lower regions of those “19” coded Tables herein now-- shall be “loosed”
in heaven! (*So please, certainly see it (e.g.) within “A Glittering Miracle” document, on p.
9-10 in this respect, in this Final Age, therein now.)
21- From that time prophet Jesus began to show his disciples that he must go to Jerusalem and
suffer many things from the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be killed, and on the Third
“Day” (=i.e. in this Third “Millennium” here now; because “1 Day = 1000 years” in the sight of
our Supreme LORD; please, see it here in Psalms 90/4 & QURAN TESTAMENT 22/47)-be “raised” (=i.e. be accepted and “honored” by all truthful believers, in all nations, worldwide,
as a very precious Messenger/Servant of the LORD here now; =Quran Testament 3/45-46)!
22- And Peter took him aside and began to rebuke him, saying: Far be it from you, “lord” (=i.e.
a human “leader.”) This shall never happen to you!
23- And prophet Jesus turned and said to Peter: Get behind me, Satan! You are a hindrance to
me. For your thoughts are Not of the Commandments of GOD, but of the commandments of man
(=i.e. Peter will thus be a hindrance to prophet Jesus in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)”
now, at the coming of this “Son of Man” (=i.e. the real Peter: “Rock” prophet Jesus thus
specifically referred to above (=16/18-19) here now (=John 6/27, 40 & 43-45); because in many
ways that Peter misunderstood and misinterpreted the “Words” of prophet Jesus therein. But he
--(when/if he has a sincere heart that would undoubtedly accept the Truth, seeing it here now,
and all truthful Christians who will thus undoubtedly follow this “Son of Man” here now shall
thus be saved by the immense Mercy of our Supreme LORD here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45
== QURAN TESTAMENT 3/55-58 = 5/72-74, 116-120)
(Gospel, Matthew 16/15-23)
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image credit: northerngate.ca (brown mustard seeds)

19- Then the disciples came to prophet Jesus privately and said: Why could we not cast it (=that
demon) out?
20- And he said to them: Because of your little faith. For truly, I say to you, if you have faith as a
grain of “mustard seed,” you will say to this mountain: “Move from here to there,” and it will
move, and nothing will be impossible for you --(when/if the LORD wills so, and gives
Permission about that, in the first place; =Matthew 26/38-39, 42 = Luke 4/23-27)!
(Gospel, Matthew 17/19-20)
So here is that blessed (brown) “mustard (brassica juncea) seed” (=haploid: basic/single
chromosome number: 18), in these perfect orders, now here thus:
(brown) “mustard seeds”

19

=

x…

18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18

19

=

x…

(brown) “mustard seeds”

19

=

x…

18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “18” seeds --for/on both sides-- above, whose basic
“haploid” chromosome numbers are exactly “18” therein again, in the first place!
And they can multiply in these perfect orders --for/on the left side & for/on the right side-“limitlessly” therein above! So in order to do what prophet Jesus thus promised above (=17/20)
one must have such a perfect and “limitless” faith in the LORD, first of all, for/on both sides
above, in this Final Age now!
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22- As they were gathering in Galilee, prophet Jesus said to them: The Son of Man is about to be
delivered into the “hands” of men,
23- and they will (try to) kill him, but he will be “raised” (=i.e. be accepted and “honored” by all
truthful believers, in all nations, worldwide, as a very precious Messenger/Servant of the LORD
here now; =Quran Testament 3/45-46)-- on the “Third Day (=i.e. in this Third Millennium;
=John 6/27, 40 = 8/28)
(Gospel, Matthew 17/22-23)
So here is that most blessed “Third Day” in this respect above (=17/23), in this perfect order,
now here thus:
Day no: Day no: Day no:

03

02

01

19

=

.

x…

And here are those condemned “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of those most wicked
men in this respect above (=17/22), in this specific order, now here thus:
finger no: finger no: finger no: finger no: finger no:

.

2
>

4
>

3
<

19

1
<

=

x…

05

finger no: finger no: finger no: finger no: finger no:

05

3
<

1
<

2
>

4
>

19

=

x…

*Please, note that these “irregular orders” (=2 4 3 1 05 & 05 3 1 2 4) on both sides above are also thus to
specifically indicate the “ill-will” and the “crookedness” of those most wicked men above (=17/22), in this most
specific context here.
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21- And prophet Jesus went away from there and withdrew to the district of Tyre and Sidon.
22- And behold, a Canaanite woman from that region came out and was crying: Deal kindly
with me, O sir, son of David; my daughter is severely oppressed by a demon!
23- But he did not answer her a word. And his disciples came and asked him, saying: Send her
away, for she is crying out after us!
24- And he answered: I was sent only to the lost students of the house of Israel.
25- But she came and knelt before him, saying: O sir, help me.
26- And he answered: It is not right to take the “bread” of the “servants” and throw it to the
“dogs!”
27- She said: Yes, sir, yet even the “dogs” eat the “crumbs” that fall from their masters’ table.
28- Then prophet Jesus answered her: O woman, great is your faith! Be it done for you
--(exclusively and only by the Permission of the LORD unto him therein again; =Luke 4/23-27
== Quran Testament 5/110)-- as you wish. And her daughter was healed instantly.
(Gospel, Matthew 15/21-28)
So here is that (wheat) “bread” (=hexaploid chromosome number: 2n=6x=42
i.e. basically it has “seven” chromosomes each of which has “six” copies therein) above,
and those (human) “servants” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 46),
and those “dogs” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 78) above (=15/26-27)
in these specific orders, now here thus:
servants

bread

46 46 46 46 46

<

servants

42 >

46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46
. 46 46 46 46

46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46

19 19

=

x…

46 46 46 46 46

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” servants on the left side, and again exactly
“19” servants on the right side above; and then, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e.
in every other “9” servants it perfectly gives us a “multiple” (=19x…) again and again,
“limitlessly,” for/on both sides above!)
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dogs

crumbs

78 78 78 78 78

<

dogs

07 07 07

>

78 78 78 78 78
78 78 78 78 78
. 78 78 78 78

19

=

x…

78 78 78 78 78
78 78 78 78 78
78 78 78 78 78
78 78 78 78

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” dogs on the left side, and again exactly “19” dogs
on the right side above; and then, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e. in every other
“9” dogs it perfectly gives us a “multiple” (=19x…) again and again, “limitlessly,” for/on both
sides above!
And please, note that because that this plural term (=crumbs) above (=15/27) may indicate
--at least-- “three” crumbs in the primary Hebrew language of prophet Jesus (peace be upon
him) therein, we have thus rightfully taken into account specifically --at least-- three “crumbs”
(=i.e. “three” sets of those basic “seven chromosomes” of wheat bread above) in this
most specific manner above.

==========
*And please, note that because that such specific allegorical terms (=i.e. FATHER, and Son
or/and Sons, and then shepherd and sheep, etc.) that were thus --(not in Real sense but only in
allegorical sense)-- used by our Supreme LORD in the Torah and the Gospel have been
fundamentally distorted by some ignorant people thereafter (=i.e. they misunderstood or/and
misinterpreted it as if they were used in Real sense), our Supreme LORD has totally forbidden
the usage of all of them, and absolutely abrogated all of them and has thus granted us these
“better/best” terms (=i.e. LORD, and Servant or/and Servants, and then teacher and students,
etc.) instead of them, in this Final Age now! (So please, certainly see it in QURAN
TESTAMENT 5/72 & 2/104 in this regard, in the first place, therein now.)
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image credit: ugraphic.net (coin & fish)

24- When they came to Capernaum, the collectors of the two-drachma tax went up to Peter and
said: Does your teacher not pay the tax?
25- And he said: “Yes.” And when he came into the house, prophet Jesus spoke to him first,
saying: What do you think, Simon? From whom do kings of the earth take toll or tax? From their
subjects or from foreigners?
26- When he said: “From foreigners,” prophet Jesus said to him: Then the subjects are exempt.
27- However, not to give offense to them, go to the sea and cast a hook and take the first “fish”
that comes up, and when you open its mouth you will find a “coin.” Take it and give it to them
for me, and for yourself! (Gospel, Matthew 17/24-27)
So here is that blessed first “fish” (=genus salmo: diploid chromosome number: 64) here, and
then that precious “coin” in its mouth therein (=17/27), for prophet Jesus and for disciple Simon
therein, in this perfect order, now here thus:
fish coin
64

O

for

for

1
1
person person
(Jesus) (Simon)

.

.

19

=
for coin fish
.

1

O

x…

--or/and--

for coin fish

64

. person
.(Jesus)

19

.

=

x…

1
O
person
(Simon)

19

64

=

x…
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image credit: enchantedlearning.com (one hand)

8- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): And if your hand or your foot causes you to sin, cut it off
and throw it away. It is better for you to enter life “crippled” (=i.e. with “one hand”) or “lame”
(=i.e. with “one foot”) than with “two hands” or “two feet” to be thrown into the eternal fire.
9- And if your eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it away. It is better for you to enter life
with “one eye” than with “two eyes” to be thrown into the hell of fire. (Gospel, Matthew 18/8-9)
So let us clearly see them in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect orders,
now here thus:
hand foot hands feet eye eyes

1

1

2

2

1

02

>

>

>

>

>

>

19

x…

=

or/and
eyes eye feet hands foot hand

02

1

2

2

1

1

<

<

<

<

<

<

19

=

x…
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*Please, note that we have thus rightfully followed this “exact same order” (=i.e. one hand &
one foot & two hands & two feet & one eye & two eyes) as they are precisely thus mentioned
by prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) in these Verses above (18/8-9), for/in that first case above;
and then we have thus rightfully followed this “exact opposite (=from the last to the first) order”
(=i.e. two eyes & one eye & two feet & two hands & one foot & one hand)
in these Verses (=18/8-9), for/in that second case above!
And please, note that those extra 0’s we have thus legitimately used within those two eyes (at the
very last place & at the very first place) within those two cases above, in such a perfectly parallel
and absolutely complementary manner therein, may thus perfectly represent “droplets of tears”
in those “eyes” therein, in this respect now.
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (lost sheep)

12- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): What do you think? If a man has a “hundred sheep,” and
“one” of them has gone astray, does he not leave the “ninety-nine” on the mountains and go in
search of the “one” that went astray?
13- And if he finds it, truly, I say to you, he rejoices over it more than over the “ninety-nine”
that never went astray.
14- So it is not the Will of my LORD Who is in the heavens (=i.e. Who created and controls all
the heavens; =Quran Testament 67/3, 16-17) that one of these little ones (=i.e. one of HIS
little “servants”) should perish.
(Gospel, Matthew 18/12-14)
So here are those blessed “ninety-nine” sheep (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 54)
above (=18/12), in these perfect orders, first of all, now here thus:
sheep

sheep

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

.
.

54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

.
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Please, note that this --(hundredth)-- lost “sheep” above (=18/12) would have been placed
in the sixth row on the right side above, but because that it was lost and found again, now it will
have a special treatment thus to cause more joy even over those most miraculous “ninety-nine
sheep” that never went astray above (=18/13), now here thus:
*(A “sheep” has 54 chromosomes in total, they are perfectly designed as “27 pairs” therein
by our Supreme LORD, from the very beginning.)
one “sheep”
chromosomes

chromosomes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

by all of these most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 45/3-4), from the very beginning!
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15- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): If your brother sins against you, go and tell him his
fault, between you and him alone. If he listens to you, you have gained your brother.
16- But if he does not listen, take with “you” “one” or “two” others,” that every charge may be
established by the evidence of “two” or “three” witnesses.
17- If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the assembly. And if he refuses to listen even to the
assembly, let him be to you as a gentile or a tax collector.
(Gospel, Matthew 18/15-17)

So here they are, in these specific orders:
among those
“two others”

.

among those
“one other”

person no: person no:

1
.
.

1

2

person no:

1

person
“you”

19

x…

=
among those
“three witnesses”

.

among those
“two witneses”

witness no: witness no: witness no:

1

2

witness no: witness no:

3

1

2

.

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus exclusively placed the bigger ones first (=i.e. as “two” others,
and then “one” other & “three” witnesses, and then “two” witnesses) therein above (=18/16),
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, for/in both cases above.

.
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19- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): Again I say to you, if two of you agree on earth about
anything they ask, --(if it is a sincere and valid prayer in the Eyes of the LORD, in the first place;
=Matthew 20/20-23)-- it will be done for them by my LORD in the heavens (=i.e. Who created
and controls all the heavens; =Quran Testament 67/3, 16-17).
20- For where “two” or “three” are gathered in “my name” (=i.e. “Jesus,” the honorable
Messenger/Servant of the LORD, who thus only and always served and worshipped the LORD
Alone; =Matthew 4/10)-- there am “I” (=a reference to the LORD Alone here, not to prophet
Jesus; =Mark 14/7)-- among them! (Gospel, Matthew 18/19-20)
So here are those blessed “two” or “three” truthful believers --from within the “West,” or/and
within the “East” (=Matthew 8/11), and the LORD is thus among them (=i.e. Absolutely Sees,
Hears, Watches over them) (=18/20 == Quran Testament 58/7 & 57/4 & 20/46 & 70/4)-in these specific orders, now here thus:

“LORD”

in the West

2
.

in the East

1

3

persons persons

2

3

persons

persons

19

x…

=

“LORD”

in the West

in the East

(among those “five” persons above)

(among those “five” persons above)

prsn no: prsn no: prsn no: prsn no: prsn no:

prsn no: prsn no: prsn no: prsn no: prsn no:

1

2

3

4

5

1
19

=

1

x…

2

3

4

5
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or/and

“LORD”

in the West

in the East

(among those “five” persons above)

(among those “five” persons above)

prsn no: prsn no: prsn no: prsn no: prsn no:

prsn no: prsn no: prsn no: prsn no: prsn no:

2

1

1

2

3

1
19

=

2

1

1

2

3

x…

*Please, note that in the first case above, we have thus legitimately placed those “five” persons
in this specific order (=1 2 & 3 4 5) for/on both sides therein, because those two groups thus
perfectly go in the same direction (=i.e. > > & > > >) therein (=there is a perfect continuity);
then in the second case above, we have thus legitimately placed those “five” persons in this
specific order (=2 1 & 1 2 3) for/on both sides therein, because those two groups thus perfectly
go in the opposite directions (=i.e. < < & > > >) therein (=i.e. there is no such continuity, so there
is also no need to go as 3 4 5 for/in the second group herein)!
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21- Then Peter came up and said to him: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), how often will
my brother sin against me, and I forgive him? Up to seven times?
22- And prophet Jesus said to him: I do not say to you (only) up to “seven times,” but (even) up
to “seventy times” and “seven!”
(Gospel, Matthew 18/21-22)
So here they are, first of all, in this specific Perfect order:
(not only)

07

(but up to)

70

07

times times

19

x…

=

Thereafter, when/if take that into account as a total sum: 70 times X 7 = “490 times” therein,
here again they are, secondly, in this specific Perfect order:

.

(not only)

(but up to)

0007

0490

times

times

19

=

x…

*Please, note that in the first case above, all of those specific numbers (with those extra 0s
therein) perfectly and equally consist of “two digits;” and in the second case above, each of them
perfectly and equally thus consist of “four digits!”
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3- And the Pharisees came near to him, tested him, by asking: Is it lawful for a man to divorce
his wife for any cause whatever?
4- And prophet Jesus answered: Have you not read that HE Who created (them), from the
beginning, made them male and female,
5- and said: For this reason shall a “man” leave “father” and “mother,” and hold fast to
his “wife,” and the “two” shall become “one” flesh!
6- so that they are no more “two,” but “one” flesh; therefore what GOD has (thus) joined
together --(as a “husband” and a “wife” therein), let no man seperate!
(Gospel, Matthew 19/3-6)
So here they are, in these specific Perfect orders:
1
1
2 1
man wife x flesh

19

=

x…

--(or/and)--

1
father

1
2
mother x

1
flesh

19

=

x…

*Please, note that because that the “man” above left his “father” and “mother” (=19/5),
we have thus rightfully placed his “father” and “mother” on the other side above;
and then the “man” held fast to his “wife” and the “two” have thus become “one” flesh
on the left side above (=19/5).
So then this second mentioning (=they are no more “two,” but “one” flesh) above (=19/6)
we have thus rightfully applied also for that “father” and “mother” on the other side above,
because this “Heavenly Law” was also thus perfectly valid for them even before their “son” and
his “wife” therein above.
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.
image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (camel & eye of a needle)

23- And prophet Jesus said to his followers: Truly, I say to you, only with difficulty will a rich
person enter the “Kingdom of Heaven.”
24- Again I tell you, it is easier for a “camel” to go through the “eye” of a “needle” than for a
rich person to enter the “Kingdom of GOD!”
25- When the disciples heard this, they were greatly astonished, saying: Who then can be saved?
26- But prophet Jesus looked at them and said: For human beings this is impossible, but for
GOD all things are possible! (Gospel, Matthew 19/23-26)
So here is that blessed “camel” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 74) going through
the “eye” of a “needle,” in this specific manner, now here thus:

74

1

.“chromosomes”

“camel”

>

0
“eye”
of a needle

19

x…

=

--or/and--

0
.

.

“eye”
of a needle

74

<

1

“chromosomes”

19

=

x…

“camel”

.
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Thereafter, if we write it down also in this more/most open manner, here is what we
Most AMAZINGLY & Most WONDROUSLY see again, now here thus:
(as/in moving forward manner)

1 2 3 …………………… 72 73 74
.

“chromosomes”

1

>

“camel”

0
“eye”
of a needle

19

x…

=

--or/and-. (as/in moving backwards manner)

0
“eye”
. of a needle
.

<

1 2 3 …………………… 72 73 74
“chromosomes”

19

=

x…

1
“camel”

.

.

.
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. image credit: en.wikipedia.org (a mosaic of 12 tribes of Israel)

27- Then Peter said to him: See, we have left everything and followed you. What then will we
have?
28- Prophet Jesus said to them: Truly, I say to you, in the New Age, when the “Son of Man”
(=thus a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the
Covenant,” who has already been sent by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day
(=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40) will sit on his glorious throne, you who have
followed me will also sit --(in figurative sense, thus at his left side & at his right side herein
now; =Matthew 20/23)-- on twelve thrones, judging the “twelve tribes” of Israel!
(Gospel, Matthew 19/27-28)

So here are those blessed “twelve tribes” of Israel, for all of those truthful followers of
prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) --(in figurative sense) for/at his left side & for/at his right
side-- in this Final Age now (=19/28) in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific
orders, now here thus:
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(odd numbered “tribes”)
Joseph Issachar Gad

(even numbered “tribes”)

Dan Reuben Levi

Benjamin Zebulun Asher Naphtali Simeon Judah

11

9

7

5

1

3

12

10

8

6

2

4

<

<

<

<

>

>

<

<

<

<

>

>

19

19

x…

=

(the number of “tribes”)
by Rachel

by Zilpah

(the number of “tribes”)

by Bilhah

1

3

1

1

Joseph

Issachar
Reuben
Levi

Gad

Dan

.
.

by Leah

19

=

x…

x…

=

by Rachel

by Leah by Zilpah

1
Benjamin

3

1

Zebulun
Simeon
Judah

Asher

by Bilhah

1
Naphtali
.

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully numbered all of those “twelve tribes” above
according to their perfect order of birth therein (please, see it in “Genesis 29/31-35 & 30/1-24,
35/16-18”); and then we have thus rightfully noted by which blessed “wife” (=i.e. Rachel, and
Leah, and Zilpah, and Bilhah) of prophet Israel (peace be upon him) all of these “tribes” have
thus been born, in perfect accordance with the first Table above, for/on both sides therein;
by all of these most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 2/211), from the very beginning!
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28- Peter began to say to him: See, we have left everything and followed you.
29- And prophet Jesus said: Truly, I say to you, there is no one who has left house or brothers or
sisters or mother or father or children or lands, for “my sake” (=i.e. to wholeheartedly follow him
by always and only serving and worshipping the LORD Alone as he always did here; =Matthew
4/10) and for the Gospel,
30- who will not receive a “hundredfold” (reward) --(as/for each of these things)-- now in this
time: “houses” and “brothers” and “sisters” and “mothers” and “children” and “lands,” with
persecutions, and in the Age to come eternal life!
(Gospel, Matthew 10/28-30)
So here is that blessed “hundredfold” reward --(as/for each of those “six things” above
(=10/30), --for every truthful men or/and for every truthful women-- in this Final Age, in this
perfect order, now here thus:
as/for
“houses” “brothers” “sisters” “mothers” “children” “lands

100

100

100

100

100

100

19

=

x…

*So please, also certainly see “An Excellent Miracle” document, p. 12-13 and then “A Glorious
Miracle” document, p. 23-24 and then “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 now, to clearly
witness all of these heavenly “houses” and “brothers” and “sisters” and “mothers” and
“children” and blessed “lands” for every truthful men or/and for every truthful women
in this Final Age (=Matthew 10/29-30 =John 6/43-45), in this respect, therein now!
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (vineyard)

1- (Prophet Jesus told another parable): For the “Kingdom of Heaven” is like a master of a
house who went out early in the “morning” to hire laborers for his vineyard.
2- After agreeing with the laborers for a denarius a day, he sent them into his vineyard.
3- And going out about the “third” hour he saw others standing idle in the marketplace,
4- and to them he said: You go into the vineyard too, and whatever is right I will give you.
5- So they went. Going out again about the “sixth” hour and the “ninth” hour, he did the same.
6- And about the “eleventh” hour he went out and found others standing. And he said to them:
Why do you stand here idle all day?
7- They said to him: Because no one has hired us. He said to them: You go into the vineyard
too.
8- And when evening came, the owner of the vineyard said to his foreman: Call the laborers and
pay them their wages, beginning with the last, up to the first.
9- And when those hired about the “eleventh” hour came, each of them received a denarius.
10- Now when those hired first came, they thought they would receive more, but each of them
also received a denarius.
11- And on receiving it they grumbled at the master of the house,
12- saying: These last worked only “one” hour, and you have made them equal to us who have
borne the burden of the day and the scorching heat!
13- But he replied to one of them: Friend, I am doing you no wrong. Did you not agree with me
for a denarius?
14- Take what belongs to you and go. I choose to give to this last worker as I give to you.
15- Am I not allowed to do what I choose with what belongs to me? Or do you begrudge my
generosity?
16- So the last will be first, and the first last; for many are called but few are chosen!
(Gospel, Matthew 20/1-16)
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So here are all of those blessed “five” groups of “laborers” (=i.e. those who were hired in the
“morning” =20/1 & at the “third” hour =20/3 & at the “sixth” hour and the “ninth” hour =20/5
& at the “eleventh” hour =20/6) above, in this perfect order, first of all, now here thus:
“laborers” of the Vineyard
group no: group no: group no: group no: group no:

5

4

3

2

1

19

x…

=

And here are all of those precise “hours” thus specifically mentioned above (=i.e. the “third”
hour =20/3 & the “sixth” hour and the “ninth” hour =20/5 & the “eleventh” hour =20/6 & again
the “eleventh” hour =20/9), in this perfect order, now here thus:
precise “hours” mentioned above
hour no. hour no. hour no. hour no. hour no.

3

6

9

11

11

>

>

>

>

>

19

=

x…

And now, we can clearly see that the work in the Vineyard finished precisely at the “twelfth”
hour --(because those who came at the “eleventh” hour worked only for “one” hour (=20/9, 12).
So those who were hired at “third” hour thus precisely worked for (12 – 3 =) “nine” hours;
then those who were hired at “sixth” hour thus precisely worked for (12 – 6 =) “six” hours;
then those who were hired at “ninth” hour thus precisely worked for (12 – 9 =) “three” hours;
then those who were hired at “eleventh” hour thus precisely worked for (12 – 11 =) “one” hour;
again those who were hired at “eleventh” hour thus precisely worked for (12 – 11 =) “one” hour;
(*Please, note that because that we have placed that “eleventh” hour “twice” above (=20/6, 9), so we will again
take it into account “twice” here in a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner.)
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So here they are, in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect order again:
precise “hours of Work” indicated above
hours hours hours hours hours

9

6

3

1

1

>

>

>

>

>

19

=

x…
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And lastly, let us also specifically place those two “smallest” numbers above now in this specific
manner (=03 and 06) --with regard to “digit numbers” thus making them perfectly equal with
those two “biggest” numbers therein above (=11 and 11), and see it again also in these
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
precise “hours” mentioned above
hour no: hour no: hour no: hour no: hour no:

11

11

9

06

03

^

^

^

^

^

19

=

x…
--or/and-precise “hours” mentioned above
hour no: hour no: hour no: hour no: hour no:

9

11

11

03

06

^

^

^

^

^

19

=

x…
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image credit: kimballstock.com (donkey & colt)

1- Now when they drew near to Jerusalem and came to Bethphage, to the Mount of Olives, then
prophet Jesus sent two disciples,
2- saying to them: Go into the village in front of you, and immediately you will find a “donkey”
tied, and a “colt” with her. Untie them and bring them to me.
3- If anyone says anything to you, you shall say: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”) needs them,
and he will send them at once!
(Gospel, Matthew 21/1-3)
So here is that blessed “donkey” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 62)
and a blessed “colt” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 62 --but because it is a “colt”
we will rightfully take it into account here as: 32) above, in this specific order, now here thus:
donkeys

donkey colt

62 62 62 62 62 62
62 62 62 62 62 62
62 62 62 62 62 62

19

=

x…

<

62

32

colts
>

32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32
32 32 32 32 32 32

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are also thus exactly “19” donkeys and again exactly “19” colts in total
--for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- above!
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (withered fig tree)

18- In the morning, as he was returning to the city, prophet Jesus became hungry.
(=Quran Testament 5/75)
19- And seeing a “fig” tree by the wayside, he went to it and found nothing on it but only leaves.
And he said to it: “May no fruit ever come from you again!” And the “fig” tree withered at once.
20- When the disciples saw it, they marveled, saying: How did the “fig” tree wither at once?
21- And prophet Jesus answered them: Truly, I say to you, if you have faith and do not doubt,
you will not only do what has been done to the “fig” tree, but (thereafter) even if you say to this
mount: “Be taken up and thrown into the sea,” it will happen!
22- So whatever you ask in prayer (=i.e. when/if it is a sincere and valid prayer in the Eyes of
the LORD in the first place, and when/if HE wills it; =Matthew 20/20-23 & 26/39-42)-- you
shall receive (it), if you have faith! (Gospel, Matthew 21/18-22)
So here is such a “fig” tree (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 26), with all of its
blessed “fruits,” in this specific order, now here thus:
“figs” on the left side
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

19

=

x…

“figs” on the right side
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

19

=

x…
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*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” figs in each branch, and in total 171 (=19x… )
“figs” on either side of this blessed “fig” tree above; --(and then, it could go on in these specific
orders (=i.e. in every other “9” figs it perfectly gives us a “multiple” (=19x… ) again and again,
“limitlessly,” for/on both sides above;)-- but because that particular “fig” tree gave no such
blessed “fruit” to prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) above, so it should have completely been
“withered,” in this respect, therein above (=21/19-21)! (=John 15/6-8)

And thereafter, here are those risen “sea” waters (=i.e. basically H2O = two Hydrogen; atomic
numbers: 1 and 1 + one Oxygen; atomic number: 8 = “10” in total) --when/if that “mount”
is thrown into it above (=21/21), in these specific orders again, now here thus:
--on the left side--

--on the right side--

risen “sea” waters

risen “sea” waters

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

19

=

x…

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” water molecules (=H2O) in each level, and in total
171 (=19x… ) water molecules, on either side of this risen “sea” waters --(when/if that “mount”
is thrown into it)-- above (21/21); --(and then, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e.
in every other “9” water molecules it perfectly gives us a “multiple” (=19x… ) again and again,
“limitlessly,” for/on both sides above)-- here in this case again! (=21/21-22)
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.

image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (grapes)

33- (Prophet Jesus said to them): Hear another parable. There was a master of a house who
planted a vineyard and put a fence around it and dug a winepress in it and built a tower and
leased it to tenants, and went into another country.
34- When the season for fruit drew near, he sent his slaves to the tenants to get his fruit.
35- And the tenants took his slaves, and “one” they scourged, and “one” they killed, and “one”
they stoned.
36- Again he sent other slaves, “more” than the first. And they did the same to them.
37- Finally he sent his “servant” to them, saying: They will respect my “servant!”
38- But when the tenants saw the “servant,” they said to themselves: This is the heir. Come,
let us kill him and have his inheritance!
39- And they took him and threw him out of the vineyard and killed him.
40- When therefore the owner of the vineyard comes, what will he do to those tenants?
41- They said to him: He will put those wretches to a miserable death and let out the vineyard to
other tenants who will give him the fruits in their seasons!
42- Then prophet Jesus said to them: So have you never read in the Scriptures (=i.e. “Psalms:”)
The “Stone” that the builders rejected has become the “CornerStone” (=thus a most specific
allegorical reference to “Quran Testament;” so please, certainly see it in “Psalms 118/19-26”
within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2” document, on p. 129-130 in this regard, in the first place);
by the LORD has this been done, and it is wonderful in our eyes!
43- Therefore I tell you, the Kingdom of GOD will be taken away from you and given to a
people producing its “fruits!” (*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document,
p. 14-16 & 18-23 now, to clearly witness these heavenly “fruits” in this “CornerStone”
Scripture above, in this Final Age =John 6/27, 40 therein now!)
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44- And the one who falls on this “Stone” will be broken to pieces; and when it falls on anyone,
it will crush him! (*So please, certainly see “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2” documents, p. 16-17
& 15-16 now, to clearly witness these broken and crushed “tyrants” --beneath those
“19” coded Tables-- in this respect, therein now!)
(Gospel, Matthew 21/33-44)
So here are those --at least-- “three” slaves, first of all here (=21/34-35), and then those other
slaves “more” than them (*so we shall rightfully take --at least-- “four” slaves here) (=21/36),
and finally, that “one” servant here (=21/37), in these perfect orders, now here thus:

slaves slaves servant

3

4

01

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus exclusively placed an extra “0” for/with that “servant” above,
because he has also such a special place, as the “heir” of the vineyard in that parable above.
(=21/37-38)

Thereafter, if we write them down in this more/most open manner, here is what we
Most AMAZINGLY & Most WONDROUSLY see, in these perfect orders again, now
here thus:
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slave no: slave no: slave no:

slave no: slave no: slave no: slave no:

servant no:

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

01

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>>

19

x…

=

--or/and-slave no: slave no: slave no:

slave no: slave no: slave no: slave no:

servant no:

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

01

<

<

<

<

<

<

<

<<

19

=

x…
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (wedding feast)

1- And again prophet Jesus spoke to them in parables, saying:
2- The “Kingdom of Heaven” may be likened to a king who gave a wedding feast for his
servant,
3- and sent his slaves to call those who were invited to the wedding feast, but they would not
come.
4- Again he sent other slaves, saying: Tell those who are invited: “See, I have prepared
my dinner, my “oxen” and my “fat calves” have been slaughtered, and everything is ready.
Come to the wedding feast.”
5- But they paid no attention and went off, one to his farm, another to his business,
6- while the rest seized his slaves, treated them shamefully, and killed them.
7- The king was angry, and he sent his troops and destroyed those murderers and burned their
city.
So here are those blessed “oxen” and “calves” (=diploid: full/double chromosome numbers:
60 & 60) in these specific --(not in real, but only in “figurative” sense, in such a perfectly
“prepared/sliced”)-- manner here for that “wedding feast” above (=22/4), now here thus:
“oxen”
54321
54321
54321
54321

54321
54321
54321
54321

“calves”

19

54321
54321
54321
54321

=

x…

54321
54321
54321
54321

54321
54321
54321
54321

19

54321
54321
54321
54321

=

x…
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(*So please, certainly see “A Joyful Miracle” document, p. 19-23 now, to clearly witness all of
these blessed “oxen” and “calves” in this respect, in this Final Age, therein now.)
(*And thereafter, please, also certainly see “Quran Testament 6/38 = 22/34-37” now, to
recognize the most beautiful abode promised for each and every of these blessed “animals”
--immediately at the time of their preordained departure from this world-- by the immense Mercy
of our Supreme LORD unto each and every of them therein now.)
8- Then he said to his slaves: The wedding feast is ready, but those invited were not worthy.
9- Go therefore to the main roads and invite to the wedding feast as many as you find!
10- And those slaves went out into the roads and gathered all whom they found, both bad and
good. So the wedding hall was filled with guests.
11- But when the king came in to look at the guests, he saw there a man who had no wedding
garment.
12- And he said to him: Friend, how did you get in here without a wedding garment?
And he was speechless.
13- Then the king said to the attendants: Bind him “hand” and “foot” and cast him into the outer
darkness. In that place there will be --because of their ignorant rejection and unawareness of the
left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “weeping,” and --because of their ignorant
rejection and unawareness of the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “gnashing of
teeth!”
14- For many are called, but few are chosen!
(Gospel, Matthew 22/1-14)
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image credit: finds.org.uk (coin of caesar)

15- Then the Pharisees went and plotted how to entangle prophet Jesus in his words.
16- And they sent their disciples to him, along with the Herodians, saying: teacher, we know
that you are true and teach the way of GOD truthfully, and you do not care about anyone’s
opinion, for you are not swayed by appearances.
17- Tell us, then, what you think. Is it lawful to pay taxes to Caesar, or not?
18- But prophet Jesus, aware of their malice, said: Why put me to the test, you hypocrites?
19- Show me the “coin” for the tax. And they brought him a denarius.
20- And prophet Jesus said to them: Whose likeness and inscription is this?
21- They said: “Caesar’s.” Then he said to them: Therefore render the things (=i.e. “coins”) of
Caesar to Caesar, and the things (=i.e. “Coins”) of GOD to GOD!
22- When they heard it, they marveled. And they left him and went away.
(Gospel, Matthew 22/15-22)
So here is that obligatory “coin” for (one person=) Caesar (=22/21), and the voluntary “Coins”
for (One LORD=) GOD therein (=22/21), in this specific order, now here thus:
coin

O

for

“caesar”

1

Coins

for

OOOOOOOO

“GOD”

1

19

=

x…
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--or/and-for

“GOD”

1

Coins

OOOOOOOO

for

“caesar” coin

1

O

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “one” coin & “eight” Coins in the first case above, and
exactly “eight” Coins & “one” coin in the second case above (=1 8 _ 8 1 = 19x…)!
And then, it can go on in these specific orders (=i.e. in every other additional “eighteen” Coins
--(for “GOD”)-- it perfectly gives us a “multiple” (=19x…) again and again, “limitlessly,”
over that “one” coin --(for “Caesar”)-- therein (=22/19-20), for/in both cases above!
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34- But when the Pharisees heard that he had silenced the Sadducees, they gathered together.
35- And one of them, a lawyer, asked him a question to test him:
36- teacher, which is the great Commandment in the Law?
37- And prophet Jesus said to him: You shall love the LORD your GOD with all your “heart,”
and with all your “soul,” and with all your “mind!”
38- This is the great and “First” Commandment.
39- And a “Second” is like it: You shall love your neighbor as “yourself.”
40- On these “Two Commandments” depend all the Law and the Prophets!
(Gospel, Matthew 22/34-40)
So here it is, in this most specific Perfect manner:

… your GOD

…your neighbor

with all
with all
with all
“First”
your “heart” your “soul” your “mind” Command

1

1

as
“your self”

1

1

1

“Second”
Command

2

19

=

x…

So henceforth, --on the left side-- every truthful believing “man,” or/and --on the right side-every truthful believing “woman” who will love the LORD his or her GOD above with
“one” heart (=i.e. “whole” heart) and “one” soul (=i.e. “whole” soul) and “one” mind (=i.e.
“whole” mind), and then who will also love his or her neighbor as his or her “one” self (=i.e.
“whole” self) shall thus be saved by the LORD under this “19” coded “Covenant” for/on both
sides above, in this Final Age now! (Gospel, Matthew 22/37-40 == QURAN TESTAMENT
74/26-30, 31 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 2/165 = 4/36 = 2/136-138)
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (David and Goliath)

41- Now while the Pharisees were gathered together, prophet Jesus asked them a question,
42- saying: What do you think about the Messiah? Whose son is he? They said to him: “The son
of David.”
43- And he said to them: How is it then that David, (speaking) by the “Spirit” (=i.e. the
“Message/Word” of the LORD)-- calls him “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”) therein, saying:
44- The LORD said to my “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher” who specifically learns from
the LORD Alone, and then delivers to all others what he has specifically learned from HIM)
“Sit at My “Right-Hand” until I put your enemies under your --left & right-- “feet!” (=Psalms
110/1)
45- If then David calls him “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), how is he his “son” (=i.e. a human
“novice” here in this respect now)? (Gospel, Matthew 22/41-45)
So here are those five “Fingers” of the “Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference
again to those Ultimate “Five” Powers of GOD in this respect; *so please, certainly see it again
in “Psalms 110/1-7” within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2” document, on p. 123-125 therein,
in this regard, in the first place now), in this Perfect order again, now here thus:
Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no:

5

4

3

2

19

=

x…

1
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And then, here are the “toes” of the --left & right-- “feet” of that long awaited and anticipated
Messiah “descendant” of prophet David above (=22/44), in these perfect orders, now here thus:
toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

toe no:

1

2

3

4

05

05

4

3

2

1

>>>>>>>

19x…

.=

<<<<<<<

19x…

=

*So please, certainly see “A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2” documents, p. 16-17 & 15-16 now,
to clearly witness all of those --despotic & tyrannical-- “enemies” that have thus been put by our
Supreme LORD under the --left & right-- “feet” of that anticipated Messiah “descendant” of
prophet David (peace be upon him) above (=Matthew 22/42-44) in this respect, in this Final Age,
therein now!

===============
*Please, note that these specific terms (=i.e. “the Finger/s, or the Hand/s, or the Eye/s, or
the Ear/s of AL-LAH” that have thus been used in the Torah, and the Psalms, and the Gospel,
and the Quran, and finally here also in the Quran Testament now, are only “allegorical terms”
that thus essentially refer to “Ultimate --Creating or Designing, or Punishing or Rewarding, or
Seeing, or Hearing, etc.-- all of those Most Superb and Matchless Powers” of AL-LAH.
Because in “actual sense” no one and nothing can NEVER be likened or compared to AL-LAH,
because AL-LAH is the One and Only GOD;
never did HE beget, nor was HE begotten;
and there is absolutely nothing and none that could be compared to HIM;
and there is absolutely nothing and none like HIM.
*So please, certainly see in this respect again now (=Quran Testament 112/1-4 & 42/11),
(=Torah, Deuteronomy 4/15-24), (=Gospel, Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18) (=Quran, Ikhlaas 1-4 &
Shoora 11), in the first place!
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (gnat and camel)

23- (Prophet Jesus said to them): Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you tithe
“mint” and “dill” and “cumin,”
and have neglected the weightier matters of the Law: “justice” and “mercy” and “faithfulness.”
These you ought to have done, without neglecting the others.
24- You blind guides, straining out a “gnat” and swallowing a “camel!” (Gospel, Matthew
23/23-24)
So here are those “mint” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 24), (*variants also exists with 36,
or 48, or 72)-- and “dill” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 22), and “cumin” (=diploid:
full/double chromosome number: 14), in this specific order, now here thus:
(diploid chromosome numbers)
dill

mint

cumin

22

24

14

19

=

x…

--or/and-(haploid chromosome numbers)

(haploid chromosome numbers)

mint

cumin

dill

mint

cumin

dill

12

7

11

12

7

11

19

=

x…

19

=

x…
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And then here is that (sciara) “gnat” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 8),
and that “camel” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 74) above (=23/24), in this
specific order, now here thus:
(diploid chromosome numbers)
gnat

camel

8

74

19

=

x…

--or/and-(haploid chromosome numbers)

(haploid chromosome numbers)

gnat

camel

gnat

camel

4

37

4

37

19

=

x…

*diploid: full/double chromosome numbers of an organism.
*haploid: half/single chromosome numbers of an organism.

19

=

x…
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (hen & chickens)

37- O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the City that kills the prophets and stones those who are sent to it!
How often would I have gathered your citizens together, the way a “hen” gathers her “chickens”
under her “wings,” and you were not willing!
38- See, your House is left to you desolate.
39- So I tell you, you will not “see” me again (=i.e. to “see” the real meaning of the Words of
prophet Jesus that are thus taught to him by the LORD Alone therein; =John 8/28), until you say:
Blessed is “he” (=thus a specific reference to that “Son of Man” again, i.e. this long awaited and
anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been sent by our
Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40)-- who
comes under the Name of the LORD (=i.e. as HIS devoted Servant). (*So please, certainly see it
in “Psalms 118/19-26” within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2” document, on p. 129-130 in this
respect, therein now!)
(Gospel, Matthew 23/37-39)

So here is that blessed “hen” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 78 i.e. it is designed as
“39 pairs” therein, by our Supreme LORD, from the very beginning), which we will therefore
rightfully place as “39” pairs --for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- as such “wings”
above now (=23/37), in these perfect orders, now here thus:
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. .

“left wing”
“chromosomes”

39 38 37 ……………… 3 2 1

.

.

.

19x…

=

“hen”
<(78)>

“right wing”
“chromosomes”
39 38 37 ……………… 3 2 1

19x…

=

under the left “wing”
“chickens”

under the right “wing”
“chickens”

78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78 78

19x…

=

.

19x…

=

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “39” chromosomes and “9” chickens under them
(=i.e. 39 9 = 19x…) on the left side, and again thus exactly “39” chromosomes and “9”
chickens under them (=i.e. 39 9 = 19x…) on the right side above (=23/37),
by all of these most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 11/6 = 45/3-4 = 71/13-14), from the very
beginning!

.
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.org (whole world)

3- As prophet Jesus sat on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to him privately, saying:
Tell us, when will these things be, and what will be the sign of your coming and of the end of the
Age?
4- And prophet Jesus answered them: See that no one deceives you.
5- For many will come in my name, saying: “I am the Messiah,” and they will deceive many.
6- And you will hear of wars and rumors of wars. See that you are not alarmed, for this must take
place, but the end is not yet.
7- For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and there will be famines
and earthquakes in various places.
8- All these are but the beginning of the labor pains (of the new Age).
9- Then they will deliver you up to tribulation and put you to death, and you will be hated by
all nations because of “my name” (=i.e. “Jesus,” the honorable Messenger and Servant of the
LORD who always and only worshipped the LORD Alone; =Matthew 4/10 and never claimed to
be a son of GOD and never claimed to be Good; =Mark 10/18-19 & 12/29-30)!
10- And then many will fall away and betray one another and hate one another.
11- And many false prophets (especially and also like these ones, in this respect; =Matthew
7/21-23) will arise and deceive many.
12- And because lawlessness will be increased, the love of many will grow cold.
13- But the one who endures to the end will be saved --(by the LORD).
14- And this --“19” coded-- “Gospel” of the Kingdom (=Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 & 47-50 &
*so please, see it here again, on p. 51, 53, 57, ……) will be proclaimed --(by that “Son of Man;”
i.e. this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already
been sent by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John
6/27, 40 & 43-45)-- throughout the whole world as a “Witness” to all nations, and then the end
will come! (Gospel, Matthew 24/3-14)
(*So please, certainly see “QURAN TESTAMENT 21/1-6” within “An Essential Miracle”
document, on p. 28-32 in this respect, in the first place, therein now!)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (lightning)

23- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): Then if anyone says to you: “Look, here is the Messiah!”
or “There he is!” do not believe it.
24- For false messiahs and false prophets will arise and perform great signs and wonders, so as to
deceive, if possible, even the elect.
25- See, I have told you beforehand.
26- So, if they say to you: “Look, he is in the wilderness --(in Israel),” do not go out. If they say:
“Look, he is in the inner rooms --(therein),” do not believe it.
27- For as the lightning comes from the east and shines unto the West, so --(not in Israel, but
thus ultimately in the West)-- will be the coming of the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference
to this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already
been sent by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John
6/27, 40 & 43-45)!
(*So please, certainly see this holy “Desert-City” in the West (=Psalms 55/6-7 & 139/9)
that this long awaited and anticipated “Son of Man” has thus been sent by our Supreme LORD
therein in this Final Age now, within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2” document, on p. 98-99 &
141-143 in this respect, in the first place, therein now.)
28- Wherever the “carcass” is, there the “vultures” will gather!
(Gospel, Matthew 24/23-28)
So here is that “carcass” (=e.g. we will take an american “beaver,” in this regard, into account
here now; diploid: full/double chromosome number: 40), and the (turkey) “vultures” (=diploid:
full/double chromosome number: 80), in these specific orders, now here thus:
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“vultures”

.

80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80

19

=

x…

“carcass”
> 40

<

19

=

“vultures”
80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80
80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” vultures in total on the left side, and again exactly
“19” vultures in total on the right side above!

(*So please, also certainly see “A Joyful Miracle” document, p. 19-23 now, to clearly witness
all of these heavenly “vultures” and the “carcass,” in this respect, in this Final Age (=Matthew
24/26-28), in the first place, therein now!)
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image credit: thetimes.co.uk (darkened sun)

29- Immediately after the tribulation of those days the “sun” will be darkened, and the “moon”
will not give its light, and the “stars” will fall from heaven, and the “powers” of the heavens
will be shaken.
30- Then will appear in heaven the --“19” coded-- “Sign” of the “Son of Man” (*please, see it
again here, on p. 41-42), and then all the tribes of the earth will be mourning --(due to some
significant calamities that will thus be coming upon many regions on earth around this time),
and they will see the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference again to this long awaited and
anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been sent by our
Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)
coming on the “clouds of heaven” with --thus on the left side of those “19” coded Tables therein
now-- (in “intellectual/mathematical” respect) “power,” and --on the right side of those “19”
coded Tables therein now --(in “intellectual/mathematical” respect) great “glory!” (*So please,
certainly see it in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document, on p. 24-25 in this respect,
therein now.)
31- And he will send out his “angels” (*please, see them within “A Majestic Miracle” document,
on p. 8 in this respect, in the first place, therein now) with a loud trumpet call --(thus especially
via/on internet again now), and they will (thus) gather his elect from the “four” winds, from one
end of heaven to the other!
(Gospel, Matthew 24/29-31)

So here are those “sun” and the “moon” and the “stars,” and the “powers” of the heavens above
(=24/29), in this specific order, now, first of all, here thus:
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“powers” “sun” “moon” “stars”

4

1

2

3

19

x…

=

*Please, note that we have thus specifically placed the “powers” (=i.e. the exclusive/different
one among those other “heavenly objects” which are mentioned as/in first three above; =24/29)-thus exclusively in the very first place above.
And then, here are those blessed “four winds” above (=24/31), in this specific order, now
here thus:
“winds” “winds” “winds” “winds”
no.
no.
no.
no.

2

4

1

3

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus specifically placed the “even” numbered “winds” (=i.e. 2 4)
on the left side, and then the “odd” numbered “winds” (=i.e. 1 3) on the right side, above!
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36- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): But concerning that day and hour no one knows, not even
the Angels of heaven, nor the Servant, but the LORD only.
37- For as were the days of Noah, so will be the coming of the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific
reference again to this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,”
who has already been sent by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)”
here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)!
38- For as in those days before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving
in marriage, until the day when Noah entered the ark,
39- and they were unaware until the flood came and swept them all away, so will be the coming
of the “Son of Man” (=i.e. he will be living among the people of this generation, like “Noah”
lived among the people of that generation for many years therein before the flood.)
40- Then “two” men will be in the field; “one” will be taken and “one” left.
41- And “two” women will be grinding at the mill; “one” will be taken and “one” left.
42- Therefore, stay awake, for you do not know on what day (the Requital of) your LORD
--(*please, also certainly see it now in Quran Testament 21/1-6 = 79/42-46)-- is coming!
43- But know this, that if the master of the house (=i.e. satan) had known in what part of the
night the thief (=i.e. chief Angel of retribution under the Commandment of the LORD) was
coming, he would have stayed awake and would not have let his house be broken into.
44- Therefore you also must be ready, for the “Son of Man” will (thus) be coming (=24/37-39)
at an hour you do not expect!
(Gospel, Matthew 24/36-44)
So here are those “two” men (“one” taken, “one” left) and those “two” women (“one” taken,
“one” left) above (=24/40-41), in these specific orders, now here thus:

“men” “taken” “left”
0002

01

001

19x…

=

--or/and--

“women” “taken” “left”
0002

01

001

19x…

=
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or thereafter, we can write it down also in this “exact reverse order,” now here thus:

“left” “taken” “men”
001

01

0002

19x…

=

--or/and--

“left” “taken” “women”
001

01

0002

19x…

=
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1- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): Then the “Kingdom of Heaven” will be like ten virgins
who took their lamps and went to meet the bridegroom.
2- “Five” of them were foolish, and “five” were wise.
3- For when the foolish took their lamps, they brought no “oil” with them,
4- but the wise brought flasks of “oil” with their lamps.
5- As the bridegroom was delayed, they all became drowsy and slept.
6- But at midnight there was a cry: “Here is the bridegroom! Come out to meet him!”
7- Then all those virgins rose and trimmed their lamps.
8- And the foolish said to the wise: Give us some of your “oil,” for our lamps are going out.
9- But the wise answered, saying: Since there will not be enough for us and for you, go rather to
the dealers and buy for yourselves.
10- And while they were going to buy, the bridegroom came, and those who were ready went in
with him to the marriage feast, and the door was shut.
11- Afterward the other virgins came also, saying: Sir, sir, open to us.
12- But he answered: Truly, I say to you, I do not know you!
13- Watch therefore, for you know neither the day nor the hour!
(*So please, also certainly see it in “Quran Testament 44/10-16 & 58-59” within
“A Devastating Miracle 1” document, on p. 14-16 in this respect, in the first place, therein now!)
(Gospel, Matthew 25/1-13)

So here are those “five” wise virgins, and those “five” foolish virgins above (=25/2), in these
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
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“five” wise virgins
no. no. no. no. no.

“five” foolish virgins
no. no. no. no. no.

5

4

3

2

1

5

3

1

2

4

<

<

<

< <

<

<

<

<

<

19x…

19x…

=

=

*Please, note that this irregular -confused- order (=5 3 1 2 4) on the right side above is also thus
to specifically indicate the “foolishness” of those virgins (=25/2) in this respect therein!
And then here is that blessed (olive) “oil” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 46) and
(=haploid: half/single chromosome number: 23) of those virgins above, in these
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
“five” wise virgins
no. no. no. no. no.
46 5 46 4 46 3 46 2 46 1
<

<

<

<

<

19x…

=

“five” foolish virgins
no. no. no. no. no.

5 23 3 23 1 23 2 23 4 23
<

<

<

<

<

19x…

=

*Please, note that this “haploid” chromosome number (=23) on the right side above is also thus
to specifically indicate the shortage of “oil” of those foolish “virgins” (=25/8) in this respect
therein! And thus the full “light” (=46) of those wise “virgins” are in front of them, fully
illuminating for them (=25/4), and the dim “light” (=23) of those foolish “virgins” are at their
back, cannot illuminate for them (=25/8)!
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14- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): For it will be like a man going on a journey, who called
his servants and entrusted to them his possessions.
15- To one he gave “five talents,” to another “two (talents),” and to another “one (talent),”
to each according to his ability. Then he went away.
16- He who had received the “five talents” went at once and traded with them, and he made
“five talents” more.
17- So also he who had the “two talents” made “two talents” more.
18- But he who had received the “one talent” went and dug in the ground and hid his master’s
money.
19- Now after a long time the master of those servants came and settled accounts with them.
20- And he who had received the “five talents” came forward, bringing “five talents” more,
saying: O master, you delivered to me “five talents;” here I have made “five talents” more!
21- His master said to him: Well done, good and faithful servant. You have been faithful over a
little; I will set you over much. Enter into the joy of your master.
22- And he also who had the “two talents” came forward, saying: O master, you delivered to me
“two talents;” here I have made “two talents” more.
23- His master said to him: Well done, good and faithful servant. You have been faithful over a
little; I will set you over much. Enter into the joy of your master.
24- He also who had received the “one talent” came forward, saying: O master, I knew you to be
a hard man, reaping where you did not sow, and gathering where you scattered no seed,
25- so I was afraid, and I went and hid your “(one) talent” in the ground. Here you have what is
yours!
26- But his master answered him: You wicked and lazy servant! You knew that I reap where
I have not sown and gather where I scattered no seed?
27- Then you ought to have invested my money with the money-lenders, and at my coming
I should have received what was my own with increase.
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28- So take the “(one) talent” from him and give it to him who has the “ten talents.”
29- For to everyone who has more will be given, and he will have an abundance. But from the
one who has not, even what he has will be taken away!
30- And cast the worthless servant into the outer darkness. In that place there will be --due to
their ignorant rejection of the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “weeping,” and
--due to their ignorant rejection of the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-“gnashing of teeth!”
(Gospel, Matthew 25/14-30)
So let us clearly see those three servants and each of those “talents” given to them above
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
(for/in most ideal situation above)
servant

servant

servant

given expected
to him from him

given expected
to him from him

given expected
to him from him

2

2

talents talents

.

5

5

1

1

talents

talents

talent

talent

19x…

=
(in actuality above)

(ultimately above)

servant

servant

servant

.given
to him made

given
to him made

given
to him made

1

-

talent talent

2

2

5

5

talents talents talents talents

(=25/25)

(=25/22)

(=25/20)

19x…

=

servant
.

servant

given
to him made

5

servant

given
to him made

6

2

2

given
to him made

1

-

talents talents talents talents talent talent
(=25/28)

(=25/22)

(=25/28)

19x…

=
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And then, again here are those Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders,
now here thus:
(initially)

.
.

(ultimately)

servant

servant

servant

given
to him

given
to him

given
to him

1

5

talent
(=25/15)

.

servant

servant

servant

gained

gained

gained

2

-

11

4

talents

talents

talent

talents

talents

(=25/15)

(=25/15)

(=25/28)

(=25/28)

(=25/22)

.

19x…

19x…

=

=

(ultimately)

(initially)
servant

servant

servant

.given
to him made

given
to him made

given
to him made

1

-

2

2

5

5

talent talent talents talents talents talents
(=25/25)

(=25/22)

(=25/20)

19x…

=

.

servant

servant

servant

gained

gained

gained

-

-

2

2

5

1

5

talent talent

talents talents

tlnts. talent tlnts.

(=25/28)

(=25/22)

(=25/28)

19x…

=

by all of these most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again
(=Quran Testament 74/26-30 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 54/49 = 43/32), from the very beginning!
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31- When the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference again to this long awaited and anticipated
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been sent by our Supreme LORD
in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)-- comes in
his glory, and all the “Angels” --(*please, see them within “A Glorious Miracle” document,
on p. 14 in this respect, in the first place, therein now)-- with him, then he will sit on his --thus
only in “intellectual/mathematical” respect here again-- glorious throne.
32- Before him will be gathered all the nations, and he will separate people one from another as a
teacher separates the “sheep” from the “goats.”
33- And he will place the “sheep” on his right, but the “goats” on the left. (*So please, certainly
see it within “A Redeeming Miracle” document, on p. 20-21 in this respect, in the first place,
therein now!)
So here is that “Son of Man” (=i.e. diploid: full/double chromosome number of a human: 46),
and the “sheep” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 54),
and the “goats” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60), in these specific orders,
now here thus:
--on his left side-“goats”
60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

--on his right side-“Son of Man”
<<

46

>>

60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

19x…

=

“sheep”
54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54
54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54
54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54
54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54

19x…

=

19x…

=

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “38” (=19x…) goats in total on the left side, and again
exactly “38” (=19x…) sheep in total on the right side above; and it could go on in these specific
orders (=i.e. in every other additional “nine” goats or “nine” sheep it perfectly gives us a
“multiple” (=19x…) again and again) for/in both sides above, “limitlessly,” by this most Wise
and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here again (=Quran Testament 74/26-31 =
41/53 = 45/3-4), from the very beginning!
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*Please, note that these kind of animals (=e.g. “goats,” or “monkeys,” or “pigs,” or “dogs,” etc.)
which have sometimes been referred to in such negative contexts in the Gospel (=25/32-33),
(or also in the Torah, the Psalms, and the Quran) definitely does Not indicate any “evilness” or
“wickedness” on these animals; because all of the animals will thus ultimately be gathered
before our Supreme LORD --in eternal Paradise-- in the hereafter (=Quran Testament 6/38 &
32/7); only the human-beings who imitate such instinctive wild, or aggressive, or greedy etc.
behaviours of these kind of specific “animals” above --(although they are granted the mental and
intellectual capacity not to imitate them)-- will consequently be gathered --(when/if they never
repent and return to the LORD till the very last moment of their normal life-span here; 4/17-18)-in eternal Hell in this case then (=6/27-28), in the hereafter. (=Quran Testament 11/119).
*Please, note that these specific allegorical terms (=e.g. “shepherd,” and “sheep”) that were thus
rightfully used in the Torah, and the Psalms, and the Gospel (=25/32-33) have been abrogated
by our Supreme LORD in this Final Age now; so that “Son of Man” above will never be called
as a “shepherd” but instead as a “teacher,” and the believers will never be called as “sheep” but
instead always as “students” henceforth! (=Quran Testament 2/104 & 3/164)
34- Then the king will say to those on his right: Come, you who are blessed by my LORD,
inherit the --“19” coded-- “Kingdom” (=Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 & 47-50 & … *please, see
it here again, on p. 51, 53, 57, ……) prepared for you from the foundation of the world!
35- For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a
stranger and you welcomed me,
36- I was naked and you clothed me, I was sick and you visited me, I was in prison and you
came to me.
37- Then the righteous will answer him, saying: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher,” who specifcally
learns from the LORD Alone and then delivers to all others what he has thus specifically learned
from HIM as HIS devoted Servant therein; =John 8/28), when did we see you hungry and feed
you, or thirsty and give you drink?
38- And when did we see you a stranger and welcome you, or naked and clothe you?
39- And when did we see you sick or in prison and visit you?
40- And the king will answer them: Truly, I say to you, as you did it to one of the least of these
my brothers/sisters --due to their sincere belief and righteous Works on the left side of those
“19” coded Tables here now-- you did it to me.
41- Then he will say to those on his left: Depart from me, you cursed, into the eternal fire
prepared for the devil and his “angels” (=i.e. these kind of evildoer “jinns” here; so please,
certainly see it in Quran Testament 18/50 & 114/4-6)!
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42- For I was hungry and you gave me no food, I was thirsty and you gave me no drink,
43- I was a stranger and you did not welcome me, naked and you did not clothe me, sick and in
prison and you did not visit me.
44- Then they also will answer, saying: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher,” who specifically learns
from the LORD Alone and then delivers to all others what he has thus specifically learned from
HIM as HIS devoted Servant therein; =John 8/28), when did we see you hungry or thirsty or a
stranger or naked or sick or in prison, and did not minister to your needs?
45- Then he will answer them, saying: Truly, I say to you, as you did not do it to one of the least
of these --due to their sincere belief and righteous Works on the right side of those “19” coded
Tables here now-- you did not do it to me!
46- And these --(when/if they never repent and return to the LORD till the very last moment of
their normal life-span here; =Quran Testament 4/17-18)-- will go away into eternal
punishment, but the righteous into eternal life! (=Quran Testament 57/19)
(Gospel, Matthew 25/31-46)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (annointing oils)

6- Now when prophet Jesus was at Bethany in the house of Simon the leper,
7- a woman came up to him with an alabaster flask of very expensive “annointing-oil,” and she
poured it on his “head” as he reclined at table.
8- And when the disciples saw it, they were indignant, saying: Why this waste?
9- For this could have been sold for a large sum and given to the poor!
10- But prophet Jesus, aware of this, said to them: Why do you trouble the woman? For she has
done a beautiful thing to me.
11- For you always have the poor with you, but you will not always have me.
(=Quran Testament 5/117)
12- In pouring this “annointing-oil” on my “body,” she has done it to prepare me for burial.
13- Truly, I say to you, wherever this “Gospel” is proclaimed --(in the West or/and in the East;
=Matthew 8/11)-- in the whole world, what she has done will also be told (to all peoples therein)
in memory of her!
(Gospel, Matthew 26/6-13)

So here is that blessed “annointing-(olive)-oil” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 46)
for/on the whole “head” and “body” of prophet Jesus (=diploid: full/double chromosome
number: 46) above (=26/7, 12), in these perfect orders, now here thus:
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.

for/on the left side
of his “head” and “body”

for/on the right side
of his “head” and “body”
prophet

.

Jesus

“annointing-(olive)-oil”

46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 > >

46

“annointing-(olive)-oil”
< < 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46

46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46

19x…

=

46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46

19x…

=

19x…

=

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “76” (=19x…) olives in total for/on the left side, and
again exactly “76” (=19x…) olives in total for/on the right side above!
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (last supper)

20- When it was evening, prophet Jesus reclined at table with the twelve.
21- And as they were eating, he said: Truly, I say to you, one of you will betray me.
22- And they were very sorrowful and began to say to him one after another: Is it I, “lord” (=i.e.
a human “teacher”).
23- And he answered: he who has dipped his “hand” in the “dish” (=i.e. especially the “lamb”
of Passover therein; =Deut. 16/2) with me will betray me.
24- The “Son of Man” (=perhaps a specific reference again especially and also to this long
awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” who has thus already been
sent by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40
& 43-45)-- goes as it is written of him, but woe to that man by whom the “Son of Man” is
betrayed! (=Quran Testament 3/144-145) It would be better for that man if he had never
been born!
25- Judas, who would betray him, answered: Is it I, teacher? And he said to him: You have
said so.
(Gospel, Matthew 26/20-25)

So here are those condemned “fingers” of the “hand” of Judas in the “dish” (=i.e. the “lamb” of
Passover therein; diploid: full/double chromosome number: 54 which has perfectly been
designed as “27 pairs” therein by our Supreme LORD, from the very beginning)-- with the
blessed “fingers” of the “hand” of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) above (=26/23), in these
specific orders, now here thus:
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“fingers” of the “hand” of Judas

“fingers” of the “hand” of Jesus

5 1 2 4 3

5 4 3 2 1

19x…

19x…

=

=

*Please, note that this irregular order (=5 1 2 4 3) on the left side above is also thus to
specifically indicate the betrayal and the “crookedness” of the “hand” of Judas in this respect
(=26/23) therein above!
And then, here is that blessed “dish” (=i.e. the “lamb” of Passover) therein above (=26/23)
in these perfect orders, now here thus:
“lamb”
chromosomes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
. 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

19x…

=

chromosomes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

19x…

=
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i.credit: commons.wikimedia.com (bread)

i.credit: en.wikipedia.org (grapes)

26- Now as they were eating, prophet Jesus took “bread,” and after blessing it broke it and gave
it to the disciples, and said: Take, eat; this is my body.
27- And he took a cup, and when he had given thanks he gave it to them, saying: Drink of it,
all of you,
28- for this is my blood of the Covenant, which is poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins
(=i.e. all the people who will accept and drink this --“19” coded-- cup here in this
“Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” now; =Gospel, John 6/54 will be forgiven by the LORD
here in this case now; =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/55-58)!
29- I tell you I will not drink again of this “fruit” of the “vine” until that “Day” (=i.e. this
Last -Third- “Day” (=Millennium) here again now; =Gospel, John 6/27, 40 & 43-45) when I
drink it new with you in the --“19” coded-- “Kingdom” (=Matthew 13/23) of my LORD!
(Gospel, Matthew 26/26-29)
So here is that blessed (wheat) “bread” (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 42),
and the fruit (=“grape”) of the vine (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 38) above,
in this specific order, in this --“19” coded-- “Kingdom” of the LORD, now here thus:

bread bread bread bread bread bread bread bread bread

42

42 42 42 42 42

42 42 42

19x…

=

grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape

38 38

38 38 38

38 38 38 38

19x…

=

38 38 38
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*Please, note that there are thus exactly “9” bread on the left side, and “12” grapes on the right
side above (=i.e. 9 12 = 19x…)!
Because that prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) gave the drink for “all” (twelve) above
(=26/27), we have thus rightfully taken exactly “12” grapes, for/on the right side above,
but because he did not emphasize “all” with regard to that bread above (=26/26), we have thus
legitimately taken perfectly “9” bread on the left side above!
*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 and “A Tasteful Miracle”
document, p. 8-9 now, to clearly witness this heavenly “bread” and the “fruit of the vine”
that is “new” in the “Kingdom” of our Supreme LORD, in this respect (=Matthew 26/29),
in this Final Age (=John 6/27), therein now!
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image credit: quantumday.com (rooster crow)

30- And after singing a hymn, they went out to the Mount of Olives.
31- Then prophet Jesus said to them: All of you will abandon me this night. For it is written
--(in the Scripture): “I will strike the teacher, and the students of the class will be scattered.”
32- But after I am “raised up” (=i.e. when his Words that were taught to him by the LORD
Alone thus “come to light” with their real meanings in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)”
here now; =John 8/28 = Matthew 23/39), I (=i.e. not in person; =John 16/10 but exclusively and
only by his Words here again; =John 8/28 = Matthew 23/39) will (thus) go before you to
“Galilee” (*so please, certainly see this long awaited and anticipated holy “Desert-City”
in the West =Matthew 24/26-27 here, on p. 105 in this respect, in the first place again, therein
now!)
33- Peter answered him: Even if everyone else abandons you, I never will.
34- Prophet Jesus said to him: Truly, I tell you, this very night, before the “rooster” crows
(once), you will deny me “three times.”
……………………..
29- Peter said to him: Even if everyone else abandons you, I will not.
30- And prophet Jesus said to him: Truly, I tell you, this very night, before the “rooster” crows
“twice,” you will deny me “three times.”
(Gospel, Matthew 26/30-34 & Mark 14/29-30)

So we thus clearly see that prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) may have emphasized this
most critical and important statement in this respect therein above (=26/32) not once but at least
in two different occasions (=Matthew 26/32 & Mark 14/28), and then in either occasion he may
have answered Peter in these two slightly different manner above (=Matthew 26/34 & Mark
14/30); so here is the Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS prophetic Wisdom therein:
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Peter

rooster

denial denial denial crow
no.
no.
no.
no.

.

Peter
-(or/and)-

rooster

denial denial denial crow crow
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.

3

2

1

1

1

2

3

1

2

<

<

<

^

>

>

>

^

^

19x…

=

19x…

=

47- While prophet Jesus was still speaking, Judas came, one of the twelve, and with him a great
crowd with swords and clubs, from the chief priests and the elders of the people
48- Now the betrayer had given them a sign, saying: The one I will kiss is the man; seize him!
49- And he came up to prophet Jesus at once and said: “Greetings, teacher!” And he kissed him.
50- Prophet Jesus said to him: Friend, do what you came to do! Then they came up and laid
hands on prophet Jesus and seized him.
51- And behold, one of those who were with prophet Jesus stretched out his hand and drew his
sword and struck the servant of the high priest and cut off his ear.
52- Then prophet Jesus said to him: Put your sword back into its place. For all who take the
sword will perish by the sword.
53- Do you think that I cannot call upon my LORD, and HE will place beside me at this moment
more than “twelve legions” of “Angels?”
54- How then should the Scriptures be fulfilled, that it must be so?
(Gospel, Matthew 26/47-54)

So here are those “twelve legions” of “Angels that are exclusively emphasized by prophet Jesus
(peace be upon him) above (=26/53), in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS
specific orders, now here thus:
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“angels”

prophet
“Jesus”

“angels”

legion no: legion no: legion no: legion no: legion no: legion no:

human

legion no: legion no: legion no: legion no: legion no: legion no:

.
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2

3

4

5

6
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9

8

7
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>

>

^
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<

<

<
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--or/and--

“angels”

prophet
“Jesus”

“angels”

legion no: legion no: legion no: legion no: legion no: legion no:
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62- And the high priest stood up and said: Have you no answer to make? What is it that these
men testify against you?
63- But prophet Jesus remained silent. And the high priest said to him: I adjure you by the
Living GOD, tell us if you are the Messiah, the Servant of GOD.
64- And prophet Jesus said to him: You have said so. And I tell you, from now on you will see
the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been sent by our Supreme LORD
in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)-- seated at the
“Right-Hand” of the POWER, and (thus) coming on the “clouds of heaven.” (*So please,
certainly see these heavenly “clouds” in “Universal Magnificent Miracles 1” document,
on p. 24-25 in this respect, therein now.)
(Gospel, Matthew 26/62-64)
So here are those five “Fingers” of the “Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference
again to those Ultimate “Five” Powers of the LORD in this respect above; (=26/64) *so please,
certainly see it in “Gospel, Matthew 22/41-45” here again, on p. 98-99, in this regard, in the first
place, therein now), in this Perfect order again, now here thus:
Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no:

5

4

3

2

19

=

x…

1
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33- And they said to him: The disciples of prophet John fast often and offer prayers, and so do
the disciples of the Pharisees, but yours eat and drink.
34- And prophet Jesus said to them: Can you make wedding guests fast while the bridegroom is
with them?
35- The days will come when the bridegroom is taken away from them (=i.e. within those
“7” days of the Passover therein; =Matthew 26/17-25) and then they will “fast” in those
--(“seven”)-- days!
(Gospel, Luke 5/33-35)
Due to the fact that prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) recommended to all his followers to obey
the specific Laws which were given to prophet Moses (peace be upon him) by our
Supreme LORD therein (=Matthew 23/1-3), so all truthful Christians should also fast within
those most specific “7” days of the Passover (=i.e. from 15th to 21st day of the month of
Abib/April; =Exodus 12/17-20) each year, thus to remember the truthful service of prophet Jesus
(peace be upon him) to the LORD, how he wholeheartedly and only served and worshipped
HIM Alone (=Matthew 4/10), and never claimed to be a “GOD” and never claimed to be
“Good” therein (=Mark 10/18)! And he always unmistakably and most clearly recommended
to all his followers to serve and worship the LORD Alone (=Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18-19), as he
himself wholeheartedly did so all his life here, and continue to do so in the hereafter (=Matthew
4/10 & 26/38-39, 42 & …) (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-51 & 5/116-120)!
So here are those most specific “7” days of “fasting” for all such truthful Christians above
(=5/35), in this Final Age now (=John 6/27, 40, 43-45), in this perfect order, now here thus:
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Day no. Day no. Day no. Day no. Day no. Day no. Day no.

7

6
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1

^

^
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^

^

^

^
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(In the month of Abib/April)
April

April

April

April

April

April

April

21
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17

16

15

19x…

=

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46-47-48)
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27- And prophet Jesus said to them: The “Sabbath” was made for “man,” not “man” for the
“Sabbath!”
28- So the “Son of Man” is lord (=i.e. a human teacher who specifically learns from the LORD
Alone and then delivers to all others what he has thus specifically learned from HIM as HIS
devoted Servant therein)-- even of the “Sabbath” (=i.e. the most specific 7th Day of the Week;
=Deut. 5/12-15)! (*So please, also see it again here, on p.38-39 in this regard, in the first place.)
(Gospel, Mark 2/27-28)
Sabbath

……

for man

not man

……

for Sabbath

7654321O

O1234567

<<<<<<< ^

^ >>>>>>>

19x…

=

XXXX (=not a “multiple” here!)
So then,

Sabbath

675O4321

Sabbath

1234O576

Son of Man

>>< ^ <<<<

19x…

=

Son of Man

>>>> ^ ><<

19x…

=

*Please, note that this (=O) represent the --(“head” of a)-- man in the first case above, and then
also the --(“head” of the)-- son of man (=i.e. teacher of the “Sabbath” above; =2/28) thereafter,
perfectly, on both sides, in this respect therein!
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28- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): Truly, I say to you, all sins may be forgiven the
descendants of man, and whatever blasphemies they utter,
29- but whoever blasphemes against the Holy “Spirit” (=i.e. Holy “Message/Words” or/and
Holy “Angel” (=Gabriel) Servant of the LORD; =Gospel, John 6/63 = 8/28 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 4/171, 42/52 & 2/87)-- (when/if they never repent and return to HIM till the
very last moment of their life here; =Quran Testament 4/17-18)-- never has forgiveness, but is
guilty of an eternal sin!
30- For they were saying: he (=prophet Jesus) has an unclean “spirit” (=i.e. those disbelievers
claimed that he was possessed by a “jinn” satan therein; =Quran Testament 5/110)!
31- And his mother and his brothers came, and standing outside they sent to him and called him.
32- And a crowd was sitting around him, and they said to him: Your mother and your
brothers are outside, seeking you!
33- And he answered them: Who are my mother and my brothers?
34- And looking about at those who sat around him, he said: Here are (1) my “mother” and
(2) my “brothers!”
35- For whoever does the --“19” coded-- “Will” of GOD (=Gospel, Matthew 13/23 = 21/42-43
== QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-31 = 2/23-26) he is (2) my “brother” and (3) my “sister” and
(1) my “mother!” (Gospel, Mark 3/28-35)
So here they are, in these perfect orders:

--or/and-mother brothers
.

sister mother brother
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3
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^

^
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mother brother sister
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image credit: all-free-download.com (blade & ear & grain)

26- Prophet Jesus said: The “Kingdom of GOD” is as if a man should cast “seed” on the
ground.
27- And he sleeps and rises --so thus especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables
here now-- “night,” and --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- “day,”
and the “seed” sprouts and grows (therein); he knows not how.
28- The earth --(by the Commandment of GOD unto it)-- produces of its own accord, first the
“blade,” then the “ear,” then the full “grain” in the ear!
29- And when the “fruit” yields itself, immediately he puts in the sickle, because the “harvest”
has come! (Gospel, Mark 4/26-29)
So here is that blessed (wheat) “seed” (=hexaploid: full/double chromosome number: 2n=6x=42,
i.e. basically it has “seven” chromosomes each of which has “six” copies therein) above, in these
specific orders, now here thus:
*So for/in that “blade” stage above, we will rightfully take into account (=2 x 7 = 14
chromosomes);
*then for/in that “ear” stage above, we will rightfully take into account (=4 x 7 = 28
chromosomes);
*then ultimately for/in that “grain” stage above, we will rightfully take into account (=6 x 7 = 42
chromosomes);
in the “day” therein
“blade” “ear” “grain”
28

14

42

19x…

=

--or/and--

in the “night” therein
“blade” “ear” “grain”
28

14

42

19x…

=
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14- And prophet Jesus summoned the crowd again and said to them: Hear me, all of you, and
understand:
15- There is nothing outside a person that by going into him can defile him, but the things that
come out of a person are what defile him!
17- And when he had entered the house and left the people, his disciples asked him about the
parable.
18- And he said to them: Then are you also without understanding? Do you not see that whatever
goes into a person from outside cannot defile him,
19- since it enters not his heart but his stomach, and passes out into the latrine, expelling and
purifying all the food.
20- And he said: What comes out of a person is what defiles him.
21- For from within, out of the heart of man, come (7) evil thoughts, (6) sexual immorality,
(5) theft, (4) murder, (3) adultery,
22- (2) coveting, (1) wickedness, (7) deceit, (6) sensuality, (5) envy, (4) evil, (3) slander,
(2) pride, (1) foolishness!
23- All these evil things come from within, and they defile a person!
(Gospel, Mark 7/14-23)

So here are all of them, in these specific orders:
evil thoughts immorality theft murder adultery coveting wickedness

7

6

5

4

3

19x…
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deceit sensuality envy evil slander pride foolishness

7
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5

4
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image credit: clker.com (cross)

23- And prophet Jesus said to all: If anyone would come after me, let him deny himself and take
up his “cross” daily and follow me!
o

*So there is thus specifically two 90 angles --for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- at the
intersection on that “cross” above, (especially and first of all, for/on the upper side therein now);
so henceforth, we can see it in this specific manner again perfectly thus:

44o 46o

19

=

x…

44o 46o

19

=

x…

(*So please, certainly see the fundamental significance and thus the real meaning of this “cross”
here again, on p. 33-34, in this regard, in the first place!)

24- For whoever would save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for “my sake” (=i.e.
to wholeheartedly follow him and thus always serve and worship the LORD Alone, as he himself
wholeheartedly and perfectly always did here; =Matthew 4/10 & Mark 10/18-19 = 12/29-30)-will save it.
25- For what does it profit a man if he gains the whole world and loses or forfeits himself?
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26- For whoever is ashamed of me and of “my Words” --(that were taught to him by the LORD
Alone; =John 8/28), of him will the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference to this long
awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been sent
by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 &
43-45)-- be ashamed when he comes in his glory, and the Glory of the LORD and of the holy
Angels! (*So please, certainly see it within “A Majestic Miracle” document, on p. 8 in this
respect, therein now.)
27- But I tell you truly, there are some standing “here” (=i.e. thus a prophetic reference to “here”
in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45) who will not taste death
until they see the --“19” coded-- Kingdom of GOD!” (*So please, certainly see it now
in Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 & 47-50 & … here again, on p. 51, 53, 57, ……, in the first
place!)
(Gospel, Luke 9/23-27)
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30- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): Truly, I say to you, “this generation” (=thus a prophetic
reference specifically to this “generation” of/in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” now;
=John 6/27, 40 & 43/45) will not pass away until all these things take place.
31- Heaven and earth will pass away, but “my Words” --(that were taught to him by the LORD
Alone; =John 8/28)-- will not pass away! (=Quran Testament 5/46-47)
32- But concerning that day or that hour, no one knows, not even the Angels in heaven, nor the
Servant, but only the LORD. (*So please, certainly see it in QURAN TESTAMENT 21/1-6
within “An Essential Miracle” document, on p. 28-32 in this respect, in the first place, therein
now!)
33- Be on guard, keep awake. For you do not know when the time will come.
34- It is like a man going on a journey, when he leaves home and puts his servants in charge,
each with his --“19” coded-- “Work” (=John 6/27, 40 = Matthew 13/23 *please, see it again
here, on p. 45-46)-- and commands the doorkeeper to stay awake.
35- Therefore stay awake; for you do not know when the master of the house will come, in the
“evening” (=i.e. 6 p.m.), or at “midnight” (=i.e. 12 a.m.), or when the “rooster crows” (=i.e.
3 a.m.), or in the “morning” (=i.e. 6 a.m.)!
36- lest “he” (=thus a specific reference to the Leader Angel Servant of the LORD (=i.e.
“Gabriel”) together with all the other Angel Servants of the LORD with him therein;
=Quran Testament 70/4 = 41/30-32 X 8/50-52 = 10/7-10) come suddenly and find you asleep.
37- So what I say to you I say to all: Stay awake!
(Gospel, Mark 14/30-37)

So here they are, in these most specific orders:
“evening” “crow” “morning” “midnight”

--or/and--

“morning” “crow” “evening” “midnight”

6

3

6

12

6

3

6

12

<

o

<

o

>

o

>

o

19

=

x…

19

=

x…
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17- And when it was evening, prophet Jesus came with the “twelve.”
18- And as they were reclining at table and eating, prophet Jesus said: Truly, I say to you, one of
you will betray me, one who is eating with me.
19- They began to be sorrowful and to say to him one after another: “Is it I?”
20- And he said to them: It is “one” of the “twelve,” one who is dipping bread into the dish
with me.
21- For the “Son of Man” goes as it is written of him, but woe to that man by whom the “Son of
Man” is betrayed! It would be better for that man if he had never been born!
(Gospel, Mark 14/17-21)

So let us clearly see that condemned “betrayer” (=i.e. “one” of the “twelve”) above (=14/20),
by this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect orders, by/of our Supreme LORD,
now here thus:
(odd numbered “disciples”)

(even numbered “disciples”)

disciple disciple disciple disciple disciple disciple
. no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.

disciple disciple disciple disciple disciple disciple
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.

1

3

5

7

9

11

2

4

6

8

10

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

12
V
“betrayer”

.

19

=

x…

19

=

X

x…

.

“Judas
Iscariot”
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.

image credit: en.wikipedia.org (harvest)

10- And the crowds asked him: What then shall we do?
11- And prophet John answered them: Whoever has “two tunics” is to share with him who has
“none,” and whoever has “food” is to do likewise!
(Gospel, Luke 3/10-11)

So here they are, in these perfect orders:
now one now one the one the one
. has
has
who has who has

.

now one now one the one the one
has
has
who has who has

1

1

0

2

1

1

0

2

tunic

tunic

tunics

tunics

dish

dish

dishes

dishes

^

^

<

<

^

^

<

<

19

=

x…

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/38-39 & 2/215, 219)

19

=

x…

.
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23- And prophet Jesus said to them: Doubtless you will quote to me this proverb: “Physician,
heal yourself.” What we have heard you did at Capernaum, do here in your hometown as well.
24- And he said: Truly, I say to you, no Prophet is acceptable in his hometown.
25- But in truth, I tell you, there were many “widows” in Israel in the days of Elijah, when the
heavens were shut up “three years and six months,” and a great famine came over all the land,
26- and prophet Elijah was sent to none of them but only to Zarephath, in the land of Sidon,
--(thus exclusively and only by the Permission of the LORD)-- to a woman who was a “widow.”
27- And there were many “lepers” in Israel in the time of prophet Elisha, and none of them was
cleansed, but only Naaman the Syrian --(thus exclusively and only by the Permission of
the LORD therein again)!
28- When they heard these things, all in the synagogue were filled with wrath.
29- And they rose up and drove him out of the town and brought him to the brow of the hill on
which their town was built, so that they could throw him down the cliff.
30- But passing through their midst, he went away.
(Gospel, Luke 4/23-27)
So here is that specific “three years and six months” and that (one) “widow” above (=4/25-26),
in these perfect orders, now, first of all, here thus:
“years” “months” “widow”

3

6

1

19

x…

=

Thereafter, when/if we write it down in this more/most open manner:

.

“years”
no.

“months”
no.

“widow”

123

123456

1

19

=

x…
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And then, here are those “many widows” --(none of them were fed: 0), but “one widow,”
and then “many lepers” --(none of them were cleansed: 0), but that “one leper” above (=4/25-26
& 27), in these specific orders, now here thus:
“widows”
111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111

fed

“widow”

0

1

19

=

x…

“lepers”

cleansed “leper”

0

111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111
1111111111111111111

1

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “114” (=19x…) widows in total on the left side above,
and again exactly “114” (=19x…) lepers in total on the right side above; and then, it could also
go on in these specific orders “limitlessly” for/in both sides above.
(*So please, also certainly see in these respects now =Quran Testament 5/110 & 48/17,
57/22-23, 64/11-13, …)
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.

image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (grapes)

39- (Prophet Jesus said to them): And no one after drinking old “wine” (=i.e. non-alcoholic
fresh “grape juice” here now; *so please, also certainly see that most critical and important
explanation in this regard in “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 151 therein in this
respect now)-- desires new, for he says: Old is better! (Gospel, Luke 5/39)
So here are those blessed (old) “grapes” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 38)
and the blessed (new) “grapes” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 40)
--(*For it may be found in nature basically as/in these two kinds (=i.e. 38 & 40) by the most Wise and perfect
Creation Design of our Supreme LORD, from the very beginning therein)-- in these specific orders, now here
thus:
(old) “grapes”

(new) “grapes”

38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38

40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” grapes in each row, on the left side, and again
exactly “19” grapes in each row, on the right side above; but on the left side above, in each and
every of those rows we can perfectly get a multiple (=19x…) therein, so the old is really better,
in this respect above! (=5/39)
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20- And prophet Jesus raised his eyes towards his disciples, and said: Blessed are you who are
poor, for yours is the --“19” coded-- Kingdom of GOD! (*So please, certainly see it now
in Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 & 47-50 & … here again, on p. 51, 53, 57, …… in the first place!)
21- Blessed are you who are hungry now, for you --due to their such sincere belief and righteous
“Works” for/on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- shall be satisfied;
blessed are you who weep now, for you --due to their such sincere belief and righteous “Works”
for/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- shall laugh!
22- Blessed are you when people hate you and when they exclude you and revile you and spurn
your name as evil, on account of the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference to this long
awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been sent
by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40)-23- Rejoice in that “Day” (=i.e. in this Last -Third- “Millennium” now; =Matthew 17/22-23 &
John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)-- and leap for joy, for behold, your reward is great in heaven; for their
ancestors treated the Prophets in the same way! ……
(Gospel, Luke 6/20-23)
So here is that most blessed Last -Third- “Day” (=i.e. “Millennium;” *so please, see it again
in Psalms 90/4 & QURAN TESTAMENT 22/47 = 2/62 in this regard, in the first place)-- in this
respect above (=6/23), in these specific orders, now here thus:
Day

Day

Day

Day

Day

Day

3

2

1

3

2

1

(thousand years)

(thousand years)

(thousand years)

(thousand years)

(thousand years)

(thousand years)

3000 – 2001

2000 – 1001

1000 – 0

2001 – 3000

1001 – 2000

0 – 1000

<

<

<

<

<

<

19

=

x…

--or/and--

19

=

x…
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41- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): Why do you see the “splinter” that is in your brother’s
“eye,” but do not notice the “beam” that is in your own “eye?”
42- How can you say to your brother: Brother, let me take out the “splinter” that is in your
“eye,” when you yourself do not see the “beam” that is in your own “eye?” You hypocrite, first
take the “beam” out of your own “eye,” and then you will see clearly to take out the “splinter”
that is in your brother’s “eye!” (Gospel, Luke 6/41-42)
So here are those “eyes” (=mentioned exactly “six” times), and “splinter” (=mentioned exactly
“three” times), and “beam” (=mentioned exactly “three” times) by prophet Jesus (peace be
upon him) above, in these specific orders, now here thus:
eye beam splinter eye eye beam

I

O

O

I

<

>

19

=

I

O
<

x…

eye splinter beam

O

I

I

<

eye

eye splinter

O

O

>

<

19

=

I

x…
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40- And prophet Jesus answering said to him: Simon, I have something to say to you.
And he answered: “Say it, teacher.”
41- A certain moneylender had “two” debtors. One owed “five hundred” denaries, and the other
“fifty” (=i.e. “five ten”).
42- When they could not pay, he cancelled the debt of both. Now which of them will love him
more?
43- Simon answered: The one, I suppose, for whom he cancelled the larger debt. And
prophet Jesus said to him: “You have judged rightly!”
(Gospel, Luke 7/40-43)
So here they are, in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect orders,
now here thus:

19

x…

=
5

4

3

2

XXX
1

debtor debtor
no.
no.

1

100 100 100 100 100

2

--(five hundred)--

1

2

3

4

5

10

10 10

10

10

--(five ten)--

19

=

x…

19

x…

=

19x …) on the left side above

*Please, note that these double “multiples” (=19x … & =

thus perfectly indicate the “greater/double love” of the debtor no. “1” also in this respect above
(=7/42-43)!
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44- Then turning toward the woman prophet Jesus said to Simon: Do you see this woman?
I entered your house; you gave me no water for my feet, but she has wet my --left & right-“feet” with her tears --(thus exclusively and only to wholeheartedly give support to his service to
the LORD Alone; =Mark 10/18-19, 12/29-30 as HIS devoted Servant therein; =Matthew 4/10)-and wiped them with her hair.
*So here are those blessed “toes” of the --left & right-- “feet” of prophet Jesus (peace be upon
him) therein, in these perfect orders, now here thus:
toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

5

4

3

2

1

toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

5

4

3

<<<<<

<<<<<

19

=

2

x…

19

=

x…

1
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45- You gave me no kiss, but from the time I came in --(thus exclusively and only to
wholeheartedly give support again to his service to the LORD Alone; =Mark 10/18-19,
12/29-30 as HIS devoted Servant therein; =Matthew 4/10)-- she has not ceased to kiss my --left
& right-- “feet.”
*So here are those blessed “19” --(finger or/and fingerlike)-- “bones” (=i.e. “5” metatarsals +
“14” phalanges; please, see all of them in the picture above) of the --left & right-- “feet” of
prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) therein, in these perfect orders again, now here thus:
bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no:

19
14
10
.5

18
13
9
4

17
12
8
3

16
11
7
2

15
6
1

bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no:

19
14
10
5

18
13
9
4

17
12
8
3

<<<<<

15
6
1

<<<<<

19

19

x…

=

16
11
7
2

x…

=

46- You did not anoint my head with oil, but --(thus exclusively and only to wholeheartedly give
support again to his service to the LORD Alone; =Mark 10/18-19, 12/29-30 as HIS devoted
Servant therein; =Matthew 4/10)-- she has anointed my --left & right-- “feet” with ointment.
*So here are those blessed “7” main “bones” (=i.e. “3” cuneiform + “1” navicular + “1” cuboid
+ “1” talus + “1” calcaneus; please, see all of them in the picture above) of the --left & right-“feet” of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) therein, in these perfect orders again, now here thus:
bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no:

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no:

7

6

5

4

<<<<<

<<<<<

19

=

3

x…

19

=

x…

2

1
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47- Therefore I tell you, her sins, which are many, are forgiven --(exclusively and only by the
LORD Alone), for she (by her prophetic actions therein above) loved --the left side & the right
side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- much (=Matthew 23/39 = John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)!
But he who is forgiven little, loves little.
48- And he said to her: Your sins are forgiven --(by the LORD Alone; =Luke 4/23-27)!
49- Then those who were at table with him --(because they misunderstood or/and misinterpreted
his statements)-- began to say among themselves: Who is this, who even forgives sins?
50- And (thereupon) he said to the woman: Your faith --(in the Will of the LORD Alone, not
in the will of HIS servant Jesus)-- has saved you (=Luke 4/23-27 = Matthew 26/39, 42 = Mark
3/34-35); go in peace! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/75-76, 110, 116-120 & …)
(Gospel, Luke 7/44-50)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (silver coins)

16- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): No one after lighting a lamp covers it with a jar or puts it
under a bed, but puts it on a stand, so that those who enter may see the Light.
17- For nothing is hidden that will not be --thus especially, with regard to the left side of those
“19” coded Tables here now-- made manifest, nor is anything secret that will not be --thus
especially, with regard to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- known and made
manifest!
18- Take care then how you hear: To the one who has, more will be “given,” and from the one
who has not, even what he seems to have will be “taken away!” (Gospel, Luke 8/16-18)

the one
who has

the one
who has not

will be given

what seems
to have will be taken

1

1111111111111111111
0
1
0
.
1111111111111111111
.
1111111111111111111
.
1111111111111111111
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “76” (=19x…) 111… above (=i.e. the minimum number
that is perfectly a “multiple” in this respect therein), and it can go on as “760” (=19x…) or/and
“7600” (=19x…) or/and “76000” (=19x…) ……, “limitlessly,” in this specific order,
by the immense Grace of our Supreme LORD unto every truthful man or/and every truthful
woman, equally --for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- here again (=Matthew 24/40-41),
in the first place!
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1- And prophet Jesus called the twelve (disciples) together and gave them power and authority
over all demons and to cure diseases --(exclusively by the Commandment of the LORD unto
him therein again, and again exclusively and only for those that HE may have thus given
Permission for them, not for all; =Luke 4/23-27 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110-111)!
2- And he (thus) sent them out to proclaim the --“19” coded-- Kingdom of GOD! (*So please,
certainly see it now in Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 & 47-50 & … here again, on p. 51, 53, 57,
…… in the first place)-- and to heal --(by the Permission of the LORD Alone).
3- And he said to them: Take nothing for your journey, no “staff,” nor “bag,” nor “bread,” nor
“money;” and do not have “two tunics.”
4- And whatever house you enter, stay there, and from there depart.
5- And wherever they do not receive you, when you leave that town shake off the dust from your
--left & right-- “feet” as a testimony against them!
(Gospel, Luke 9/1-5)
So here are those specific “items” exclusively mentioned by prophet Jesus (peace be upon him)
above (=9/3), in this perfect order, now, first of all, here thus:
item no. item no. item no. item no. item no.

1

2

3

staff

bag

bread

4

05

money two tunics

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus placed that exclusive last “item” (=i.e. two tunics) rightfully
in this exclusive manner (=05) therein.
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And then, here are the blessed “toes” of the --left & right-- “feet” of each of those sincere
disciples therein (=9/5), as such a special “testimony” for all humanity (=9/5) in this Final Age
now (=John 6/27, 40 & 43-45 == QURAN TESTAMENT 3/55-58 & 5/72-74, 111)-in these perfect orders, now here thus:

toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

1

oooooo

2

3

oo

4

oooo

oo

05

oooooo

toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

05

oooooo

4

19

2

oooo

oo

1

oooooo

19

x…

=

3

oo

x…

=

*Please, note that all those --(“six” and “two” and “four” and “two” and “six”)-- zeros on both
sides “perfectly and equally” above, thus perfectly represent the “dust” particles on the --left &
right-- “feet” of those disciples above, therein in the first place (=9/5); and now when they are
completely shaken off their --left & right-- “feet” as such a special “testimony” above (=9/5),
here is what we Most AMAZINGLY & Most WONDROUSLY see again now:
toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

1

2

3

19

4

=

x…

05

toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

05

4

3

2

1

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus already placed those exclusive big “toes” (=i.e. the “fifth” toes)
rightfully in this exclusive manner (=05 & 05) therein again, for/in both sides, in the first place.
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (bread & fish)

12- Now the day began to wear away, and the twelve (disciples) came and said to him: Send the
crowd away to go into the surrounding villages and countryside to find lodging and get
provisions, for we are here in a desolate place.
13- But prophet Jesus said to them: You give them something to eat. They said: We have no
more than “five loaves” and “two fish” --unless we are to go and buy food for all these people.
14- For there were about “five thousand” men. And he said to his disciples: Have them sit down
in groups of about “fifty” each!
15- And they did so, and had them all sit down.
16- And taking the “five loaves” and the “two fish,” he looked up to heaven and said a blessing
(of/by the LORD) over them. Then he broke (those “loaves” and those “fishes” above) and gave
them to the disciples to set before the crowd.
17- And they all ate and were satisfied. And what was left over was picked up, “twelve” baskets
of fragments!
(Gospel, Luke 9/12-17)

So here are those blessed “five thousand” men, in groups of about “fifty” each therein above
(=9/14), in these perfect orders, now here thus:
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.

50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
.50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
.
3 50 50 50 50 50 3

50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
3 50 50 50 50 50 3 .

19

19

x…

=

.

x…

=

*Please, note that we have thus specifically placed those “twelve” disciples therein above (=9/14-15) in such a
perfectly Symmetrical manner (=3 and 3 & 3 and 3) in the very first row, on both sides, among/in front of those
“five thousand” men above. (=9/14-15)

And then, here are each of those blessed and “broken” --(initially at least as/into “two pieces”)-“five loaves,” and “two fishes,” by the blessed hand of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him)
therein above (=9/16), in these specific orders, now here thus:
“five” loaves --as/in broken into “ten” pieces
(even numbered)

(odd numbered)

loave no. loave no. loave no. loave no. loave no.

.

10

2

4

.

>

>

8

loave no. loave no. loave no. loave no. loave no.

6

9

3

>

19

=

1

>

5

7

>

>

19

x…

=

x…

“two” fishes --as/in broken into “four” pieces
(even numbered)

(odd numbered)

fish no. fish no.

fish no. fish no.

2

4

1

3

>

>

>

>

19

=

x…

.
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And finally, here are those “twelve” baskets of left over “fragments” therein above (=9/17),
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders again, now here thus:
(even numbered)

(odd numbered)

basket no. basket no. basket no. basket no. basket no. basket no.

basket no. basket no. basket no. basket no. basket no. basket no.

.

12

10

8

6

<

<

<

<

19

2

=

x…

4

11

9

7

5

<

<

<

<

<

1

3
<

19

=

x…

*Please, note that within all of those blessed “loaves” and “fishes” above, those (even & odd)
numbers therein were “mainly” going in this right direction (> > > & > > >), in a perfectly
corresponding manner, for/on both sides therein;
and here within those leftover “fragments” above, the (even & odd) numbers are “mainly”
going in the opposite direction (< < < < < & < < < < < ), in a perfectly corresponding manner
again, for/on both sides herein;
by all of these most Wise and perfect Commandments of our Supreme LORD unto
HIS honorable Messenger and Servant Jesus Christ (peace be upon him) therein again (=John
8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 3/45-53), in the first place!
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image credit: etc.usf.edu (horseplow)

61- Yet another said: I will follow you, “lord” (=i.e. a human “leader” who leads his followers
exclusively and only by the Commandments of the LORD Alone, not his own; =Mark 10/18-19
= 12/29-30), but let me first say farewell to those at my home.
62- And prophet Jesus said to him: No one who puts the --left & right-- “hand” to the “plow”
and looks on the (crooked) things behind is fit for the --“19” coded-- Kingdom of GOD! (*So
please, certainly see that Kingdom now in Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 & 47-50 & … here again,
on p. 51, 53, 57, …… in the first place!)-(Gospel, Luke 9/61-62)
So here are those condemned “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hand” of the one who would set it
--(especially for such a dishonest-crooked gain therein)-- on a “plow” above (=9/62), in these
specific orders, now here thus:
finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no.

finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no.

2

4

3

1

05

05

3

1

2

4

>

>

<

<

^

^

<

<

>

>

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that these irregular orders (=2 4 3 1 05 & 05 3 1 2 4) on both sides above are thus
also to specifically indicate the “greed” and “crookedness” in the “hands” of those untruthful
ones (=9/62) --(*so please, also certainly see it now in Quran Testament 24/37-38 X 62/11)-in this respect above!
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (snake)

i. credit: commons.wikimedia.org (scorpion)

17- The seventy-two returned with joy, saying: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), even the
demons are subject to us in your “name” (=i.e. “Jesus,” the honorable Messenger and Servant of
the LORD; =Matthew 4/10 & Mark 10/18 = 12/29-30)!
18- And prophet Jesus said to them: I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven.
19- Behold, I have given you --(exclusively and only by the Commandment of the LORD unto
him therein again; =John 8/28 and then again exclusively and only for whichever instance HE
may have given Permission, not for/in all instances; =Luke 4/23-27 & 9/54-56 & Matthew 26/39,
42)-- authority to tread on “serpents” and “scorpions,” and over all the power of the enemy, so
nothing shall hurt you --(again exclusively and only under the protection and the Will of the
LORD Alone therein, not the will of the Servant; =Luke 4/23-27 & Matthew 26/39, 42).
20- Nevertheless, do not rejoice in this, that those spirits are subject to you, but rejoice that your
names are written in heaven --(as the “servants of the LORD” who always and only obey HIS
Will and always and only serve and worship HIM Alone, like prophet Jesus himself always
did here; =Matthew 26/39, 42 = Matthew 4/10 & Mark 10/18 = 12/29-30)!
(Gospel, Luke 10/17-20)

So here are those “serpents” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 76), (*basically, it can
range from 74 to 78), and -some- “scorpions” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 24),
in this specific order, now here thus:
serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp. serp.

76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76

19

=

x…

scorp. scorp. scorp. scorp. scorp. scorp. scorp. scorp. scorp.

24 24

24

24

24 24

19

=

24

x…

24

24
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*Please, note that there are thus exactly “ten” serpents on the left side, and “nine” scorpions on
the right side above (=i.e. 10 + 9 = 19), and then, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e.
20 + 18 = 38) & (30 + 27 = 57) & …….. “limitlessly,” for/on both sides above; by all of these
most Wise and perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD here again (=Quran Testament
74/26-31 = 20/133 = 43/63-64 = 5/83 & 45/3-4 = 24/45-46), from the very beginning!
(*Please, note that none of these blessed “animals” on earth =Quran Testament 45/3-4 = 24/45
can be killed unless --when/if-- it directly attacks and seriously harms or kills an innocent human
being therein, in the first place; =Quran Testament 2/190)
21- In that same hour prophet Jesus rejoiced in the Holy “Spirit” (=i.e. Holy “Words/Message”
of the LORD; =John 6/63 == QURAN TESTAMENT 42/52) and said: I thank you, LORD,
the LORD of heaven and earth, that You have hidden these --“19” coded-- “Things” --on the left
side-- from the “wise,” and --on the right side-- the “learned,” and revealed them to “babes”
(=thus a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the
Covenant,” and all those truthful believers with him, in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)”
here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45 == QURAN TESTAMENT 7/157-158);-- yes, LORD, for
such has been YOUR Gracious Will!
(Gospel, Luke 10/17-21)
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image credit: en.wikipedia.org (olives)

image credit: en.wikipedia.org (grapes)

29- But because he wished to justify himself, he said to prophet Jesus: “And who is my
neighbor?”
30- And prophet Jesus replied: A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and he fell
among robbers, who stripped him and beat him and departed, leaving him half dead.
31- Now a “Priest” happened to be going down that road, and when he saw him he passed by
on the other side.
32- So likewise a “Levite,” when he came to the place and saw him, passed by on the other side.
33- But a “Samaritan,” as he journeyed, came to where he was, and when he saw him, he had
compassion.
34- And he went to him and bound up his wounds, pouring on “oil” and “wine.” Then he set him
on his own animal and brought him to an inn and took care of him.
35- And the next day he took out two denaries and gave them to the innkeeper, saying: Take care
of him, and whatever more you spend, I will repay you when I come back.
36- Which of these “three” (above), do you think, proved to be a neighbor to the man who fell
among the robbers?
37- And he said: That one who showed him mercy. And prophet Jesus said to him: You go, and
do likewise!
(Gospel, Luke 10/29-37)
So here is that blessed “oil” of (olives) (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 46),
and the “wine” of (grapes) (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 38) above (=10/34),
in this specific order, now here thus:
olive olive olive olive olive olive olive olive olive

46 46 46

46 46 46 46 46 46

19

=

x…

grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape grape

38

38

38

38

38

38

19

=

38

x…

38

38

38
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*Please, note that there are thus exactly “nine” olives on the left side, and “ten” grapes on the
right side above (=i.e. 9 + 10 = 19), and then, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e. 18 +
20 = 38) & (27 + 30 = 57) & …….. “limitlessly” again, for/on both sides above!

And then, here are those “three” above (=10/31-32-33 & 36) in these specific orders, now here
thus:
Samaritan Levite Priest

--or/and--

Priest Levite Samaritan

1

02

03

03

02

1

^

V

V

V

V

^

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that the “Samaritan” --for thus being the real “neighbor” to that wounded man
above (=10/33-37)-- is thus exclusively placed as no. “1” in this respect, for/in both sides above;
and that “Levite” and the “Priest” --for thus having been disqualified above (=10/30-32)-are thus specifically placed as no. “02” and “03” in this respect (=10/30-32), for/in both sides
above!
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38- Now as they went on their way, prophet Jesus entered a village. And a woman named Martha
welcomed him into her house.
39- And she had a sister called Mary, who sat beside the “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”) at
his --left & right-- “feet” and listened to his teaching; =John 12/49-50).
40- But Martha was distracted with much serving. And she went up to him and said: “lord” (=i.e.
a human “teacher”), do you not care that my sister has left me to serve alone? Tell her then to
help me.
41- But the “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”) answered her: “Martha, Martha, you are --with
regard to the left side here now-- “anxious,” and --with regard to the right side here now-“troubled” about “many things,”
42- but “one thing” is necessary. Mary has chosen the “good portion,” which will not be taken
away from her!
(Gospel, Luke 10/38-42)
*So here are the blessed “toes” of the --left & right-- “feet” of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him)
in this respect therein above (=10/39), in these perfect orders again, now, first of all, here thus:
toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

1

2

3

4

05

05

4

3

2

1

>

>

>

>

>

<

<

<

<

<

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

Thereafter, if we take that specific “one thing” as: “1” (thing) and then those “many things”
specifically as: “9” (things) above (=10/41-42),
here is what we Most AMAZINGLY & Most WONDROUSLY see:
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anxious about

there is need of only

troubled about

01 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 01

many things

one thing

many things

> > > > > > > > >

^

< < < < < < < <

<

19

=

x…

*Please, note that within those blessed --left & right-- “toes” of prophet Jesus (peace be upon
him) in this respect above (=10/39), we have thus rightfully placed the last digits exclusively as
(=05 & 05) therein, and therefore we have thus legitimately placed the first things exclusively as
(=01 & 01) herein, in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner above.
And thus Mary chose that better “one thing” (=i.e. to sit beside prophet Jesus (peace be upon
him) at his --left & right-- “feet” to listen to his --“19” coded-- Most AMAZING & Most
WONDROUS Words that are thus specifically taught to him by the LORD Alone
(=John 12/48-50 = 8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 4/171-175), as we have clearly and
unmistakably witnessed it here again, in the first place!
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image credit: sadierose.com (a loaf of bread)

1- Now prophet Jesus was praying in a certain place, and when he finished, one of his disciples
said to him: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), teach us to pray, as prophet John taught his
disciples.
2- And he said to them: When you pray, say:
Our LORD Who is in the heavens (=i.e. Who created and controls all the heavens;
=Quran Testament 67/3, 16-17), hallowed be Your NAME. Let Your “Kingdom” come!
(*So please, certainly see that “Kingdom” now in Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 & 47-50 & …
here again, on p. 51, 53, 57, …… in this regard, in the first place.)-- Your Will be done, as in
heaven, so also on earth.
3- Give us each day our daily “bread,”
4- and Forgive us our sins, for we ourselves forgive everyone who is indebted to us.
And lead us not into temptation, but Deliver us from the evil-(one). (Gospel, Luke 11/1-4)
So here is that blessed (wheat) “bread” (=hexaploid; full/double chromosome number: 42
i.e. basically it has “seven” chromosomes each of which has “six” copies therein) above (=11/3),
in this perfect order, --for/in each of those “seven” days --of a week (=11/3), now here thus:
Day no.

Day no.

Day no.

Day no.

Day no.

Day no.

Day no.

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

.
“bread”
“bread”
“bread”
“bread”
“bread”
“bread”
“bread”
. 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321
. 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321
. 7654321 7654321 .7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321 .7654321 7654321 7654321 7654321
.

19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x.. 19x..

19x…

=
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5- And prophet Jesus said to them: Which of you who has a friend will go to him at midnight and
say to him: Friend, lend me “three loaves,”
6- for a friend of mine has arrived on a journey, and I have nothing to set before him.
7- And he will answer from within: Do not bother me; the door is now shut, and my children are
with me in bed. I cannot get up and give you anything!
8- I tell you, though he will not get up and give him anything because he is his friend, yet
because of his persistence he will rise and give him as many as he needs (=i.e. those “three
loaves” above)! (Gospel, Luke 11/5-8)
So here are those --(requested)-- “three loaves” & --(that will be given)-- “three loaves” above
(=11/5 & 11/8), in these specific orders, now here thus:
*(common) “wheat” (triticum aestivum) (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 42)
*(durum) “wheat” (triticum durum) (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 28)
requested (=11/5)

will be given (=11/8)

loaf no. loaf no. loaf no. loaf no. loaf no. loaf no.
01

02

03

01

02

03

19x…

=

as/for (common) “wheat” bread
requested (=11/5)

will be given (=11/8)

loaf

loaf

loaf

loaf

loaf

loaf

042

042

042

042

042

042

19x…

=

or/and
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as/for (durum) “wheat” bread
requested (=11/5)

will be given (=11/8)

loaf

loaf

loaf

loaf

loaf

loaf

028

028

028

028

028

028

19x…

=

9- Prophet Jesus said: And I tell you, ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will find;
knock, and it will be opened to you.
10- For everyone who asks receives, and the one who seeks finds, and to the one who knocks
it will be opened.
11- What father among you, if his son asks for a “loaf,” will give him a “stone,” and if he asks
for a “fish,” will instead of a “fish” give him a “serpent;”
12- or if he asks for an “egg,” will give him a “scorpion?”
13- If you then, who are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more
will the LORD Who is from heaven (=i.e. Who created and controls all the heaven, =Quran
Testament 67/3, 16-17) give the Holy “Spirit” (=i.e. --“19” coded-- Holy “Words/Message”
of the LORD; =John 6/63 = 8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 42/52 = 74/26-30, 31) to those (of
HIS servants) who ask HIM!
(Gospel, Luke 11/9-13)
So here are those “stone” and “serpent” and -parabuthus- “scorpion” (=diploid: full/double
chromosome numbers: 0 & 78 & 36), and -durum- “bread” and -salmonidae- “fish” and
“egg” (=diploid: full/double chromosome numbers: 28 & 86 & 0) above, in these specific orders,
now here thus:
“stone” “serpent” “scorpion”
0

+

78

+

36

19x…

=

“bread” “fish” “egg”
(=114)

28

+ 86

+ 0

19x…

=

(=114)
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14- Now prophet Jesus was casting out a demon that was mute. When the demon had gone out,
the mute man spoke, and the people marveled.
15- But some of them said: he casts out demons by Beelzebul, the Prince of demons,
16- while others, to test him, kept seeking from him a “Sign” from heaven. (Matthew 12/38-42)
17- But he, knowing their thoughts, said to them: Every kingdom divided against itself is laid
waste, and a divided household falls.
18- And if Satan also is divided against himself, how will his kingdom stand? For you say that
I cast out demons by Beelzebul.
19- And if I cast out demons by Beelzebul (=i.e. the Prince of demons), by whom do your own
people cast them out? Therefore they will be your judges.
20- But if it is by the “Finger” of GOD (=i.e. by the Ultimate “Power,” and again thus always
exclusively and only by HIS Permission therein, first of all; =Luke 4/23-27 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 5/110) that I cast out demons, then the “Kingdom” of GOD has (thus) come
upon you!
21- When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own palace, his goods are safe;
22- but when one stronger than he attacks him and overcomes him, he takes away his armor in
which he trusted and divides his spoil.
23- So whoever is not with me --thus especially, regarding the left side of those “19” coded
Tables here now; =John 6/27-- is against me, and whoever does not gather with me --regarding
the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now; =John 4/35-- scatters!
(Gospel, Luke 11/14-23)
So here are those five “Fingers” of the “Right-Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference
again to those Ultimate “Five” Powers of GOD in this respect above (=11/20); *so please,
certainly see it again in “Psalms 8/3-5” within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2” document,
on p. 9-10 in this regard, in the first place, therein now), in this Specific order, now here thus:
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(odd numbered) (Ultimate) (even numbered)
Power No. Power No. Power No. Power No. Power No.

5

3

<

<

1

2

4

>

>

19

x…

=

.

And then, here are those (“seven”) such demons (=Luke 8/2) that were cast out by prophet Jesus
(peace be upon him) above (=11/20) always exclusively and only by the Permission of the
LORD unto him therein again (=Luke 4/23-27 = 11/20 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/75-77, 110,
116-120), in this specific order, now here thus:
(most wicked)

(odd numbered)

(even numbered)

demon no: demon no: demon no: demon no: demon no: demon no: demon no:

5

7

3

<

o

<

1

4

2

6

>

o

>

19x…

=
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45- One of the lawyers answered him: O teacher, in saying these things you insult us also.
46- And prophet Jesus said: Woe to you lawyers also! For you load people with burdens hard to
bear, and you yourselves do not touch the burdens with one of your fingers.
47- Woe to you! For you build the tombs of the Prophets whom your ancestors killed.
48- So you are witnesses and you consent to the deeds of your ancestors, for they killed them,
and you build their tombs.
49- Therefore also the Wisdom of GOD said: “I will send them prophets and apostles, some of
whom they will kill and persecute,
50- so that the blood of all the Prophets, shed from the foundation of the world, may be charged
against this generation,
51- from the blood of “Abel” to the blood of “Zechariah,” who perished between the Altar and
the Sanctuary!” Yes, I tell you, it will be required of “this generation” (=thus a specific reference
especially to “this generation” of/in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John
6/27, 40 = Luke 18/8 = 17/25-30 = Luke 21/20-24) (*So please, certainly see it within
“Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 216 & 223-226 in this regard, in the first place,
therein now.)
52- Woe to you lawyers! For you have taken away the key of “Knowledge.” You yourselves
did not enter --thus especially, into the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and you
hindered those who were entering --into the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-(Gospel, Luke 11/45-52)
So here is that “Abel,” the truthful Servant of the LORD --(as mentioned in the “first book”
of these “five books” of Torah: 1- Genesis (=4/1-12) 2- Exodus 3- Leviticus 4- Numbers
5- Deuteronomy)
(*or if we specifically start to count from the end towards the beginning, it would be thus
in the “fifth book” therein: 5- Genesis (=4/1-12) 4- Exodus 3- Leviticus 2- Numbers
1- Deuteronomy);
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And then, here is that “Zechariah,” the truthful Servant of the LORD --(as mentioned in the
“eleventh book” of these well known “twelve minor Prophets” in the Bible: 1- Hosea 2- Joel
3- Amos 4- Obadiah 5- Jonah 6- Micah 7- Nahum 8- Habakkuk 9- Zephaniah 10- Haggai
11- Zechariah (=1/1-6) 12- Malachi
(*or if we specifically start to count from the end towards the beginning, it would be thus
in the “second book” therein: 12- Hosea 11- Joel 10- Amos 9- Obadiah 8- Jonah 7- Micah
6- Nahum 5- Habakkuk 4- Zephaniah 3- Haggai 2- Zechariah (=1/1-6) 1- Malachi
So here they are, in these specific orders:
When/if we count from the end towards
the beginning
Abel Zechariah

12

5

2

^

Zechariah

005

books

When/if we count from the beginning
towards the end

011

books

*

*

19

=

^

x…

Abel

5

12

books

books

^

^

*

1

.

*

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed that very “last” number on the left side, and the
very “first” number on the right side, as/in perfect “equal” (=i.e. three digit) numbers (=005 &

011) exclusively therein above.
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4- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): I tell you, my friends, do not fear those who kill the body,
and after that have nothing more that they can do.
5- But I will warn you Whom to fear: fear HIM Who, after HE has killed, has Authority to cast
into Hell. Yes, I tell you, fear HIM!
6- Are not “five sparrows” sold for “two coins?” And not one of them is forgotten before GOD.
7- Why, even the hairs of your head are all numbered. Fear not; you are of more value than
many sparrows!
8- And I tell you, everyone who acknowledges me before others, the “Son of Man” (=thus a
specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,”
who has already been sent by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)”
here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45 also will acknowledge --thus especially, on the left side of
those “19” coded Tables here now-- before the “Angels” of GOD,
9- but the one who denies me before others will be denied --thus especially, on the right side of
those “19” coded Tables here now-- before the “Angels” of GOD! (*So please, certainly see
these “Angels” of the LORD within “A Majestic Miracle” document, on p. 8 and then also
within “A Phenomenal Miracle 1” document, on p. 16 in this respect, in the first place, therein
now!)
10- And everyone who speaks a word against the “Son of Man” will be forgiven, but the one
who blasphemes against the Holy “Spirit” (=i.e. --“19” coded-- Holy “Words/Message” of
the LORD; =John 6/63 = 8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 42/52 = 74/26-30, 31)
--(when/if they never repent and return to the LORD till the very last moment of their normal
life-span here; QURAN TESTAMENT 4/17-18)-- will not be forgiven!
(Gospel, Luke 12/4-10)

So here are those blessed “five sparrows,” --not one of them is forgotten by our Supreme LORD
above (=12/6), and those specific “two coins” therein (=12/6), in these Most AMAZING &
Most WONDROUS perfect orders, now here thus:
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sparrow no. sparrow no. coin sparrow no. sparrow no. coin sparrow no.

5

4

<

<

O

3

2

<

<

O

1
<

19

x…

=

--or/and-coin sparrow no. sparrow no. sparrow no. sparrow no. coin sparrow no.

O

1

2

3

4

>

>

>

>

19

=

x…

O

5
>
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i. credit: en.wikipedia.org (harvest)

i. credit: commons.wikimedia.com (vineyard)

13- Someone in the crowd said to him: O teacher, tell my brother to divide the inheritance
with me.
14- But prophet Jesus said to him: Man, who made me a judge or arbitrator over you?
15- And he said to them: Take care, and be on your guard against all covetousness, for one’s life
does not consist in the abundance of his possessions.
16- And he told them a parable, saying: The land of a rich man produced plentifully,
17- and he thought to himself: What shall I do, for I have nowhere to store my “fruits?”
18- And he said: I will do this: I will tear down my barns and build larger ones, and there I will
store all my “grain” and my “goods.”
19- And I will say to my soul: Soul, you have ample goods laid up for many years; relax, “eat,”
“drink,” be merry!
20- But GOD said to him: Fool! This night your soul is required of you, and the things you have
prepared, whose will they be?
21- So is the one who lays up treasure for himself and is not rich toward GOD!
(Gospel, Luke 12/13-21)

So (e.g.) here are those (wheat) “grain” (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 42) that
fool man would gather into his barns to “eat” above (=12/18-19), and those (fruit) “grapes”
(=complete: full/double chromosome number: 38) he would gather into his barns to “drink”
above (=12/17-19), in these specific orders, now here thus:
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“grain”

“grapes”

42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38
38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “171” (=19x…) “grain” (=i.e. the minimum quantity
that is perfectly a multiple therein) on the left side above, and again exactly “171” (=19x…)
“grapes” on the right side above; and thereafter they could go on in these specific orders (=i.e.
in every other “9” grain or/and “9” grapes, it perfectly gives us a multiple again and again),
“limitlessly,” for/on both sides above!
So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 now, to clearly witness all of
those heavenly “grains” and “fruits” therein now, for all truthful believers who want to lay up
real “treasure” for himself or herself and thus to become rich toward GOD (=Luke 12/21)
therein now, in this Final Age! (=John 6/27, 40 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (treasure)

32- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): Fear not, little congregation, for it is your LORD’s
Good Pleasure to give you the “Kingdom!” (*So please, certainly see that “Kingdom” now
in Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 & 47-50 & … here again, on p. 51, 53, 57, …… in the first
place!)
33- Sell your possessions, and give to the needy. Provide yourselves with moneybags that do not
wear out, with a “treasure” in the heavens that does not fail, where any “thief” --thus, due to
the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- canNot approach, and any “moth” --due to
the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- canNot destroy!
34- For where your “treasure” is, there also will your heart be!
(Gospel, Luke 12/32-34)
So here are those (human) “thieves” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 46), and those
(lepidoptera) “moths” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 24), in these specific orders
again, now here thus:

.
.

“thieves”

“moths”

46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
……………………………
……………………………

24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
……………………………
……………………………

19

=

x…

19

=

x…
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So please, certainly see “A Glittering Miracle” document, p. 9-10 now, to clearly witness this
heavenly “treasure” for all truthful believers who want to receive that inexhaustible “treasure”
by our Supreme LORD, in heaven (=Luke 12/33-34), therein now, in this Final Age!
(=John 6/27, 40 == QURAN TESTAMENT 10/57-58 = 38/49-54)
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35- (Prophet Jesus said to his followers): Gird your loins and keep your lamps burning, and be
like servants who are waiting for their “master” (=i.e. a human “teacher”) to come home from
the wedding feast, so that they may open the door to him at once when he comes and knocks.
37- Blessed are those servants whom the “master” (=i.e. a human “teacher”) finds awake when
he comes. Truly, I say to you, he will dress himself for service and have them recline at table,
and he (=that “Son of Man”) will come and serve them. (=John 6/27, 40 = Matthew 20/28)
38- If he comes in the “second watch,” or in the “third,” and finds them awake, blessed are
those servants! (=Luke 18/8)
39- But know this, that if the master of the house (=i.e. satan) had known at what hour the thief
(=i.e. chief Angel of retribution under the Commandment of the LORD) was coming, he would
not have left his house to be broken into. (=Quran Testament 21/1-2 & 7/187 & 44/10-16)
40- You also must be ready, for the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference again to this
long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been
sent by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40
& 43-45)-- is (thus) coming at an hour you do not expect! (*So please, certainly see it again here,
on p. 109 in this regard, therein in the first place.)-- (Gospel, Luke 12/35-40)
So here is that “second watch” (=i.e. from “9” p.m. to “12” a.m.), and the “third watch” (=i.e.
from “12” a.m. to “3” a.m.) above (=12/38), in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS
specific orders, now here thus:
9
.

12

p.m. a.m.
o

nd

3

rd

Watch Watch

o

^

^

12

3

a.m.

a.m.

o

o

3

12

a.m.

a.m.

o

o

19

x…

=

.

--or/and--

.

12
.

9

a.m. p.m.
o

.

2

3

rd

2

nd

Watch Watch

o

^

^

19

=

x…
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49- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): I came to cast fire (=i.e. division) on the earth, and would
that it were already kindled.
50- (For) there is a baptism with which I must be baptized with (=Luke 9/22), and how great is
my anguish until it is --(in this “Last -Third- Day = Millennium” here now)-- accomplished!
(*So please, certainly see it again in Luke 9/22 = Matthew 26/31-32 here, on p. 125 in this
regard, therein in the first place.)
51- Do you think that I have come to give peace on earth? No, I tell you, but rather division.
52- For from now on in one house there will be “five” divided, as “three” against “two,” and
“two” against “three.”
53- They will be divided, a father against his son and a son against his father, a mother against
her daughter and a daughter against her mother, a mother-in-law against her daughter-in-law and
a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 58/22 = 43/59-67)
(Gospel, Luke 12/49-53)

So here are those “five” divided, specifically as “three” against “two,” or/and “two” against
“three” therein above (=12/52), in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect
orders, now here thus:

“three” persons

“two” persons

“two” persons

person no. person no. person no.

person no. person no.

person no. person no.

.

“three” persons
person no. person no. person no.

3

1

2

5

1

2

2

1

5

2

1

3

o

>

>

^

>

>

<

<

^

<

<

o

19

=

x…

19

=

x…
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (coins)

57- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): And why do you not judge for yourselves what is right?
58- As you go with your “accuser” before the magistrate, make an effort to settle with him
--(always in the most honest, truthful and equitable manner therein again; =Luke 16/10-12 ==
QURAN TESTAMENT 4/135-136)-- on the way, lest he drag you to the “judge,” and the judge
hand you over to the “officer,” and the officer put you in prison.
59- I tell you, you will not get out (then) until you have paid the very last “penny!”
(Gospel, Luke 12/57-59)
So here are those “coins” that would have thus ultimately to be paid to that “accuser,” and the
“judge,” and the “officer” to the last “penny” therein above (=12/58-59), in these specific
orders, now here thus:
(at least “one penny” for each)
penny to the accuser to the judge penny penny to the officer

.

O
>

1
^

1
^

O
<

19

=

x…

--or/and--

O
>

1
^
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.
(specifically “nineteen pennies” for each)
pennies

.

to the accuser to the judge

pennies

pennies

to the officer

OOOO
OOOO
OOOO
OOOO
. OOO

1

1

OOOO
OOOO
OOOO
OOOO
OOO

OOOO
OOOO
OOOO
OOOO
OOO

1

>

^

^

<

>

^

19

=

x…

*Please, note that this is the “minimum number” (=19 pennies) that is thus a perfect “multiple”
above; thereafter it could also go on in these specific orders (=i.e. in every other additional
“eighteen pennies,” it would perfectly give us a “multiple” (=19x…) again and again,
“limitlessly,” for/on both sides above!
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1- At that time some people who were present there told him about the Galileans whose blood
Pilate had mingled with the blood of their sacrifices.
2- And prophet Jesus answered them: Do you think that these Galileans were worse sinners than
all the other Galileans, because they suffered in this way?
3- No, I tell you; but unless you repent --by immediately hearkening to the left side of those
“19” coded Tables here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45-- you will all likewise perish!
4- Or those “eighteen” (people) on whom the tower in Siloam fell and killed them: do you think
that they were worse offenders than all the others who lived in Jerusalem?
5- No, I tell you; but unless you repent --by immediately hearkening to the right side of those
“19” coded Tables here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45-- you will all likewise perish!
(=Luke 17/25-30 = 18/8 == QURAN TESTAMENT 21/1-6 = 44/10-16)
(Gospel, Luke 13/1-5)
So here are those “eighteen” people thus exclusively emphasized by prophet Jesus (peace be
upon him) therein above (=13/4), in these specific orders, now here thus:
person no. person no. person no. person no. person no. person no. person no. person no. person no. person no. person no. person no.

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

person no. person no. person no. person no. person no. person no.

6

5

4

3

2

1

19

x…

=

--or/and--

1
.person

1
.person

1
person

1
person

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

person

person

person

person

person

person

person

1

1

1

1

person

person

person

person

.

19

=

x…

1
person

1
person

1
person
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (fig tree)

6- And prophet Jesus told this parable: A man had a “fig tree” planted in his vineyard, and he
came seeking “fruit” on it and found none.
7- And he said to the gardener: Look, for “three years” now I have come seeking “fruit” on this
“fig tree,” and I find none. Cut it down. Why should it use up the ground?
8- And he answered him: Sir, let it alone this “(one more) year” also, until I dig around it and
put on manure.
9- Then if it should bear “fruit,” well and good; but if not, you can cut it down!
(Gospel, Luke 13/6-9)
So here are those “three years,” and that “(one extra) year” above (=13/7-8) in this specific
order, first of all, now here thus:

.

year no.

year no.

year no.

year no.

3

2

1

1

19

=

x…

And then, here are the “fruits” within each of those “three years,” and that “(one extra) year”
above (=13/7-8), in these specific orders again, now here thus:
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year no.

year no.

3

2

0
fruit

year no.
0
fruit

1

year no.
0
fruit

1

3
fruits

19

x…

=

--or/and--

year no.

year no.

3

2

00
fruit

year no.
00
fruit

1

year no.
00
fruit

1

30
fruits

19

=

x…

*Please, note that in that “(one extra) year” above, after those “three years” therein, that
“fig tree” thus bears exactly three figs in the first case, or exactly thirty figs in the second case
above, thus to perfectly compensate for each of those “three years” (=i.e. exactly “one” fruit, or
exactly “ten” fruits (on each of its --left or/and right-- branches therein) for each of those “three
years” above) it did not bear any “fruit” therein (=Luke 13/7-9); by this most Wise and
perfect Commandment of our Supreme LORD unto it therein again (=QURAN TESTAMENT
74/26-30, 31 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 14/24-25), in the first place!
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10- Now prophet Jesus was teaching in one of the synagogues on the Sabbath.
11- And behold, there was a woman who had had a spirit of infirmity for “eighteen years.”
She was bent over and could not fully straighten herself.
12- When prophet Jesus saw her, he called her over and said to her: Woman, you are freed from
your infirmity --(exclusively and only by the Permission of the LORD unto him in this regard
therein again; =Luke 4/23-27 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110)!
13- And he laid his “hands” on her, and immediately she was made straight, and she glorified
GOD --(Who let it happen; =Luke 4/23-27 = Matthew 26/39, 42 == QURAN TESTAMENT
5/75-76-77, 110).
14- But the ruler of the synagogue, indignant because prophet Jesus had healed on the Sabbath,
said to the people: There are six days in which work ought to be done. Come on those days and
be healed, and not on the Sabbath day!
15- Then the “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”) answered him: You hypocrites! Does not each of
you on the Sabbath untie his ox or his donkey from the manger and lead it away to water it?
16- And ought not this woman, a daughter of Abraham whom satan bound for “eighteen years,”
be loosed from this bond on the “Sabbath day?”
17- As he said these things, all his adversaries were put to shame, and all the people rejoiced at
all the glorious things that were done by him --(exclusively and only by the Permission of
the LORD unto him therein again; =Luke 4/23-27 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/75-76-77, 110,
116-120)!
(Gospel, Luke 13/10-17)
So here are those blessed “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hand” of prophet Jesus (peace be
upon him) in this respect therein above (=13/13), in these specific orders, now here thus:
finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no.

5

4

3

2

1

finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no.

5

4

3

<<<<<

.

1

<<<<<
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=

2

x…

19

=
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And then, here are those “eighteen years” of infirmity of that blessed “woman” above
(=13/12-13), in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect order again, now here
thus:
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year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year no. year n. year n. year no.
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And finally, here is that most specific “seventh” day (=i.e. “Sabbath day;” =Deut. 5/12-15)
in this respect above (=13/14-16), in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect order
again, now here thus:
day of Sabbath day no. day no. day no. day no. day no. day no.

7

6

5

4

<<<<<<<<

19

=

x…

3

2

1
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (Table)

22- Prophet Jesus went on his way through towns and villages, teaching and journeying toward
Jerusalem.
23- And someone said to him: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), will those who are saved be few?
And he said to them:
24- Strive to enter through the narrow door. For many, I tell you, will seek to enter but will not
be strong enough.
25- When once the master of the house (=thus a specific reference to Gabriel, the honorable
Angel Messenger and Servant of GOD) has risen and shut the door, and you begin to stand
outside and to knock at the door, saying: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), open to us,” then he
will answer you (from inside): I do not know where you come from.
26- Then you will begin to say: We ate and drank in your presence, and you taught in our
streets --(of/in Churches).
27- But he will say: I tell you, I do not know where you come from. Depart from me, all you
workers of evil (=so please, see these kind of “untruthful Christians” in this respect, in the first
place again, here now; =Matthew 7/21-23)!
28- In that place there will be --due to their ignorant rejection of the left side of those “19” coded
Tables here now-- “weeping,” and --due to their ignorant rejection of the right side of those
“19” coded Tables here now-- “gnashing of teeth,” when you see Abraham and Isaac and
Jacob and all the (other) Prophets in the “Kingdom” of GOD (*So please, certainly see that
“Kingdom” now in Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 & 47-50 & … here again, on p. 51, 53, 57, ……
in this regad, in the first place, therein now), but you yourselves cast out (=Matthew 7/21-23
== QURAN TESTAMENT 5/72-77 & 116-120)!
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29- And people will come from east and west, and from north and south, and recline --(with
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and all the other Prophets above)-- at “Table” in the
“Kingdom” of GOD (*So please, certainly see all of these honorable “Prophets” within
“A Phenomenal Miracle 1 & 2” documents, on p. 16-17 & 15-16 and then this heavenly “Table”
within “A Festive Miracle” document, on p. 14-16 in this respect, in the first place, therein now!)
30- And behold, some are last who will be first, and some are first who will be last.
(Gospel, Luke 13/22-30)
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31- At that very hour some Pharisees came and said to prophet Jesus: Get away from here, for
Herod wants to kill you.
32- And he said to them: Go and tell that fox: Behold, --(exclusively and only by the Permission
of the LORD unto him therein again; Luke 4/23-27 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110)-I cast out “demons” --especially and also, thus to specifically inform about the left side of those
“19” coded Tables here now; (*so please, e.g. certainly see it here again, on p. 165-166),-- and I
perform “cures” --to specifically inform about the right side of those “19” coded Tables here
now; (*so please, e.g. certainly see it here again, on p. 182-183)-- “today” and “tomorrow;”
and the “third Day” I (seek to) accomplish my purpose! (*So please, certainly see it in
Luke 9/22 = Matthew 26/31-32 here again, on p. 125 in this respect therein now.)
33- Nevertheless, I must go on my way “today” and “tomorrow” and the “following day,”
for it cannot be that (the name of) a Prophet should perish away from “Jerusalem” (=i.e.
“Land-of-Peace; so please, certainly see this new “Land-of-Peace” in the West (=Matthew
24/26-27 = John 4/21) here on p. 105 in this respect, in this Final Age, in the first place therein
now!)
(Gospel, Luke 13/31-33)
So here are those most significant three “days” granted by our Supreme LORD unto
prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) --that his name not perish away but thus always be
remembered as HIS such an honorable Messenger/Servant (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-46)
in this new “Land-of-Peace here now (=13/33)-- in these most specific orders, now here thus:

“today” “tomorrow” “following day”

--or/and--

“following day” “tomorrow” “today”

1

02

03

03

02

1

>

>

>

<

<

<
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=
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=
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image credit: differencebetween.co.in (ox)

1- One Sabbath, when prophet Jesus went to dine at the house of a ruler of the Pharisees, they
were watching him carefully.
2- And behold, there was a man before him who had dropsy.
3- And prophet Jesus responded to the lawyers and Pharisees, saying: Is it lawful to heal on the
Sabbath, or not?
4- But they remained silent. Then he took him and healed him --(exclusively and only by
the Permission of the LORD unto him therein again; Luke 4/23-27 == QURAN TESTAMENT
5/110)-- and sent him away.
5- And he said to them: Which of you, having an “ass” or an “ox” --(*please, see it now also
in Luke 13/15 in this regard)-- that has fallen into a well on a “Sabbath” day, will not
immediately pull him out? (Gospel, Luke 14/1-5)
So here is that blessed “donkey” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 62),
and that blessed “ox” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 60), on that most special
“seventh day” (=i.e. Sabbath day; =Deut. 5/12-15) in this respect therein above (=14/5), in these
Most Amazing & Most Wondrous specific orders, now here thus:
“donkey” “on a Sabbath”

7

62

19

=

x…

“on a Sabbath”

7

“ox”
60

19

=

x…
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7- Now prophet Jesus told a parable to those who were invited, when he noticed how they chose
the places of honor, saying to them:
8- When you are invited by someone to a wedding feast, do not sit down in a “place of honor”
(=i.e. “highest place”), lest someone more distinguished than you be invited by him,
9- and he who invited you both will come and say to you: “Give your place to this person,” and
then you will begin with shame to take the “lowest place.”
10- But when you are invited, go and sit in the “lowest place,” so that when your host comes he
may say to you: “Friend, move up “higher.” Then you will be honored (as a truthful guest)
in the presence of all who sit at table with you.
11- For everyone who exalts himself will be humbled, and he who humbles himself will be
exalted. (Gospel, Luke 14/7-11)
So let us clearly see it for exactly “nine places” --for/on the left side & for/on the right side-- of
such a specific (round) Table here (=14/10), in this Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS
specific order, now here thus:
places no.

1 2 3

4 5

“Table”

6 7 8

9

0

places no.

9 8

7 6

5 4

3 2

1

^
^
^
______________________________________________________________

19

=

x…

*So someone who would initally take the “highest first place” (=1) on the left side of the Table
above would thus inevitably end up in the “lowest last place” (=9) therein (=14/8-9), for/on
that left side above ==(1 9 =

19x…)!

And someone who would initially take the “lowest last place” (=9) on the right side of the Table
above would thus be moved to a “higher place” (=it could perfectly be 8th or 6th or 1st place
therein, --because in each of these points we can perfectly get a “multiple” therein above-(=14/10-11), for/on that right side above ==(9 8 6

1 = 19x…)!
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12- Prophet Jesus said also to the man who had invited him: When you give a dinner or a
banquet, do not invite your friends or your brothers or your relatives or rich neighbors, lest they
also invite you in return and you be repaid.
13- But when you give a feast, invite (1) the “poor,” (2) the “crippled,” (3) the “lame,”
(4) the “blind,”
14- and you will be blessed, because they cannot repay you.
For you will be repaid (by the LORD) at the resurrection of (5) the “righteous!”
(Gospel, Luke 14/12-14)
So here they are, in these perfect orders:
the “poor” the “crippled” the “lame” the “blind” the “righteous”

1

2

3

4

O5

>

>

>

>

>

19

x…

=

--or/and-the “righteous” the “blind” the “lame” the “crippled” the “poor”

O5

4

3

2

1

<

<

<

<

<
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=
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*Please, note that this extra “zero” (=O5) thus also perfectly represents the “sunlight” in this
most specific context here (=Matthew 13/43) for/in both cases above.
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15- And when one of those who reclined at table with him heard these things, he said to
prophet Jesus: Blessed is everyone who will eat bread in the “Kingdom” of GOD!
16- And he said to him: A man once gave a great banquet and invited many.
17- And at the time for the banquet he sent his servant to say to those who had been invited:
Come, for everything is now ready!
18- But they all alike began to make excuses. The “first” said to him: I have bought a field, and
I must go out and see it. Please have me excused.
19- And “another” said: I have bought five yoke of oxen, and I go to examine them. Please have
me excused.
20- And “another” said: I have married a wife, and therefore I cannot come.
21- So the servant came and reported these things to his master. Then the master of the house
became angry and said to his servant: Go out quickly to the streets and lanes of the city, and
bring in the “poor” and the “crippled” and the “blind” and the “lame.”
22- And the servant said: Sir, what you commanded has been done, and still there is room.
23- And the master said to the servant: Go out to the highways and hedgerows and make
“people” to come in, that my house may be filled.
24- For I tell you, none of those men who were invited shall taste my banquet!
(Gospel, Luke 14/15-24)
So here are those “three” persons who have rejected the invitation and went to their own ways
above (=14/18-20), in this specific order, now here thus:
person no. person no. person no.

3

02

1

<

<

<

19

=

x…

And then here are those “five” groups of people who have been invited to come to the banquet
above (=14/21-23), in this specific order, now here thus:
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group no. group no. group no. group no. group no.

1

2

3

4

05

>

>

>

>

>

19

=

x…

*Please, note that in the first case above, those three people --(because they rejected the
invitation therein)-- are thus going towards the left (< < <), and in the second case above, those
five groups of people --(because they accepted the invitation therein)-- are thus going towards
the -opposite- right (> > > > >) direction therein!
And because that only that second person exclusively had also “five yoke of oxen” therein
(=14/19), and those fifth group of people have exclusively been invited, after all of those other
welcomed guests, therein (=14/23), we have thus rightfully placed them as (=02 & 05) in such a
specific “exclusive” manner for/in each cases above!

*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 and then also “A Tasteful
Miracle” document, p. 8-9 now, to clearly witness this Heavenly “Banquet” and this special
“Invitation” to all (=John 6/27, 40 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27) in this respect, in this
Final Age, therein now!
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.

image credit: clker.com (cross)

25- And there were going on with him great multitudes, and having turned, prophet Jesus said
to them:
26- If any one does come to me, and does not hate his own “father,” and “mother,” and “wife,”
and “children,” and “brothers,” and “sisters,” and yet even his own “life,” he cannot be
my disciple;
27- and whoever does not bear his own “cross” and follow “Me” (=a reference to the “LORD
GOD,” not to “Servant Jesus”)-- (*Please, also certainly see “Torah, Deuteronomy 29/4-5” now, to clearly
witness that prophet Moses also used this specific pronoun (=I or/and Me) directly to refer to the LORD GOD, and
Not to himself, in many such occasions therein, in the first place)-- cannot be my disciple.

(Gospel, Luke 14/25-27)
So here are those manifest “four” sections of the “cross” above (=14/27), in this specific order,
now here thus:
(even numbered)

(odd numbered)

section no. section no. section no. section no.

2

4

19

=

1

3

x…

And then, here are those manifest “seven” groups of “people” mentioned above (=14/26), in this
Most Amazing & Most Wondrous specific order again, now here thus:
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(even numbered)

(odd numbered)

father mother wife own life children brothers sisters

6

4

1

2

7

5

3

19

=

x…

28- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): For which of you, desiring to build a tower, does not first
sit down and calculate the cost, whether he has enough to complete it?
29- Otherwise, when he has laid a foundation and is not able to finish, all who see it begin to
mock him,
30- saying: This man began to build and was not able to finish!
31- Or what king, going out to encounter another king in war, will not sit down first and
deliberate whether he is able with “ten thousand” to meet him who comes against him with
“twenty thousand?”
32- And if not, while the other is still far off, he sends a “delegation” and asks for terms of
peace.
33- So therefore, any one of you who does not renounce all that he has (=i.e. all his family &
possessions) --(Luke 14/26 == QURAN TESTAMENT 9/24)-- cannot be my disciple!
(Gospel, Luke 14/28-33)

So here are those perfect “ten thousand” and “twenty thousand” troops above (=14/31), and
that specific “delegation” between them (=14/32), in this Most AMAZING & Most
WONDROUS specific order, now here thus:
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“ten thousand” troops

.
.

delegation

“twenty thousand” troops

1000 1000 1000 1000
20
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
1000 1000 1000
>
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
1000 1000 1000
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
_______________________

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed a “delegation” of exactly “twenty” (=20)
people to meet those --initially-- “two-thousand” (=2000) or/and --mainly-- “twenty-thousand”
(=20000) troops that are on the right side therein above!
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (Salt)

34- (Prophet Jesus said to the people): Salt is good, but if even “salt” does become “tasteless,”
with what will it be “seasoned?”
35- It is of no use (in this condition) either for the soil or for the manure pile. It is thrown away!
So whoever has (left & right) “ears” to hear, let him hear --thus especially, the left side & the
right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-- (Gospel, Luke 14/34-35)

So here are the main elements of “Salt” (=i.e.
Sodium; atomic mass: 22.99
total number of electrons: 11
as/in first & second & third
energy levels therein: 2 - 8 - 1

Chlorine; atomic mass: 35.45
total number of electrons: 17
as/in first & second & third
energy levels therein: 2 - 8 - 7

So if we --in pure “Mathematical” sense here-- (by hearkening to the voice of prophet Jesus
(peace be upon him) also in this most specific respect here now)-- would specifically “season”
this “Salt” here now (=14/34-35), by writing those “atomic masses” of that “Sodium” and
“Chlorine” as perfect round numbers here as: (22.99 = “23”) and (35.45 = “36”) respectively,
here is what we Most AMAZINGLY & Most WONDROUSLY see:
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.

.
.

image credit: chemicalelements.com (Sodium)

.

image credit: chemicalelements.com (Chorine)

Sodium (Na)
Atomic mass: 22.98977

Chlorine (Cl)
Atomic mass: 35.4527

Number of Protons: 11
Number of Electrons: 11
Number of Neutrons: 12

Number of Protons: 17
Number of Electrons: 17
Number of Neutrons: 18

Number of Energy Levels: Three

Number of Energy Levels: Three

First Energy Level:
Second Energy Level:
Third Energy Level:

First Energy Level:
Second Energy Level:
Third Energy Level:

2 (electrons)
8 (electrons)
1 (electrons)

2 (electrons)
8 (electrons)
7 (electrons)
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“Sodium”

“Chlorine”

number of electrons atomic mass

number of electrons atomic mass

23

11

36

17

(total)

.

(total)

19

x…

=

--or/and-“Sodium”

“Chlorine”

number of electrons atomic mass
1

8

2

23

number of electrons atomic mass
7

(third) (second) (first)
energy levels

8

2

(third) (second) (first)
energy levels

19

=

x…

36

.
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i. credit: commons.wikimedia.com (sheep)

i. credit: commons.wikimedia.com (coins)

3- And prophet Jesus told them this parable:
4- What man of you, having a “hundred sheep,” if he has lost “one of them,” does not leave the
“ninety-nine” in the open country, and go after the “one” that is lost, until he finds it?
5- And when he has found it, he lays it on his shoulders, rejoicing.
6- And when he comes home, he calls together his friends and his neighbors, saying to them:
Rejoice with me, for I have found my “(one) sheep” that was lost!
7- Just so, I tell you, there will be more joy in heaven over “one” (servant of the LORD) that is
a sinner who repents than over “ninety-nine” righteous (servants of the LORD) who need no
repentance.
8- Or what woman, having “ten coins,” if she loses “one coin,” does not light a lamp and sweep
the house and seek diligently until she finds it?
9- And when she has found it, she calls together her friends and neighbors, saying: Rejoice with
me, for I have found the “(one) coin” that I had lost!
10- Just so, I tell you, there is joy before the Angels of GOD over “one” (servant of GOD)
that is a sinner who repents. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 40/7-9 = 25/70-71)
(Gospel, Luke 15/1-7, 8-10)
So here they are, in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders,
now here thus:

.

unlost
total
lost
“coins” “coins” “coin”
9

10

19

1

=

x…

unlost
total
lost
“sheep” “sheep” “sheep”
99

100

01

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus righfully placed these (=9 … 1) & (=99 … 01) in such a perfectly parallel and
absolutely “equal” (i.e. one = one & two = two digits) manner, for/in each case above.
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And thereafter, here they are, all together, in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS
specific orders:

unlost
total
lost
“coins” “coins” “coin”
9

10

^

^

1

unlost
total
lost
“sheep” “sheep” “sheep”
99

100

^

^

.

01

19

x…

=

--or/and-total
unlost
lost
“coins” “coins” “coin”
10

9

^

^

1

total
unlost
lost
“sheep” “sheep” “sheep”
100

99

^

^

19

=

x…

01

.
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11- (And prophet Jesus told this parable): There was a man who had two sons.
12- And the younger of them said to his father: “Father, give me the share of property that is
coming to me.” And he divided his property between them.
13- Not many days later, the younger son gathered all he had and took a journey into a far
country, and there he squandered his property on a life of dissipation.
14- And when he had spent everything, a severe famine arose in that country, and he began to be
in need.
15- So he went and hired himself out to one of the citizens of that country, who sent him into
his fields to feed pigs.
16- And he was longing to be fed with the pods that the pigs ate, and no one gave him anything.
17- But when he came to himself, he said: How many of my father’s hired servants have more
than enough bread, but I perish here with hunger!
18- I will arise and go to my father, and I will say to him: “Father, I have sinned against (GOD
Who created) the heaven, and before you.
19- I am no longer worthy to be called your son. Treat me as one of your hired servants.”
20- And he arose and came to his father. But while he was still a long way off, his father saw
him and felt compassion, and ran and embraced him and kissed him.
21- And the son said to him: “Father, I have sinned against (GOD Who created) the heaven, and
before you. I am no longer worthy to be called your son.”
22- But the father said to his servants: Bring quickly the best robe, and put it on him, and put a
“ring” on his “hand,” and “shoes” on his “feet!”
So here is that precious “ring” specifically on the (fifth) “finger” of the --right-- “hand” of his
son above (=15/21-22), and those clean “shoes” to cover all of the “toes” of his --left & right-“feet” therein, in these specific orders, now here thus:
finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no.

1

2

3

4

O5

>

>

>

>

(ring)
>

.

.

19

=

x…
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toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

05
.

4

3

2

1

toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no: toe no:

1

2

3

4

(laces)

<

.

05
(laces)

<

<

<

19

.

x…

=

<

>

>

>

>

>

19

x…

=

23- And bring the fattened “calf” and slaughter it, and let us eat and celebrate.
24- For this my son was “dead,” and is “alive” --to serve the LORD, by righteously working
for/on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now;-- he was “lost,” and is “found” --to
serve the LORD, by righteously working for/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here
now!-- And they began to celebrate.
25- Now his older son was in the field, and as he came and drew near to the house, he heard the
sound of music and chanting.
26- And he called one of the servants and asked what these things meant.
27- And he said to him: Your brother has come, and your father has slaughtered the fattened
“calf,” because he has received him back safe and sound.
28- But he was angry and refused to go in. His father came out and entreated him,
29- but he answered his father: Look, these many years I have served you, and I never disobeyed
your command, yet you never gave me a young “goat,” that I might celebrate with my friends.
30- But when this son of yours came, who has devoured your property with prostitutes, you
slaughtered the fattened “calf” for him!
So here is that young “goat” (=diploid chromosome number: 60), and fattened “calf” (=diploid
chromosome number: 60), in these specific --(not in real, but only in figurative sense again, in
such a perfectly “prepared/sliced”)-- manner again for that feast above, now here thus:
“goat”
54321
54321
54321
54321

54321
54321
54321
54321

“calf”

19

54321
54321
54321
54321

=

x…

54321
54321
54321
54321

54321
54321
54321
54321

19

54321
54321
54321
54321

=

x…
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31- And then he said to him: My son, you are always with me, and all that is mine is yours.
32- It was fitting to celebrate and be glad, for this your brother was “dead,” and is “alive” --to
serve the LORD, by wholeheartedly working for/on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here
now;-- he was “lost,” and is “found” --to serve the LORD, by wholeheartedly working for/on
the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-(Gospel, Luke 15/11-32)

*So please, certainly see “A Joyful Miracle” document, p. 19-23 now, to clearly witness this
Heavenly “Celebration” for all truthful believers who want to come to “life” again --on that left
side therein,-- and want to be “found” again --on that right side therein-- in this Final Age,
therein now!)
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image credit: c.wikimedia.org (olives)

i.credit: all-free-download.com (wheat)

1- Prophet Jesus also said to the disciples: There was a rich man who had a steward, and charges
were brought to him that this man was wasting his possessions.
2- And he called him and said to him: What is this that I hear about you? Turn in the account of
your stewardship, for you can no longer be my steward.
3- And the steward said to himself: What shall I do, since my master is taking the position of
steward away from me? I am not strong enough to dig, and I am ashamed to beg.
4- I have decided what to do, so that when I am removed from the stewardship, people may
receive me into their houses.
5- So, summoning his master’s debtors one by one, he said to the first: How much do you owe
my master?
6- And he said: A “hundred” measures of “(olive) oil.” He said to him: Take your bill, and sit
down quickly and write “fifty.”
7- Then he said to another: And how much do you owe? He said: A “hundred” measures of
“wheat.” He said to him: Take your bill, and write “eighty.”
8- The master commended the dishonest steward for his shrewdness. For the followers of this
world are more shrewd in dealing with their own generation (in such worldy affairs) than the
followers of Light.
9- And I tell you, make friends for yourselves by means of unrighteous wealth (=i.e. all of
worldly wealth here which may have inevitably --deliberately or unknowingly-- stained by some
type of unrighteousness at some point by someone when it is handed down from generation to
generation), so that when it fails (=i.e. completely vanishes at the time of death here) they may
receive you into the eternal dwellings! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/261-265 & 273-274)
(Gospel, Luke 16/1-9)
So here are those “hundred” & “fifty” measures of “(olive) oil” (=complete: full/double
chromosome number: 46, exact half of it: 23), and then “hundred” & “eighty” measures of
“wheat” (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 42, exact half of it: 21) above (=16/6-7)
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
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olive

.

olive

wheat

wheat

100

46

50

46

42

100

42

80

measures

^

measures

v

^

measures

v

measures

(=16/6)

(=16/7)

19

=

19

x…

x…

=

Or thereafter, if we also go with basic: “half/single” chromosome numbers of “olive”
(=46 / 2 = 23), and of “wheat” (=42 / 2 = 21) above (=16/6-7), in these specific orders,
here is what we clearly and perfectly see again:
olive

23
.

v

olive

050

100

measures measures

wheat

wheat

23

080

21

21

100

^

measures

v

^

measures

(=16/6)

19

=

(=16/7)

x…

19

=

x…
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16- (Prophet Jesus said): The “Law” and the “Prophets” were till John; since then
the Good News of the “Kingdom” of GOD is proclaimed (=Matthew 11/2-6 *so please, see it
again here, on p. 36-37), and everyone presses into it.
17- So (thereafter), it is easier for heaven and earth to pass away than for one dot of the
--“19” coded-- “Law” (=Deut. 18/17-19 == QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-30, 31 = 15/9)
to become void!
(Gospel, Luke 14/16-17)

So here are those “five” books of the “Law” (=Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
Deuteronomy),
and the “four” books of those former “Prophets” (=Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings),
and the “three” books of those major “Prophets” (=Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel),
and the “twelve” books of those minor “Prophets” (=Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah,
Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi), as profoundly referred to
by prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) therein above (=14/16)
(*please, also certainly see them now, in the first place, in QURAN TESTAMENT 3/84 = 5/44),
in these specific orders, now here thus:
minor

former

major

“Law” “Prophets” “Prophets” “Prophets”

5

12

19

=

4

x…

3

major

--or/and--

minor

former

“Law” “Prophets” “Prophets” “Prophets”

5

3

12

19

=

x…

4
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (hellfire)

19- (Prophet Jesus also told to them this parable): There was a rich man who was clothed in
purple and fine linen and who feasted sumptuously every day.
20- And at his gate was laid a poor man named Lazarus, covered with sores,
21- who desired to be fed with what fell from the rich man’s table. Moreover, even the dogs
came and licked his sores.
22- The poor man died and was carried by the Angels to the bosom of Abraham. The rich man
also died and was buried,
23- and in the netherworld, being in torment, he lifted up his eyes and saw Abraham far off and
Lazarus at his side.
24- And he called out: O father Abraham, deal kindly with me, and send Lazarus to dip the end
of his finger in water and cool my tongue, for I am in anguish in this flame.
25- But Abraham said: Child, remember that you in your lifetime received your good things,
and Lazarus in like manner bad things; but now he is comforted here, and you are in anguish.
26- And besides all this, between us and you a great chasm has been fixed, in order that those
who would pass from here to you may not be able, and none may cross from there to us. (*So
please, also certainly see it in “QURAN TESTAMENT 57/13-15 = 7/50-51” in this regard,
in the first place, therein now.)
27- And he said: Then I ask you, father, that you would send him to my father’s house,
28- for I have five brothers, so that he may warn them, lest they also come into this place of
torment! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 16/28-29)
29- But Abraham said: They have “Moses” and the “Prophets;” let them hear them!
30- And he said: No, father Abraham, but if someone goes to them from the dead, they will
repent.
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31- Abraham said to him: If they do not hear “Moses” --thus especially, on the left side of those
“19” coded Tables here now,-- and the “Prophets” --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables
here now,-- neither will they be convinced if someone should rise from the dead! (*So please,
certainly see it within “A Magnificent Miracle 2” document, on p. 10, and then in
“QURAN TESTAMENT 6/112-115” in this regard, in the first place, therein now!)

(Gospel, Luke 16/19-31)

So here are those “five” books of Moses (=Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy),
and the “nineteen” books of the “Prophets” (=former ones: Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings +
major ones: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel + minor ones: Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah,
Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi),
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/84 = 5/44), in these perfect orders again, now here thus:
“five” Books granted unto “Moses”

5 4 3 2 1

19

=

x…

“nineteen” Books granted unto the “Prophets”
19 18 17 16
15 14 13 12 11
10 9 8 7 6
5 4 3 2 1

19

=

x…
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3- (Prophet Jesus said to all of his followers): Pay attention to yourselves! If your brother sins,
rebuke him, and if he repents, forgive him,
4- and if he sins against you “seven times” in (one) Day, and returns to you “seven times,”
saying, “I repent,” you must forgive him.
(Gospel, Luke 17/3-4)
So here it is, in this Most Amazing & Most Wondrous perfect order:

seven times

seven times

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

< < < < < < <

“Day”

> > > > > > >

sins

.

19

returns

=

x…

19

=

x…
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i. credit: commons.wikimedia.com (a mulberry tree in the sea)

5- The apostles said to the “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”): Increase our faith!
6- And the “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher” who specifically learns from the LORD Alone and
then delivers to all others what he has specifically learned from HIM as HIS devoted Servant
therein; =John 8/28 = 12/48-50) said: If you had faith like a “grain” of “mustard seed,” you
could say to this “mulberry tree:” Be uprooted and planted in the “sea,” and it would obey you!
(Gospel, Luke 17/5-6)
So here is a (black) “mustard seed” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 16),
and a (black) “mulberry tree” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 308),
and waters of the “sea” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen; atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen; atomic
no: 1 & Oxygen; atomic no: 8) above (=17/6), in these specific orders, now, first of all, here
thus:
“mustard”
.
seed

“mulberry”
tree

“sea”
waters

16

308

118118118118118118118
118118118118118118
118118118118118118

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

And now, here is that “mulberry tree” totally uprooted and planted in the “sea” (=17/6), by the
Permission and immense Grace of our Supreme LORD (=Mark 11/22-24), now here thus:
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“mustard” “sea” “mulberry” “sea”
.
seed
waters
tree
waters
16

118

308

118118118118118118118

118118118118118118118118118118118

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” water molecules (=i.e. H2O = 1 1 8 1 1 8 ….) that
perfectly represent the “sea” waters, for/in both cases above; by this most Wise and perfect
Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here again (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-31 = 20/133
= 5/83 & 54/49 = 31/16 = 6/59), from the very beginning!
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11- On the way to Jerusalem prophet Jesus was passing along between (the city of) Samaria and
Galilee.
12- And as he entered a village, he was met by “ten lepers,” who stood at a distance,
13- and lifted up their voices, saying: Jesus, “master” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), deal kindly
with us.
14- When he saw them he said to them: Go and show yourselves to the priests! And as they went
they were cleansed --(exclusively and only by the Permission of the LORD unto him therein
again, in the first place; =Luke 4/23-27 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110).
15- Then one of them, when he saw that he was healed, turned back, praising GOD with a loud
voice;
16- and he fell on his face at prophet Jesus’ feet --(*in a similar sense as prophet Joseph’s
brothers fell on their faces at his feet; =Genesis 50/18-21 == QURAN TESTAMENT 12/100)-giving him thanks. Now he was a Samaritan.
17- Then prophet Jesus answered: Were not “ten” cleansed? Where are the “nine?”
18- Was no one found to return and give praise to GOD --(*because it was done exclusively and
only by the Permission and the Will of the LORD GOD, not the will of the Servant Jesus therein;
=Luke 4/23-27 = Matthew 26/39, 42)-- except this foreigner?
19- And he said to him: Rise and go your way; your faith --(in the Will of GOD Alone therein
again; =Luke 4/23-27 = Matthew 26/39, 42 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/75-77, 110, 116-120)-has saved you! (Gospel, Luke 17/11-19)
So here they are, in this most specific Perfect order, now here thus:
“did not return” “cleansed” “returned”

9

10

1

persons

persons

person

<

^

>

(=17/17)

(=17/17)

(=17/18)

19

=

x…

Thereafter, here they are again, in these most special Perfect orders, now here thus:
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3

“did not return”

“cleansed”

“returned”

2

10

01

persons

person

^

>

(=17/17)

(=17/18)

4

persons persons persons
<

<

<

(=17/17)

19

x…

=

--or/and-“did not return”

1

5

“cleansed”

“returned”

10

01

persons

person

^

>

(=17/17)

(=17/18)

3

person persons persons
<

<

<

(=17/17)

19

=

x…

*Please, note that in the first case above, we have thus rightfully taken those “9” persons in total
who did not return therein as (=2 (+1) 3 (+1) 4) persons, and in the second case above, we have
thus rightfully taken them into account as (=1 (+2) 3 (+2) 5) persons therein;
in the first case putting the smallest number (=2), and in the second case putting the biggest
number (=5) in the very middle therein, in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely
complementary manner above.
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20- Being asked by the Pharisees when the “Kingdom” of GOD would come, prophet Jesus
answered them: The coming of the “Kingdom” of GOD cannot be observed,
21- nor will they say, ‘Look, here it is!’ or ‘There!’ for behold, the “Kingdom” of GOD is within
your grasp! (*So please, certainly see that “Kingdom” now in Matthew 13/31-32 & 33-35 &
47-50 & … here again, on p. 51, 53, 57, …… in this regad, in the first place, therein now!)
22- And he said to the disciples: The days are coming when you will desire to see one of the days
of the Son of Man, and you will not see it.
23- And they will say to you: “Look, there!” or “Look, here!” Do not go out or follow them.
24- For as the lightning flashes and lights up the sky from one side to the other, so will
--(the MESSAGE of the LORD which will be delivered to all humans --basically via the light
waves of internet and thus on computer screens, from all over the sky unto the whole world-by)-- the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been sent by our Supreme LORD
in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)-- be in his day!
25- And first he must suffer greatly and be rejected by “this generation” (=thus a specific
reference to “this generation” of/in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here again now;
=John 6/27, 40 = Luke 18/8)!
26- Just as it was in the days of Noah, so will it be in the days of the “Son of Man.”
27- They were (1) “eating” and (2) “drinking” and (3) “marrying” and (4) “being given in
marriage,” until the day when Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all.
28- Likewise, just as it was in the days of Lot; they were (1) “eating” and (2) “drinking,”
(3) “buying” and (4) “selling,” (5) “planting” and (6) “building,”
29- but on the day when Lot went out from Sodom, fire and sulfur rained from heaven and
destroyed them all;
30- so will it be on the “Day” (=i.e. this Last “Millennium” now here again) when (the
MESSAGE of) the “Son of Man” is (thus) revealed! (*So please, certainly see it in QURAN
TESTAMENT 21/1-6 within “An Essential Miracle” document, on p. 28-32 in this respect,
in the first place, therein now!)
(Gospel, Luke 17/20-30)

So here are all of those “worldly activities” mentioned above (=17/27-28), in these most specific
Perfect orders, now here thus:
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in the time of “Noah” (=17/26-27);
they were
“drinking” “being given in marriage” “eating” “marrying”

2

4

1

3

>

>

>

>

19

x…

=

in the time of “Lot” (=17/28-29);

.

they were
“buying” “planting” “eating” “selling” “building” “drinking”

3

5

1

4

6

2

<

^

<

<

^

<

19

=

x…
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1- And prophet Jesus told them a parable to show them that they should always pray (to GOD)
and never lose heart.
2- And he said: In a certain city there was a judge who neither feared GOD nor respected man.
3- And there was a widow in that city who kept coming to him and saying: “Give me justice
against my adversary!”
4- For a while he refused, but afterward he said to himself: “Though I neither fear GOD nor
respect man,
5- yet because this widow keeps bothering me, I will give her justice, so that she will not beat me
down by her continual coming!”
6- And prophet Jesus said: Hear what the unrighteous judge says.
7- And will not GOD give justice to HIS elect, who cry to HIM “day” and “night?” Will HE
delay long over them?
8- I tell you, HE will give justice to them speedily.
Nevertheless, when the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference to this long awaited and
anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been sent by our
Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)-comes, --(despite all of these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect “Signs” here)-will he find faith on earth?
(Gospel, Luke 18/1-8)
So because that there are thus exactly “twelve hours” in one “day” (or/and “night”) (=John
11/9), here are those most blessed “days” and “nights” of prayer, in this respect above (=18/7),
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect orders, now here thus:
day night day night day night day night day
.

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

hours

hours

hours

hours

hours

hours

hours

hours

hours

19

=

x…

So now, we clearly see that thus exactly at the end of the fifth “day” above, we perfectly got a
multiple! So here is that most special fifth “day” in this respect above, now here thus:
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day day day day day

1
.

2

3

> >

>

05
> ^
4

19

x…

=
.

--or/and-day day day day day

.

05 4
^ <

3
<

2
<

1
<

19

=

x…

*Please, note that we have thus rightfully placed that most special fifth “day” (=i.e. the “day” of
Deliverance by our Supreme LORD in this respect above) in such an exclusive manner (=05)
for/in both cases therein above.
And please, note that thereafter we could legitimately start also as “night” and “day” (=Mark
4/27), and then we would place that most special fifth “night” (=i.e. the “night” of Deliverance
by our Supreme LORD in this respect above) in such an exclusive manner (=05) for/in both
cases therein again!
So our Supreme LORD has thus most Wisely and speedily given perfect Justice to us (=18/8
== QURAN TESTAMENT 18/28-31) for/in such a specific context (=i.e. such human judges
above who would give their verdicts at least in “months,” or even in “years” and “years” ……)-in that matter above (=18/2-8)!
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (treasure in heaven)

18- And a ruler asked him: O good teacher, what must I do to inherit eternal life?
19- And prophet Jesus said to him: Why do you call me good? No one is Good except GOD
Alone! (=thus prophet Jesus most clearly and unmistakably declares that he himself is not Good,
and so definitely is Not GOD; *so please, also certainly see it now in QURAN TESTAMENT
5/72-74 in this respect, therein now!)
20- You know the Commandments: (1) Do not commit adultery, (2) Do not murder, (3) Do not
steal, (4) Do not bear false witness, (5) Honor your father and mother!
21- And he said: All these I have kept from my youth.
22- When prophet Jesus heard this, he said to him: One thing you still lack:
(6) Sell all that you have and distribute to the poor, and (thus) you will have treasure in heaven;
and (7) come, follow me (=i.e. by wholeheartedly serving and worshipping the LORD Alone,
as he himself thus always did here; =Matthew 4/10 = Mark 12/29-30 == QURAN TESTAMENT
3/45-51)
(Gospel, Luke 18/18-22)
So here are those “five” most fundamental (=18/20) and then those “two” most important
Commandments in this respect above (=18/22), in these perfect orders, now here thus:
Come and Sell all that
follow me you have…

7

6

19

=

x…

Honor your father
and mother

5

Do not bear
false witness

Do not
steal

4

Do not
murder

Do not
commit adultery

2

1

3

19

=

x…
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11- As they heard these things, prophet Jesus proceeded to tell a parable, because he was near to
Jerusalem, and because they supposed that the “Kingdom” of GOD was to appear immediately.
12- And he said therefore: A nobleman went into a far country to receive for himself a kingdom
and then return.
13- Calling ten of his servants, he gave them “ten coins,” and said to them: Engage in business
until I come.
14- But his citizens hated him and sent a delegation after him, saying: We do not want this man
to reign over us.
15- When he returned, having received the kingdom, he ordered these servants to whom he had
given the money to be called to him, that he might know what they had gained by doing
business.
16- The first came before him, saying: Sir, your “(one) coin” has made “ten coins” more!
17- And he said to him: Well done, good servant! Because you have been faithful in a very little,
you shall take charge of “ten cities.”
18- And the second came, saying: Sir, your “(one) coin” has made “five coins.”
19- And he said to him: And you take charge of “five cities.”
20- Then another came, saying: Sir, here is your “(one) coin,” which I kept laid away in a
handkerchief;
21- for I was afraid of you, because you are a severe man. You take what you did not deposit,
and reap what you did not sow.
22- And he said to him: I will condemn you with your own words, you wicked servant! You
knew that I was a severe man, taking what I did not deposit and reaping what I did not sow?
23- Why then did you not put my money in an investment, and at my coming I might have
collected it with profit?
24- And he said to those who stood by: Take the “(one) coin” from him, and give it to the one
who has the “ten coins.”
25- And they said to him: Sir, he has “ten coins!”
26- I tell you that to everyone who has, more will be given, but from the one who has not, even
what he has will be taken away!
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27- But as for these enemies of mine, who did not want me to reign over them, bring them here
and slaughter them before me.
(Gospel, Luke 19/11-27)
So here are those three “servants” and their monetary “gains” above (=19/16-24), in these
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
--(initially)--

.
.

.

--(ultimately)--

servant

servant

servant

given
to him

given
to him

given
to him

servant

servant

servant

gained

gained

gained

1

1

1

0

5

10 1

coin

coin

coin

coin

coins

coins coin

(=19/20)

(=19/18)

(=19/16)

(=19/20)

(=19/18)

(=19/16, 24)

.

19x…

=

--or/and---(initially)--

.
.

.

--(ultimately)--

servant

servant

servant

given
to him

given
to him

given
to him

servant

1

1

1

0 0

1 5

1 10 1

coin

coin

coin

coin coin

coin coins

coin coins coin

(=19/20)

(=19/18)

(=19/16)

(=19/24)

(=19/18)

(=19/16, 24)

.

19x…

=

servant

servant

ended up with ended up with ended up with
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--(ideally)-for

for
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5
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be given
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1
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coin city
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.
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10- Then prophet Jesus said to them: Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against
kingdom.
11- There will be great earthquakes, and in various places famines and pestilences. And there
will be terrors and great “Signs” from heaven. (*So please, certainly see it in QURAN
TESTAMENT 44/10-16 within “A Devastating Miracle 1” document, on p. 14-16 in this respect,
in the first place, therein now!)
12- But before all this they will lay their “hands” on you and persecute you, delivering you up
to the councils and prisons, and you will be brought before kings and governors because of
my “name” (=i.e. “Jesus,” son of Mary, the honorable Messenger and the Servant of the LORD;
=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-53, 54-58 & 43/59-70)
13- This will be your opportunity to bear witness.
So here are those condemned “fingers” of the --left & right-- “hands” of those crooked and
wrongful persecutors above, in these specific (crooked) orders, now here thus:

finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no.

.

finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no.

2

4

3

1

05

05

3

1

2

4

>

>

<

<

o

o

<

<

>

>

19

=
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19

=
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14- Settle it therefore in your minds not to meditate beforehand how to answer,
15- for (GOD said): I will give you a mouth and wisdom, which none of your adversaries will be
able to “resist” --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now,-- or “refute” --on the
right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-16- You will be delivered up even by parents and brothers and relatives and friends, and some of
you they will put to death.
17- You will be hated by all because of my “name” (=i.e. “Jesus,” son of Mary, the honorable
Messenger and the Servant of the LORD; =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-53, 54-58 & 43/59-70)!
18- But not a hair of your head will perish.
19- By your endurance you will gain your lives. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/157-158, 169-174)
(Gospel, Luke 21/10-19)
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35- And prophet Jesus said to the disciples: When I sent you out with no moneybag or knapsack
or sandals, did you lack anything? They said: Nothing.
36- And he said to them: But now let the one who has a “moneybag” take it, and likewise a
“knapsack.” And let the one who has no “sword” sell his cloak and buy one.
37- For I tell you that this Scripture must be fulfilled in me: “And he was counted among the
wicked.” And what is written about me has its fulfillment.
38- And they said: Look, “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), here are “two swords.” And he said
to them: It is sufficient!
(Gospel, Luke 22/35-38)
So here are those most necessary three “items” recommended by prophet Jesus (peace be upon
him) to his disciples in this respect therein above (=22/36), in this specific order, now here thus:
item no. item no. item no.

.

01

02

03

moneybag

knapsack

sword

19

=

x…

*And thereafter, please, certainly see those most specific “two swords” that were deemed
“sufficient” by prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) in this respect above (=22/38)
in “Psalms 149/1-9” within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2” document, on p. 157-159 in this
respect, in this Final Age, therein now!)
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26- And as they led him away, they seized a certain man: Simon, a Cyrenian, who was coming in
from the country, and laid on him the cross, to carry it behind prophet Jesus.
27- And there followed him a great multitude of the people and of women who were mourning
and lamenting for him.
28- But turning to them prophet Jesus said: O daughters (=i.e. “citizens/residents”) of Jerusalem,
do not weep for me, but weep for yourselves and for your children.
29- For behold, the days are coming when they will say: Blessed are the barren, and the wombs
that never bore and the breasts that never nursed!
30- Then they will begin to say --as a consequence of their ignorant and arrogant rejection of the
left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- to the mountains: “fall on us,” and --as a
consequence of their ignorant and arrogant rejection of the right side of those “19” coded Tables
here now-- to the hills: “cover us!” (*So please, certainly see it in “Biblical Excellent
Miracles 1” document, on p. 216, 223-226 in this respect, in the first place, therein now.)
31- For if they do these things (=i.e. their ignorant and arrogant disbelief and rejection) in the
“green tree,” what will happen in the “dry?”
(Gospel, Luke 23/26-31)

So (e.g.) here is a “green (fig & olive) tree” (=diploid: full/double chromosome numbers: 26 &
46), in these specific orders, now here thus:
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green (figs) on the branches

green (olives) on the branches

> > > > > > > > >

< < < < < < < < <

26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
………………………
………………………

46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46
………………………
………………………

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

dry (figs) on the branches

dry (olives) on the branches

> > > > > > > > >

< < < < < < < < <

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
………………………
………………………

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
………………………
………………………

*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 & 18-23 now, to clearly
witness this heavenly “green trees” and also the “dry trees” above (=Luke 23/30-31 ==
QURAN TESTAMENT 14/24-27), in this respect, in this Final Age, therein now!
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44- It was now about the sixth hour, there was darkness over the whole land until the ninth hour,
45- while the sun’s light failed. And the curtain of the temple was torn down the middle.
46- Then prophet Jesus, calling out with a loud voice, said: LORD, into Your --Left & Right-“Hands” I commit my “Spirit” (=i.e. “Words/Message” taught to him by the LORD Alone
therein again, in the first place; =John 6/63 = 12/48-50 == QURAN TESTAMENT 4/171)!
And having said this he breathed his last. (Gospel, Luke 23/44-46)
So here are those five “Fingers” of the --Left & Right-- “Hands” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical
reference again to those Ultimate --Left & Right-- “Five” Powers of GOD in this respect;
*so please, certainly see it again in “Psalms 8/1-5” within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2”
document, on p. 9-10 therein, in this regard, in the first place now), in this Perfect order again,
now here thus:
Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no:

5

.

4

3

2

19

=

x…

1

Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no:

5

4

3

2

1

19

=

x…

===============
*Please, note that these specific terms (=i.e. “the Finger/s, or the Hand/s, or the Eye/s, or
the Ear/s of AL-LAH” that have thus been used in the Torah, and the Psalms, and the Gospel,
and the Quran, and finally here also in the QURAN TESTAMENT now, are only “allegorical
terms” that thus essentially refer to “Ultimate --Creating or Designing, or Punishing or
Rewarding, or Seeing, or Hearing, etc.-- all of those Most Superb and Matchless Powers” of
AL-LAH.
Because in “actual sense” no one and nothing can NEVER be likened or compared to AL-LAH,
because AL-LAH is the One and Only GOD;
never did HE beget, nor was HE begotten;
and there is absolutely nothing and none that could be compared to HIM;
and there is absolutely nothing and none like HIM.
*So please, certainly see in this respect again now (=QURAN TESTAMENT 112/1-4 & 42/11),
(=Torah, Deuteronomy 4/15-24), (=Gospel, Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18) (=Quran, Ikhlaas 1-4 &
Shoora 11), in the first place!
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29- The next day prophet John saw prophet Jesus coming toward him, and said: Behold,
the “lamb” of GOD, who takes away the sin of the world (=i.e. whoever believes in the
“Words/Message” that GOD has sent down unto him for the humanity will be forgiven
in this Final Age, here in this case now; =John 12/46-50 == QURAN TESTAMENT 3/54-58 &
4/157-159)!
30- This is he of whom I said: After me comes a man who ranks before me, because he was
(created by GOD) before me. (*So please, certainly see QURAN TESTAMENT 3/59-60 in this
respect now.)
31- I myself did not know him, but for this purpose I came baptizing with “water,” that he might
be revealed --(as such an honorable Messenger and Servant of the LORD; =John 8/28 = Matthew
4/10 == QURAN TESTAMENT 3/39, 45-51)-- to Israel!
So here is that baptizing “water” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen; atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen;
atomic no: 1 & Oxygen; atomic no: 8) above (=1/31), in these specific orders, now here thus:
“water”

--or/and--

00010108

08010001

>>>>>

<<<<<

19

=

“water”

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that those extra “0”s thus perfectly represent the “bubles” in that baptizing “water”
for/on that left side & for/on that right side, above.
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32- And prophet John testified further, saying: I saw the “Spirit” (=i.e. an “Angel” servant of
GOD) descend from heaven like a “dove,” and it remained on him.
33- I myself did not know him, but HE Who sent me to baptize with “water” said to me: “he
on whom you see the “Spirit” (=i.e. an “Angel” servant of GOD) descend and remain, this is he
who will baptize with the Holy “Spirit” (=i.e. Holy “Words/Message” of GOD; =John 6/63 ==
QURAN TESTAMENT 4/171)
34- And I have seen and have borne witness that this is the Servant of GOD! (=Matthew 4/10 ==
QURAN TESTAMENT 3/39, 45-51) --(Gospel, John 1/29-34)
So here is that “lamb” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 54; it is perfectly designed
as “27 pairs” therein, by our Supreme LORD, from the very beginning)-- above (=1/29),
and that “dove” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 78; it is perfectly designed
as “39 pairs” therein, by our Supreme LORD, from the very beginning)-- above (=1/32),
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
“chromosomes”

.
.
.

“dove”

39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30
29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20
19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30
29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20
19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

19

“chromosomes”

.
.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27

19

=

19

x…

=

x…

“chromosomes”

x…

=
“lamb”

“chromosomes”
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27

19

=

x…

*Please, note that as there is such a contrast between a “dove” (=i.e. up in the sky) X a “lamb”
(=i.e. down on the earth), so there is also such a legitimate contrast between the directions
(<<<<<<<<) X (>>>>>>>) of those “chromosomes,” for/on both sides, in this respect above.
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3- Prophet Jesus answered him: Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born again he cannot see
the “Kingdom” of GOD! (*So please, certainly see that “Kingdom” now in Matthew 13/31-32
& 33-35 & 47-50 & … here again, on p. 51, 53, 57, …… in this regad, in the first place, therein
now!)
4- Nicodemus said to him: How can a man be born when he is old? Can he enter a second time
into his mother’s womb and be born?
5- Prophet Jesus answered: Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of “water” and the
“Spirit” (=i.e. to be wholly enlightened by the Holy “Words/Message” of GOD; =John 6/63 ==
QURAN TESTAMENT 42/52), he cannot enter the “Kingdom” of GOD!
So here is that blessed “water” (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen; atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen;
atomic no: 1 & Oxygen; atomic no: 8) above, in these specific orders again, now here thus:
“water”

--or/and--

“water”

00010108

08010001

>>>>>

<<<<<

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

6- That which is born of the “flesh” is “flesh” (=i.e. “one” who is totally engulfed in worldly
material desires), and that which is born of the “Spirit” is “Spirit” (=i.e. “one” who is totally
enlightened by the Heavenly “Words/Message”)!
7- Do not marvel that I said to you: You must be born again.
8- The wind blows where HE (=GOD) wills, and you hear its sound, but you do not know where
it comes from or where it goes. So it is with everyone who is born of the “Spirit” (=i.e. “one”
who is totally enlightened and instructed by the Heavenly “Words/Message” of GOD here
again; =John 6/63 == QURAN TESTAMENT 42/52-53)!
(Gospel, John 3/3-8)
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9- Nicodemus said to him: How can these things be?
10- Prophet Jesus answered him: Are you the teacher of Israel and yet you do not understand
these things?
11- Truly, truly, I say to you, we speak of what we have “known” --regarding the left side of
those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and bear witness to what we have “seen” --regarding the
right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- (=John 6/27, 40 & 43-45); but you do not
receive our testimony.
12- If I have told you earthly things and you do not believe, how can you believe if I tell you
heavenly things?
13- No one has ascended into heaven except he who descended --(by the Commandment of
the LORD)-- from heaven --(as HIS devoted Servant here now)-- the “Son of Man.”
14- And as Moses lifted up the “(copper) serpent” in the wilderness (*please, see it now in
Torah, Numbers 21/4-9), so must the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference again to this
long awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been
sent by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40
& 43-45)-- be lifted up --(with that “(copper) serpent” now),
15- that whoever believes in him (=i.e. in this most critical and important “MESSAGE” that has
thus been sent down unto him by the LORD here now)-- may have eternal life! (=QURAN
TESTAMENT 5/83-85, 86)
(Gospel, John 3/9-15)
So here is that miraculous “(copper) serpent” above (=3/14), in these Most AMAZING &
Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
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Copper (Cu)
Atomic number: 29
Number of Protons: 29
Number of Electrons: 29 >>>
Number of Neutrons: 35

Number of Energy Levels: Four
First Energy Level:
Second Energy Level:
Third Energy Level:
Fourth Energy Level:

2 (electrons)
8 (electrons)
18 (electrons)
1 (electron)
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“Copper”
. serpent
energy levels

energy levels

4

1

3

2

1

01 18 08

64

02

2

3

4

02 08 18 01

(protons + neutrons)

<<<<<<<<<

19x…

=

>>>>>>>>>

-------------------or/and------------------total number of electrons

64

29

(protons + neutrons)

19x…

=

or/and
total number of electrons
1

64
. (protons + neutrons)

19x…

=

2

3

4

2 08 18 01
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13- Prophet Jesus said to her: Everyone who drinks of this water will be thirsty again,
14- but whoever drinks of the “water” that I will give him will never be thirsty again forever!
For the “water” that I will give him --(by the immense Grace of the LORD therein)-- will
become in him a “spring of water” welling up to eternal life!
37- On the last day of the feast, the great day, prophet Jesus stood up and cried out: If anyone
thirsts, let him come to me and drink.
38- Whoever believes in me, as the Scripture has said: Out of his heart --(by the immense Grace
of the LORD therein again)-- will flow “rivers of living water!”
(Gospel, John 4/13-14 & 7/37-38)
So here are those “rivers of living water (=i.e. basically H2O = Hydrogen; atomic no: 1 &
Hydrogen; atomic no: 1 & Oxygen; atomic no: 8), in these perfect orders, in this Final Age
(=John 6/27, 40 & 43-45), now here thus:
…1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8
…1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8
…1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8…
1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8…
1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8…

19x…

=

19x…

=

*Please, note that it can go on in these specific orders above, “eternally” (=John 4/14), without
any limit, (=i.e. in every other “six” water molecules (=1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8 1 1 8) it will continue
to perfectly give us a “multiple” (=19x…) again and again therein, for/in both sides above),
by the immense Grace of our Supreme LORD again unto all of HIS truthful servants therein
(=John 7/38), in this Final Age now! (=John 6/27, 40 & 43-45 == QURAN TESTAMENT
2/23-27 = 67/30 & 38/53-54)
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16- Prophet Jesus said to her: Go, call your husband, and come here.
17- The woman answered him: I have no husband. Prophet Jesus said to her: You are right in
saying: “I have no husband;”
18- for you have had “five husbands,” and he whom you now have is not your husband. What
you have said is true.
“five” husbands “not” a husband
54321

.

0

19x…

=

19- The woman said to him: Sir, I perceive that you are a Prophet.
20- Our fathers worshiped on this mountain, but you say that in Jerusalem is the place where
people ought to worship.
21- Prophet Jesus said to her: Woman, believe me, the hour is coming when neither on this
mountain nor in Jerusalem will you worship the LORD. (*So please, certainly see this
new “holy City” in the West, that all truthful believers will worship the LORD primarily or
essentially therein, in this Final Age now, within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2” document,
on p. 78 and 98 therein now!)
22- You worship what you do not know; we worship what we know, for --“19” coded-“Salvation” is from the Jews (=i.e. this long awaited and anticipated “Messiah”
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” is also a descendant of prophet Israel and David, in the
first place here (=Psalms 118/19-26)!
23- But the hour is coming, and is now here, when the true worshipers will worship the LORD
--on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in “Spirit,” and --on the right side of
those “19” coded Tables here now-- in “Truth,” for the LORD seeks such people to worship
HIM.
24- GOD (is the Creator of )“Spirit” (=i.e. HIS Own Holy “Words/Message” here; =John 6/63
== QURAN TESTAMENT 4/171 & 42/52); so those who worship HIM must worship --on the
left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in “Spirit,” and --on the right side of those
“19” coded Tables here now-- in “Truth!”
25- The woman said to him: I know that Messiah is coming --(he who is called Christ). When he
comes, he will tell us all things.
26- Prophet Jesus said to her: I who speak to you am “he” (=i.e. “Messiah,” the son of Mary;
=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-46) --(Gospel, John 4/16-26)
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34- Prophet Jesus said to them: My food is to do the Will of HIM Who sent me and (thus) to
accomplish HIS Work.
35- Do you not say: There are yet “four months,” then comes the harvest? Look, I tell you, lift
up your eyes, and see that the fields are already ripe for harvest.
36- Already the one who reaps is receiving wages and gathering “fruit” for eternal life, so that
Sower and reaper may rejoice together. (*So please, also certainly see QURAN TESTAMENT
48/29 in this respect now!)
37- For here the saying is verified: “One sows and another reaps.”
38- I sent you to reap that for which you did not labor. “Others” (=i.e. “Angel servants” of GOD)
have labored (=QURAN TESTAMENT 21/27-29 = 37/164-166), and you have entered into their
labor! (Gospel, John 4/34-38)
So here are those “four months” of a year (in/according to Hebrew calendar) before the harvest
therein above (=4/35), in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now
here thus:
(even numbered)

(odd numbered)

“month no.” “month no.” “month no.” “month no.”

2

4

1

19x…

=

3

(even numbered)

(odd numbered)

“no. of days” “no. of days” “no. of days” “no. of days”

30

30

29

29

19x…

=

*For/in such a specific “four months” (in Hebrew calendar), “two” of those months would
basically last “30 days,” and “two” of them would basically last “29 days” therein. So please, see
it in “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 55 in this regard therein now.)
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*So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 now, to clearly witness all of
those heavenly “fruits” for eternal life above (=John 4/35-36) in this respect, in this Final Age
(=John 6/27, 40), which are perfectly granted by our Supreme LORD unto all of HIS truthful
servants therein now! (=Matthew 21/42-43 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27, 62)

26- Prophet Jesus answered them: Truly, truly, I say to you, you are seeking me, not because you
saw “Signs,” but because you ate your fill of the loaves.
27- Do not work for the food that perishes, but for the “food” that endures to eternal life, which
the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference to this long awaited and anticipated Messiah and
Mahdee “descendant” of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them),
i.e. this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here now)
will give to you. For on him GOD the LORD has set HIS seal! (*So please, certainly see again
“A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 & 18-23 now, to clearly witness this heavenly “food”
for eternal life, in this Final Age, therein now!)
28- Then they said to him: What must we do, to be doing the Works of GOD?
29- Prophet Jesus answered them: This is the Work of GOD, that you believe in him whom HE
has sent.
30- So they said to him: Then what “Sign” do you do, that we may see and believe you? What
“Work” do you perform?
31- Our ancestors ate the manna in the wilderness; as it is written: HE gave them bread from
heaven to eat.
32- Prophet Jesus then said to them: Truly, truly, I say to you, it was not Moses who gave you
the bread from heaven, but my LORD gives you the true bread from heaven.
33- For the bread of GOD is that which comes down from heaven and gives life to the world!
34- They said to him: “Sir, give us this bread always.”
35- Prophet Jesus said to them: I am the “bread” of life (=Matthew 26/26); whoever comes to
me shall not hunger, and whoever believes in me shall never thirst!

So here is that blessed (wheat) “bread” (=hexaploid; full/double chromosome number: 42 i.e.
basically it has “seven” chromosomes each of which has “six” copies therein) above (=6/33-35),
in these perfect orders again, now here thus:
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“bread”
.
7654321 7654321
7654321
7654321 .
7654321 7654321

=

19 19
x..

=

.
.

.

x..

36- But I said to you that you have seen me and yet do not believe.
37- All that the LORD gives me will come to me, and whoever comes to me I will never
cast out.
38- For I have come down from heaven, not to do my own will but the Will of HIM Who
sent me.
39- And this is the Will of HIM Who sent me, that I should lose nothing of all that HE has given
me, but raise it up on the Last “Day” (=i.e. “Millennium;” for “1 Day = 1000 years” in the sight
of our Supreme LORD; so please, see it in Psalms 90/4 == QURAN TESTAMENT 22/47 in this
regard again, therein in the first place.)
40- For this is the Will of my LORD, that everyone who sees “the Servant” and believes in him
(=i.e. in this most critical and important “MESSAGE of the Covenant” that has been sent down
by the LORD unto that “Son of Man” here now; =John 6/27) should have eternal life, and
(the LORD said): I will raise him up on the Last “Day” (=i.e. in this Last --Third (=Luke 9/22)-“Millennium” here now)! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27, 62)
41- So the Jews grumbled about him, because he said: “I am the “bread” that came down from
heaven.”
42- They said: Is not this Jesus, the son of Joseph, whose father and mother we know? How does
he now say: “I have come down from heaven?”
43- Prophet Jesus answered them: Do not grumble among yourselves.
44- No one can come to me unless the LORD Who sent me draws him. And (the LORD said):
I will raise him up (=i.e. that “Son of Man;” =John 6/27) on the Last “Day” (=i.e. in this Last
-Third- “Millennium” here now)!
45- It is written in the Prophets: And they will all be taught by GOD. Everyone who hears and
learns from the LORD --(in the QURAN TESTAMENT in this Last -Third- “Day”
(=“Millennium”) here now: 2/62 = 5/46-47 & 4/159)-- (thereby also) comes to me!
46- not that anyone has seen the LORD except he who is from GOD (=i.e. he who is sent
by GOD as HIS devoted Servant therein); he has seen the LORD (=i.e. to see the “MESSAGE”
of the LORD therein; =John 8/38)!
(Gospel, John 6/26-46)
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52- The Jews then disputed among themselves, saying: How can this man give us his flesh to
eat?
53- So prophet Jesus said to them: Truly, truly, I say to you, unless you eat the “flesh” of the
“Son of Man” and drink his “blood,” you have no life in you.
54- Whoever feeds on my “flesh” and drinks my “blood” has eternal life (*so please, see it again
in “Matthew 26/26-29” here, on p. 123-124 in this regard, in the first place, therein again now),
and (the LORD said): I will raise him up (=i.e. that “Son of Man” as foretold here; =John 6/27)
on the Last “Day” (=i.e. in this Last -Third- “Millennium” here now)!
55- For my “flesh” is true food, and my “blood” is true drink.
56- Whoever feeds on my “flesh” and drinks my “blood” abides in “me” (=i.e. in his
“Words/Message” he has thus brought from the LORD; =John 6/63 = 8/28), and I in “him”
(=i.e. in his “memory/mind” as such an honorable Messenger and the Servant of the LORD;
=Matthew 4/10 == QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-51).
57- As the Living LORD sent me, and I live because of the LORD (=i.e. because of HIS
“Words/Message;” =John 6/63), so whoever feeds on “me” (=i.e. whoever nourishes himself or
herself by his “Words/Message” he has thus brought from the LORD), he also will live because
of “me” (=i.e. because of his “Words/Message” he has thus brought from the LORD; =John 6/63
= 12/49-50)! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 8/24 = 4/136, 150-152)
58- This is the “bread” that came down from heaven, not like the bread (your) ancestors ate and
still died. Whoever feeds on this “bread” (*So please, certainly see again “A Festive Miracle”
document, p. 14-16 & 18-23 now, to clearly witness this heavenly “bread” for eternal life
=Matthew 4/4 in this respect above; =John 6/27, 40 in this Final Age, therein now)-- will live
forever! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27, 62)
59- Prophet Jesus said these things in the Synagogue, as he taught at Capernaum.
(Gospel, John 6/52-59)
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60- When many of his disciples heard it, they said: This is a hard saying; who can listen to it?
61- But prophet Jesus, knowing that his disciples were grumbling about this, said to them: Do
you take offense at this?
62- Then what if you were to see the “Son of Man” (=thus a specific reference to this long
awaited and anticipated “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” who has already been sent
by our Supreme LORD in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 &
43-45)-- ascending to where he was before? (*So please, certainly see the prophetic Wisdom
behind this special Prophecy of prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) here, within “An Outstanding
Miracle” document, on p. 13-23 in this respect therein now.)
63- It is the “Spirit” that gives life; the “flesh” is of no avail at all.
The “Words” that I have --(thus exclusively learned from the LORD Alone; =John 12/46-50 =
8/28 and)-- spoken to you are “Spirit” and Life! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 4/171 = 8/24)
64- But there are some of you who do not believe.
65- And he said: This is why I told you that no one can come to me unless it is granted him
--(due to their truthfulness and sincerity here, in this Final Age now; =John 6/40, 43-45 ==
QURAN TESTAMENT 13/27-28 = 3/54-58)-- by the LORD.
(Gospel, John 6/60-65)
21- Prophet Jesus answered them: I did one “Work” --(exclusively and only by the Permission
of the LORD unto him therein again; =Luke 4/23-27 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110)-- and
you all marvel at it.
22- Moses gave you circumcision --(not that it is from Moses, but from the fathers; =Genesis
17/9-14), and you circumcise a man on the “Sabbath” (=i.e. “Seventh” Day; =Deut. 5/12-15).
23- If on the “Sabbath” a man receives circumcision, so that the Law of (the GOD of) Moses
may not be broken, are you angry with me because on the “Sabbath” I made a man’s whole
body well? (=QURAN TESTAMENT 43/63-64 & 3/49-50-51)
24- Do not judge by appearances, but judge with right judgment! (Gospel, John 7/21-24)
“Sabbath”

7

.

1
man

.

circumcised

1
man
made well

19x…

=
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Thereafter, if we also write all the other days of the week, on either side of that most special
“Sabbath (=7th) Day” in this respect above (=7/22-24), in these specific orders now, here is
what we Most AMAZINGLY & Most WONDROUSLY see:
(odd numbered)

(even numbered)

day day day “Sabbath” day day day
01

5

3

1

.

man

^

^

*

.

circumcised

7

2

6

4

01

^

^

*

man

.

made well

19x…

=

--or-(even numbered)

(odd numbered)

day day day “Sabbath” day day day
01

4

2

6

.

man

*

^

^

.

circumcised

7

1

5

3

01

*

^

^

man
made well

19x…

=

.
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15- (Prophet Jesus said to them): You judge according to the flesh; I judge no one.
16- Yet even if I do judge, my judgment is true, for it is not I alone who judge, but I and
the LORD Who sent me.
17- In your Law it is written that the testimony of “two Men” is true. (=Deut. 19/15)
18- So I (=Jesus) am the one who bears witness about myself, and the LORD Who sent me
bears Witness about me. (Gospel, John 8/15-18) (==QURAN TESTAMENT 13/43)

the LORD

prophet Jesus

Witness No. bears Witness about witness no. bears witness about

1
.
.

1

2

Jesus,
the Servant of the LORD

1

Jesus,
the Servant of the LORD

19x…

=

*Please, note that this specific term: “Man” that is sometimes used to refer to the LORD in the
Gospel (=John 8/17-18) and also in the QURAN TESTAMENT (=39/29) is only an “allegorical
term” that thus essentially and only refer to the “Ultimate Existence and Powers” of AL-LAH.
Because in “actual sense” no one and nothing can NEVER be likened or compared to AL-LAH,
because AL-LAH is the One and Only GOD;
never did HE beget, nor was HE begotten;
and there is absolutely nothing and none that could be compared to HIM;
and there is absolutely nothing and none like HIM.
*So please, certainly see in this respect again now (=QURAN TESTAMENT 112/1-4 & 42/11),
(=Torah, Deuteronomy 4/15-24), (=Gospel, Mark 12/29-30 & 10/18) (=Quran, Ikhlaas 1-4 &
Shoora 11), in the first place!
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23- Prophet Jesus said to them: You are from below (=i.e. serving the satan; =John 8/44-47),
I am from above (=i.e. serving the LORD; =Matthew 4/10). You are of this world, I am not of
this world.
24- I told you that you would die in your sins, for unless you believe that I am “he” (=i.e.
such a truthful “Messenger” that prophet Moses prophesied about; =Deuteronomy 18/17-19 =
John 5/46-47)-- you will die in your sins.
25- So they said to him: Who are you? Prophet Jesus said to them: Just what I have been telling
you from the beginning (here again; =John 5/46-47)!
26- I have much to say about you --due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-and much to judge --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now;-- and HE
Who sent me is TRUE, and (thus) I declare to the world what I have heard from HIM.
27- They did not understand that he had been speaking to them about (always and only
serving) the LORD (Alone). (=Matthew 4/10 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110-111, 116-120)
28- So prophet Jesus said to them: When you lift up the “Son of Man,” (*so please, certainly see
it in “John 3/14-15” here again, on p. 229-231 in the first place therein now)-- then you will
know that I am “he” (=i.e. such a truthful “Messenger” that prophet Moses prophesied about;
=Deuteronomy 18/17-19 = John 5/46-47) and that I do nothing on my own, but I speak just as
the LORD taught me.
29- And HE Who sent me is with me. HE has not left me alone (=QURAN TESTAMENT 40/51
= 4/157-159), for I always do the things that are pleasing to HIM.
(Gospel, John 8/23-29)
54- Prophet Jesus answered: If I glorify myself, my glory is nothing. That is my LORD Who
glorifies me (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-46), of Whom you say: HE is our GOD.
55- But you have not known HIM, but I know HIM. If I were to say that I do not know HIM,
I would be a liar like you, but I do know HIM and I keep HIS --“19” coded-- “Word!”
(=Matthew 13/23 = 21/42-43 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27 = 74/26-30, 31)
56- Your father Abraham rejoiced that he would see my day; he saw it and was glad.
57- So the Jews said to him: You are not yet fifty years old, and have you seen Abraham?
58- Prophet Jesus said to them: Truly, truly, I say to you, before Abraham’s coming, I
--(have already been created by the LORD). (*So please, certainly see it in QURAN
TESTAMENT 3/59-60 in this respect, therein now.)
59- So they picked up stones to throw at him, but prophet Jesus hid himself and went out of
the Temple. (Gospel, John 8/54-59)
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1- As he passed by, he saw a man blind from birth.
2- And his disciples asked him: O “rabbi” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), who sinned, this man or his
parents, that he was born blind?
3- Prophet Jesus answered: It was not that this man sinned, or his parents, but that the
--“19” coded-- “Works” of GOD might be made visible --(to all humanity here now)-- through
him!
4- And we must work the --“19” coded-- “Works” of HIM Who sent me while it is day; night is
coming, when no one can work.
5- As long as I am in the world, I am (=i.e. the “Words/Message” he has thus brought from the
LORD; =John 6/63 = 8/12 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46)-- the “Light” of the world.
6- Having said these things, he spit on the ground and made mud with the saliva. Then he
anointed the man’s --left & right-- “eyes” with the mud,
7- and said to him: Go, wash in the pool of Siloam (which means Sent). So he went and washed
--(his --left & right-- “eyes” therein)-- and came back seeing! (Gospel, John 9/1-7)
So here is that blessed “water” (=i.e. basically H2 O = Hyrogen; atomic no: 1 & Hydrogen;
atomic no: 1 & Oxygen; atomic no: 8) of that pool of Siloam above (=9/7), in these specific
orders, now here thus:
“water”

“water”

00010108

08010001

>>>>>

<<<<<

19

=

x…

19

=

x…

*Please, note that those extra “0”s thus perfectly represent the healing “bubles” in that blessed
“water,” by the immense Grace of our Supreme LORD here, for/on that left “eye/s” & for/on
that right “eye/s,” above! (=John 8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110 = 3/54-58)
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14- Prophet Jesus said: I am the good teacher. I know my own (followers) and my own
(followers) know me;
15- just as the LORD knows me (=as HIS devoted Servant; =Matthew 4/10) and I know the
LORD (=as his One and Only GOD; =Mark 10/18-19 = 12/29-30); and I “lay down” my life for
the students.
16- And I have other students that are not of this fold. I must bring them also, and they will listen
to my voice. So there will be one Congregation, One “TEACHER” (=i.e. the “LORD GOD”)!
(*So please, certainly see it in QURAN TESTAMENT 5/44-48 in this respect, in this Final Age,
therein now.)
17- For this reason the LORD loves me, because I “lay down” my life that I may “take it up”
again.
18- No one “takes it” from me, but I “lay it down” by myself. I have power to “lay it down,”
and I have power to “take it up” again --(exclusively and only by the Permission of the LORD
unto him therein again, in the first place; =Matthew 26/39, 42 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110
= 4/157-158).
This --“19” coded-- “Command” (here) I have received from my LORD!
(Gospel, John 10/14-18)
no one
“lay down” “lay down” “take it up” “takes it” “lay it down” “lay it down” “take it up”
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22- At that time the Feast of the Dedication took place at Jerusalem. It was winter,
23- and prophet Jesus was walking in the Temple, in the portico of Solomon.
24- So the Jews gathered around him and said to him: How long will you keep us in suspense? If
you are the Messiah, tell us plainly.
25- Prophet Jesus answered them: I told you, and you do not believe. The --“19” coded-“Works” that I do in my LORD’s Name --(exclusively and only by HIS Commandment and
Permission unto him therein again; =Luke 4/23-27 = Matthew 26/39, 42 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 3/45-51)-- bear witness about me (=i.e. as such a truthful Messenger sent by
the LORD therein; =John 5/46-47 = 12/48-50),
26- but you do not believe because you are not among my students.
27- And my students hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me.
28- I give them eternal life --(by delivering to them the “Words/Message” of the LORD which
will thus give them eternal life; =John 6/63 =12/50), and they will not perish --(when/if they
rightfully follow that “Words/Message” of the LORD; =QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46-47), and
no one can snatch them out of my hand.
29- My LORD, Who has given them to me, is GREATER than all (=QURAN TESTAMENT
112/1-4), and no one is able to snatch them out of the LORD’s “Hand!”
30- I and the LORD (=i.e. the “Words/Message” of the Servant Jesus and the “Words/Message”
of the LORD GOD) are one (and same)! (=John 12/46-50)
(*But as/in person, the Servant Jesus is totally separate (and distinct); he is certainly not Good
and absolutely Not GOD; =Mark 10/18, he is only such an honorable Messenger/Servant of
the LORD; =Matthew 4/10)! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/72-74, 75-77, 116-120)
So here are those five “Fingers” of the “Hand” (=i.e. thus only an allegorical reference again to
those Ultimate “Five” Powers of GOD in this respect; *so please, certainly see it again in
“Psalms 8/1-5” within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 2” document, on p. 9-10 therein, in this
regard, in the first place now), in this Perfect order again, now here thus:
Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no: Power no:
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31- The Jews picked up stones again to stone him.
32- Prophet Jesus answered them: I have shown you many good Works from the LORD; for
which of them are you going to stone me?
33- The Jews answered him: It is not for a good Work that we are going to stone you but for
blasphemy, because you, being a man, make yourself GOD!
34- Prophet Jesus answered them: Is it not written in your Law: I said, you are “gods” (=i.e.
such earthly “human authorities;” =Torah, Exodus 21/6 & Psalms 138/1-2 == they are called
“successors” in QURAN TESTAMENT 24/32 & 6/165 & …).
35- If HE called them “gods” (=i.e. such earthly “human authorities”) to whom the Word of
GOD came —and the Scripture cannot be broken—
36- do you say of him whom the LORD consecrated and sent into the world: “you are
blaspheming,” because I said: “I am the Servant of GOD!”
37- If I am not doing the --“19” coded-- “Works” of my LORD, then do not believe me;
38- but if I do them, even though you do not believe me, believe the --“19” coded-- “Works,”
that you may know and understand that the LORD (=i.e. the “Words/Message” of the LORD) is
in me, and I (=i.e. the “Words/Message” of the Servant) is in the LORD (=i.e. Absolutely and
Only HE is the ONE Who perfectly Created those “Words/Message,” and Absolutely and Only
HE is the ONE Who clearly Taught them unto HIS devoted Servant Jesus therein; =John 8/28 =
12/47-50, in the first place)! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46-47)
(Gospel, John 10/22-38)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (light & darkness)

9- Prophet Jesus answered: Are there not “twelve hours” in the day? If anyone walks in the
“day,” he does not stumble, because he sees the light of this world. (=John 9/5 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 5/46-47) But if anyone walks in the “night,” he stumbles, because the light is not
in him! (=Matthew 7/21-23 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/116-120) --(Gospel, John 11/9-10)
So here are two persons, one of them walking in those “twelve hours” in the “day,” and one of
them in that “night” above (=11/9-10), in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS
perfect orders, now here thus:
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*Please, note that in the first case above, that one person thus walked through each of those
“twelve hours,” perfectly, in the “day” therein;
but in the second case above, that one person thus immediately stumbled in the second step (=i.e.
we must have dropped down that number “2” therein), in that “night” above! (=John 11/9-10)
So thereafter, we can also clearly see the exact same phenomenon above, when/if we thus
exclusively write them down, in this most specific “shortened orders,” now here thus:
in the “day”
>

>

>

hour hour ………… hour
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1- Now a certain man was ill, Lazarus of Bethany, the village of Mary and her sister Martha.
2- It was Mary who anointed the “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”) with ointment and wiped
his feet with her hair --(*so please, see it here, on p. 119-120 & 146-148 in this respect again
therein now)-- whose brother Lazarus was ill.
3- So the sisters sent to him, saying: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), he whom you love is ill.
4- But when prophet Jesus heard it he said: This illness does not lead to death. It is for the Glory
of GOD, so that the Servant of GOD may be glorified --(here in this Final Age now)-- through it.
(=Matthew 23/39 == QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-51, 52-58)
………
21- Martha said to prophet Jesus: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), if you had been here, my
brother would not have died.
22- But even now I know that whatever you ask from GOD, GOD may give you.
23- Prophet Jesus said to her: Your brother will rise again --(exclusively and only by the
Permission of GOD unto him therein again; Luke 4/23-27 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110).
24- Martha said to him: I know that he will rise again in the resurrection on the Last Day.
25- Prophet Jesus said to her: “I” (=i.e. a reference to the LORD GOD, not to the Servant Jesus
himself)-- am the Resurrection and the Life. Whoever believes in “Me” (=i.e. again a reference
to the LORD GOD, not to the Servant Jesus himself)-- though he die, yet shall he live,
26- and everyone who lives and believes in “Me” (=i.e. again a reference to the LORD GOD,
not to the Servant Jesus himself)-- shall never die! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/158, 169-171)
(*Please, also certainly see “Torah, Deuteronomy 29/4-5” now, to clearly witness that prophet Moses also used
this specific pronoun (=I or/and Me) directly to refer to the LORD GOD, and absolutely Not to himself, in many
such occasions therein, in the first place)--

Do you believe this?
27- She said to him: Yes, “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), I believe that you are the Messiah, the
Servant of GOD, who is coming into the world. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-51)
……….
38- Then prophet Jesus, deeply moved again, came to the tomb. It was a cave, and a stone lay
against it.
39- And prophet Jesus said: Take away the stone. Martha, the sister of the dead man, said to him:
“lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), by this time there will be an odor, for he has been dead “four
days.”
40- And prophet Jesus said to her: Did I not tell you that if you believed you would see the Glory
(=i.e. the Ultimate Reviving Power) of GOD (therein; =QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110)!
41- So they took away the stone. And prophet Jesus lifted up his eyes and said: “LORD, I thank
YOU that YOU have heard me.
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42- I knew that YOU always hear me, but I said this on account of the people standing around,
that they may believe that YOU sent me.”
43- When he had said these things, he cried out with a loud voice: “Lazarus, come out.”
44- The man who had died came out, his “hands” and “feet” bound with linen strips, and his
face wrapped with a cloth. Prophet Jesus said to them: “Unbind him, and let him go!”
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110-111) --(Gospel, John 11/1-4 & 21-27 & 38-44)
So here are those specific “four days” (=11/39), and the blessed (five) “fingers” of the --left &
right--“hands” and also the (five) “toes” of the --left & right-- “feet” of Lazarus above (=11/44),
in these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS specific orders, now here thus:
(even numbered)

(odd numbered)

“day no.” “day no.” “day no.” “day no.”
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3
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the left “hand”
(odd numbered)

the right “hand”
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finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no.
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(even numbered)

finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no. finger no.
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02
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19

=

x…

*Please, note that those extra “0”s thus perfectly represent those linen “strips” therein wrapped
on his “hands,” perfectly and equally, for/in both sides above; and when we totally “unbind”
and remove them, as prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) told so therein above (=11/44),
we perfectly get a “multiple” again =19x… (5 3 1 2 4 & 5 3 1 2 4), for/on both sides above!
And please, note that prophet Jesus (peace be upon him) waited for “two days” before departing
from his place (=John 11/6) that those miraculous “four days” may be completed therein (=John
11/39), that we may witness these Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS perfect Miracles
above, in this Final Age now! (=John 8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-30, 31 = 5/83)
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23- And prophet Jesus answered them: The hour has come for the “Son of Man” to be glorified.
24- Truly, truly, I say to you, unless a “grain” of “wheat” falls into the earth and dies, it remains
alone; but if it dies, it bears much “fruit!”
25- Whoever loves his life loses it, and whoever hates his life in this world will keep it for
eternal life.
26- If anyone serves me, he must follow me --(by wholeheartedly always and only serving and
worshipping the LORD Alone, as he wholeheartedly always did here; =Matthew 4/10)-- and
where I am, there will my servant be also. If anyone serves me --(by truthfully always and only
acting by/under the Commandments of the LORD Alone, as he truthfully always did here;
=Mark 10/18-19 = 12/29-30 == QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-51, 52-58), the LORD will honor
him --(as one of HIS truthful servants). (Gospel, John 12/23-26)
So here is that blessed “grain” of “wheat” (=complete: full/double chromosome number: 42),
thus bearing much “fruit” above (=12/24), in these specific orders, now here thus:
.

“grains” of “wheat”
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

a “grain” of
“wheat”

“grains” of “wheat”

< 42 >

42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
______________________________________________________
.
________________________________________________________
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=
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*Please, note that there are thus exactly 170 + 1 = “171” (=19x…) “grains” of “wheat” for/on
the left side, and again thus exactly 170 + 1 = “171” (=19x…) “grains” of “wheat” for/on the
right side above; and thereafter, it could go on in these specific orders (=i.e. in every other “9”
grains of wheat it perfectly gives us a “multiple” (=19x…) again and again, for/on both sides
above), limitlessly, by the immense Grace of our Supreme LORD unto all of HIS truthful
servants here again, in the first place! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-30 = 16/18 = 5/83-85)
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35- So prophet Jesus said to them: The light is among you for a little while longer. Walk while
you have the light, lest darkness overtake you. (*So please, certainly see QURAN
TESTAMENT 4/159 = 5/117 in this respect now!) (Because) the one who walks in the darkness
(=i.e. who follows those fancy “words/messages” falsely attributed to prophet Jesus after his
departure from this world; *so please, also see it again in QURAN TESTAMENT 6/111-114
in this respect now)-- does not know where he is going.
36- While you have the light, believe in the light, that you may become the servants of
the “Light” (=i.e. the “Words/Message” rightfully taught to prophet Jesus by the LORD Alone
before his departure from this world therein; =John 6/63 = 8/12 = 9/4-5 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 5/46-47, 117)!
……..
44- And prophet Jesus cried out and said: Whoever believes in me, believes not in me but in
HIM (=i.e. the “Words/Message” of HIM) Who sent me.
45- And whoever sees me sees HIM (=i.e. the “Words/Message” of HIM) Who sent me.
46- For I have come into the world as “light” (=i.e. deliverer of those “Words/Message” of
the LORD, which is the “Light” of Life; =John 6/63 = 8/12 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46-47)
so that whoever believes in me may not remain in darkness.
47- If anyone hears my “Words” and does not keep them, I do not judge him; for I did not come
to judge the world but to save the world --(by these “Words/Message” which are rightfully
taught to him by the LORD Alone therein; =John 6/63 = 8/12 == QURAN TESTAMENT
5/46-47, 116-120).
48- The one who rejects me and does not receive my “Words” has a judge;
the “Word” that I have spoken will judge him on the Last “Day” (=i.e. on this Last -Third“Millennium” here now!)
49- For I have not spoken on my own, but the LORD Who sent me has HIMSELF commanded
me what to “say” --regarding the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and what to
“speak” --regarding the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-50- And I know that HIS --“19” coded-- “Commandment” (=Matthew 13/23 = 21/42-43 ==
QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27 = 74/26-31) is Eternal Life.
What I say, therefore, I say as the LORD has told me!
(Gospel, John 12/35-36, 44-50)
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image credit: lakeshorelearning.com (human feet)

5- Then prophet Jesus poured water into a basin and began to wash the disciples’ “feet” and to
wipe them with the towel that was wrapped around him.
6- And he came to Simon Peter, who said to him: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), do you wash
my “feet?”
7- And prophet Jesus answered him: What I am doing you do not understand now, but you will
understand later --(especially in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here again now; =John
6/27, 40 = 8/28)!
8- Peter said to him: You shall never wash my “feet.” And prophet Jesus answered him: If I do
not wash you, you have no share with me.
9- Simon Peter said to him: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), not my “feet” only but also
my hands and my head!”
10- And prophet Jesus said to him: The one who has bathed does not need to wash, except for his
“feet,” but is completely clean. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/47-48) And you are clean, but not
every one of you.
11- For he knew who was to betray him; that was why he said: Not all of you are clean!
(*Please, also certainly see those who may not be clean in “Matthew 7/21-23 unless they
truthfully repent and return to the LORD here =QURAN TESTAMENT 5/72-74” in this regard,
in this Final Age now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)!
So here are those blessed “toes” of the --“left & right”-- “feet” of those truthful believers above
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-53), in these specific orders, now here thus:
toe no. toe no.
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*Please, note that those extra “0”s perfectly represent the “bubles” in that clean “water” in/with
which those blessed “feet” of the truthful believers are washed, for/on both sides above.
And there are thus exactly “19” digits:
(=1 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 & 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 0 2 1)
in perfectly equal/parallel manner, for/in both sides above!

12- When he had washed their “feet” and put on his outer garments and resumed his place, he
said to them: Do you understand what I have done to you?
13- You call me “teacher” and “leader,” and you are right, for so I am --with regard to the left
side & with regard to the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-14- If I then, your “leader” --regarding the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and
your “teacher” --regarding the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- have washed
your “feet,” you also ought to wash one another’s --left & right-- “feet” (in that most specific
manner above!) (=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46-47)
15- For I have given you an example, that you also should do just as I have done to you.
16- Truly, truly, I say to you, a slave is not greater than his master, nor is a messenger greater
than the ONE (=GOD) Who sent him.
17- If you understand this, blessed are you if you do it (=13/14)!
18- I am not speaking of all of you; I know whom I have chosen --(especially for/in this
“Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)! And the Scripture will be
fulfilled: he who ate my bread (*please, see these kind of untruthful Christians in Luke 13/24-27
= Matthew 7/21-23 in this Final Age, therein now)-- has lifted his “heel” against me!
(*so please, see them again in Luke 6/25-26 = Matthew 7/22-23 == QURAN TESTAMENT
3/55-56 = 5/72-73, 74)
*So here are those condemned “7” basic “bones” (=i.e. “3” cuneiform + “1” navicular + “1”
cuboid + “1” talus + “1” calcaneus) of the “heel” (and the surrounding “bones” therein) of such
(crooked) lifters of the “heel” above (=13/18), in this specific (crooked) order, now here thus:
bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no: bone no:
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19- I am telling you this now, before it takes place, that when it does take place (=John 8/28)
you may believe that I am “he” (=i.e. such an honorable “Messenger and Servant” of the LORD
here; =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-51)!
20- Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever receives the one I send (=i.e. this “Son of Man” in this
Final Age here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45) receives (the “Words/Message” of) me, and
whoever receives me receives (the “Words/Message” of) the ONE (=GOD) Who sent me.
(=John 8/28 = 12/48-50 == QURAN TESTAMENT 3/54-58 = 5/46-47)
(Gospel, John 13/12-20)
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image credit: 19covenant19.com (The first page of “THE --QURAN-- TESTAMENT” (=AL-KHABARU)
written in modern Arabic.

1- Prophet Jesus said: Let not your hearts be troubled. Believe in GOD --(as the One and Only
LORD; =Mark 12/29-30), believe also in me --(as HIS honorable Messenger/Servant; =Matthew
4/10 == QURAN TESAMENT 3/45-51)!
2- In my LORD’s House there are many dwelling places. If it were not so, would I have told you
that I go to prepare a place for you?
3- And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again --(not in person, but thus
exclusively by his “Words/Message” in this Last -Third- Day (=Millennium) here now; =John
6/27, 40 = 8/28) and (thus) will take you to myself that where I am you may be also --(when/if
they hearken to his “Words/Message” that was taught to him absolutely and only by the LORD
Alone therein, specifically for/in this Last -Third- Day (=Millennium) here now; =John 12/48-50
= 8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 3/54-58)!
4- And you know the way to where I am going.
5- Thomas said to him: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), we do not know where you are going.
How can we know the way?
6- Prophet Jesus said to him: I am (=i.e. his “Words/Message” that was taught to him absolutely
and only by the LORD Alone therein; =John 12/48-50 = 8/28) the Way, and the Truth, and
the Life (=John 6/63)! No one comes to the LORD except through “me” (=i.e. who follow even
those “words/message” of Simon Peter therein will get into an obstacle and utterly stumble in
this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =Matthew 16/21-23 *So please, certainly see it
here, on p. 63 in this regard, in the first place again, therein now.)
7- If you had known me (=i.e. his “Words/Message”) you would have known my LORD (=i.e.
HIS “Words/Message”). From now on you do know HIM (=i.e. HIS “Words/Message”) and
have seen HIM (=i.e. HIS “Words/Message” =John 12/48-50 = 8/28)!
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8- Philip said to him: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”), show us the LORD, and that will be
enough for us.
9- Prophet Jesus said to him: Have I been with you so long, and you still do not know me,
Philip? Whoever has seen me (=i.e. his “Words/Message”) has seen the LORD (=i.e. HIS
“Words/Message”)! How can you say: Show us the LORD? (=John 12/48-50 = 8/28)
10- Do you not believe that I am (=i.e. his “Words/Message”) in the LORD and the LORD
(=i.e. HIS “Words/Message”) is in me? The “Words” that I say to you I do not speak on my
own, but the LORD (=i.e. the “Words/Message” of HIM) that dwells in me does HIS Works.
11- Believe me that I am (=i.e. his “Words/Message”) in the LORD and the LORD (=i.e. HIS
“Words/Message”) is in me (=John 12/48-50 = 8/28), or else believe on account of the Works
themselves.
(*Because in reality, no one can Never see the LORD here; =Exodus 33/20 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 6/103 and those who saw prophet Jesus therein have thus only seen an honorable
human Servant of the LORD who unmistakably and clearly declared that he himself was
certainly not Good and absolutely Not GOD, in the first place therein; =Mark 10/18-19 ==
QURAN TESTAMENT 5/72-73-74, 116-120)!
12- Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever believes in me will also do the Works that I do; and
greater Works than these will he do --(exclusively and only, when/if the LORD gives Permission
therein again; Luke 4/23-27 & Matthew 26/39, 42)-- because I am going to the LORD.
13- Whatever you ask in “my name” (=i.e. begin to pray as: O LORD, the GOD of “Jesus,” the
honorable “Messenger/Servant” of the LORD, …) this “I” (=i.e. a reference to the LORD GOD,
not to the Servant Jesus)-- will do (*Please, also certainly see “Torah, Deuteronomy 29/4-5” now, to clearly
witness that prophet Moses also used this specific pronoun (=I or/and Me) directly to refer to the LORD GOD,
and absolutely Not to himself, in many such occasions therein, in the first place)-- that the LORD may be

glorified in the Servant (=i.e. by being acknowledged as the One and Only GOD of the Servant).
14- If you ask “Me” (=i.e. a reference to the LORD GOD, not to the Servant Jesus)-- anything
in “my name” (=i.e. begin to pray as: O LORD, the GOD of “Jesus,” the honorable
“Messenger/Servant” of the LORD, …) “I” (=i.e. a reference to the LORD GOD, not to the
Servant Jesus)-- will do it! (*If it is a lawful and acceptable prayer in the Eyes of the LORD, in
the first place; =Matthew 20/20-23 & 26/39, 42) (=Gospel, John 15/16)
15- If you love me, you will keep my Commandments --(that were taught to him by the LORD
Alone therein; =John 12/50).
16- And I will ask the LORD, and HE will give you another “Advocate,” to be with you always,
17- the “Spirit of TRUTH” (=thus a most specific reference to the QURAN TESTAMENT
here now; 42/52-53)-- that the (ignorant) world cannot receive, because it neither sees it nor
knows it. You know it, for it dwells --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- with
you, and will be --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- in you! (=QURAN
TESTAMENT 74/26-30, 31 = 5/83-85 = 3/54-58)
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18- I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you.
19- Yet a little while and the world will see me no more, but you will “see” me (=i.e. not
in person, but exclusively and only to “see” his “Words/Message” in this Last -Third- Day
(=Millennium) here now; =John 12/48-50 = 8/28)!
Because I live (=i.e. not here but thus in heaven now; =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/169-171 =
4/157-159), you also will live (i.e. if/when we are thus immediately taken to heaven, or/and also
remain for a longer period of time here now; =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/157-158, 169-171,
172-174)
20- In that “Day” (=i.e. in this Last -Third- Day (=Millennium) here again now; =John 12/48-50
= 8/28) you will know that I am (=i.e. his “Words/Message”) in my LORD (=John 12/49-50)
and you (=i.e. your “Words/Message”) in me, and I (=i.e. his “Words/Message”) in you!
(=John 8/28 = 6/40, 43-45)
21- Whoever has my Commandments --(that were taught to him absolutely and only by the
LORD Alone therein; =John 12/50) and keeps them, he it is who loves me. And he who loves me
will be loved by my LORD, and I will love him and (thus) manifest myself (=i.e. his
“Words/Message”) to him --(thus here now; =John 8/28 = 12/49-50 = 6/40, 43-45)
22- Judas (not Iscariot) said to him: “lord” (=i.e. a human “teacher”) how is it that you will
manifest yourself to us, and not to the world?
23- Prophet Jesus answered him: If anyone loves me, he will keep my “Word,” and my LORD
will love him, and We (=i.e. the “Words/Message” of the LORD and of HIS Servant) will come
to him and (thus) make our dwelling with him --(by those “Words/Message” only; =John
12/49-50 = 6/43-45)!
24- Whoever does not love me does not keep my “Words.” And the “Word” that you hear is
not mine but that of the LORD Who sent me. (=John 12/48-50 = 8/28)
25- These things I have spoken to you while I am still with you.
26- But the “Advocate,” the “Holy SPIRIT” (=thus a most specific reference to the QURAN
TESTAMENT here now; 42/52-53)-- that the LORD will send in my name (=i.e. as the GOD of
Jesus; =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-51) it will teach you all things --regarding the left side of
those “19” coded Tables here now,-- and remind you of all that I have said to you --regarding
the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now!-- (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/54-58)
27- Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. Not as the world gives do I give to you. Let
not your hearts be troubled, neither let them be afraid.
28- You heard me say to you: I am going away, and I will come to you (=i.e. not in person,
but exclusively and only by his “Words/Message” in this Last -Third- Day (=Millennium) here
now; =John 12/48-50 = 8/28). If you loved me, you would have rejoiced, because I am going to
the LORD, for the LORD is GREATER than I --(and than all other Messengers and everyone
and everything else; =John 13/16 == QURAN TESTAMENT 112/1-4)!
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29- And now I have told you before it takes place, so that when it does take place --(in this
“Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 12/48-50 = 8/28)-- you may believe --(in
the One and Only LORD =Mark 12/29-30 and HIS honorable Messenger and Servant Jesus
here now; =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-51)
30- I will no longer talk much with you, for the ruler (=i.e. satan) of this world is coming. But he
has no power over me,
31- for I do as the LORD has commanded me (=QURAN TESTAMENT 17/62-65),
so that the world may know that I love the LORD. (=Mark 12/29-30 = John 8/28 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 19/30-36)
Rise, let us go from here.
(Gospel, John 14/1-31)
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image credit: commons.wikimedia.com (vineyard)

1- Prophet Jesus said: I am the true vine, and my LORD is the vine Grower.
2- Every branch in me that does not bear “fruit” HE takes away, and every branch that does bear
“fruit” HE prunes, that it may bear more “fruit.”
3- Already you are clean because of the “Word” that I have spoken to you. (=John 6/63)
4- Remain in me (=i.e. in his “Words/Message”) and I (=i.e. his “Words/Message”) in you.
(=John 12/49-50 = 8/28).
As the branch cannot bear “fruit” by itself, unless it remains in the vine, neither can you, unless
you remain in me (=i.e. in his “Words/Message” (=John 6/63)
5- I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever remains in me (=i.e. in his “Words/Message”)
and I (=i.e. his “Words/Message”) in him, he it is that bears much “fruit,” for apart from me
(=i.e. his “Words/Message”) you can do nothing.
6- If anyone does not remain in me (=i.e. in his “Words/Message” (=John 6/63 = 12/48-50),
he is thrown away like a branch and withers; and the branches are gathered, thrown into the fire,
and burned!
7- But if you remain in me (=i.e. in his “Words/Message”) and my “Words” remain in you, ask
whatever you wish, and --(*if it is a lawful and acceptable prayer in the Eyes of the LORD;
=Matthew 20/20-23 & 26/39, 42)-- it will be done for you --(exclusively and only by the LORD
therein again; =John 15/16).
8- By this my LORD is Glorified, that you bear much “fruit” and so prove to be my disciples
--(in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45)!
(=Matthew 21/42-43 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27, 62)
(Gospel, John 15/1-8)
So here are those blessed “grapes” (=diploid: full/double chromosome number: 38) of that
pleasant “Vineyard” above, in these perfect orders, now here thus:
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“grapes”

“grapes”
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…………………………………………………………….
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*Please, note that there are thus exactly “19” grapes in each of those branches, on the left side,
and again exactly “19” grapes in each of those branches, on the right side above; and it can
go on in these specific orders, “limitlessly,” for/on both sides above, by the immense Grace of
our Supreme LORD here again (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-31 = 20/133 = 5/83 & 13/4),
from the very beginning!
So please, certainly see “A Festive Miracle” document, p. 14-16 now, to clearly witness all of
those heavenly “fruits” granted by our Supreme LORD unto all of HIS truthful servants in this
“CornerStone” Scripture (=QURAN TESTAMENT) (=Matthew 21/41-43), in this Final Age
(=John 6/27, 40 = 15/8), therein now!

26- But when the “Advocate” comes, whom I will send to you from the LORD, the Spirit of
TRUTH (=thus a most specific reference to the QURAN TESTAMENT here now; 42/52-53)-that comes from the LORD, it will (thus) bear witness about me. (=QURAN TESTAMENT
3/45-46 & 19/30-39)
27- And you also will bear witness, because you have been with me (here) from the beginning
(=i.e. from the very first Chapter of this “Gospel of the KINGDOM,” in this Final Age
here now; =Matthew 23/39 = John 6/27 = 8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46-47, 83-85)!
(Gospel, John 15/1-8 & 26-27)
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5- Prophet Jesus said: But now I am going to HIM (=i.e. the LORD) Who sent me, and none of
you asks me: “Where are you going?”
6- But because I have said these things to you, sorrow has filled your heart.
7- Nevertheless, I tell you the Truth: it is better for you that I go, for if I do not go, the
“Advocate” (=i.e. this QURAN TESTAMENT here again; 42/52-53) will not come to you. But
if I go, I will send him to you.
8- And when he comes, he (=that “Son of Man” here again; =John 6/27, 40 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 5/83-85) will convict the world concerning sin and righteousness and
judgment:
9- concerning Sin, because they do not believe in me; (*so please, certainly see it now
in QURAN TESTAMENT 4/159 = 3/84-85)
10- concerning Righteousness, because I go to the LORD, and you will no longer see me (in
person again in this world); (*so please, certainly see it now in QURAN TESTAMENT
4/159 = 5/117)
11- concerning Judgment, because the ruler (=i.e. satan) of this world is judged. (*so please,
certainly see it now in QURAN TESTAMENT 38/75-88)
12- I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now.
13- When the Spirit of TRUTH (=thus a most specific reference to the QURAN
TESTAMENT here again now; 42/52-53)-- comes, it will guide you into all the TRUTH;
for he (=that “Son of Man” here again; =John 6/27, 40 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/83-85)
will not speak on his own, but whatever he hears (from the LORD in the QURAN
TESTAMENT) he will speak, and he will (thus) declare to you the things that are coming.
(*So please, certainly see it in QURAN TESTAMENT 21/1-6 within “An Essential Miracle”
document, on p. 28-32 in this respect, in the first place, therein now!)
14- And he will glorify me --(as an honorable Messenger and Servant of the LORD), for he will
take from what is mine and declare it to you. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-46 = 5/46-47)
15- All that the LORD has is mine (=i.e. all those “Words/Messages” thus granted unto him
by the LORD therein; =John 6/63 = 12/48-50), therefore I said that he will take from what is
mine and (thus) declare it to you. (=John 8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/121= 5/46-47)
(Gospel, John 16/5-15)
29- And his disciples said: Now you are speaking plainly and not using figurative speech.
30- So now we know that you know all things (=i.e. all those “Words/Messages” that are thus
taught to him by the LORD therein; =John 12/49-50 = 15/15) and do not need anyone to question
you; this is why we believe that you came from GOD (=i.e. sent by GOD).
31- And prophet Jesus answered them: Do you now believe?
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32- Behold, the hour is coming --(especially, in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now;
=John 6/40), and it has come, when you (=i.e. all of such untruthful Christians =Matthew
7/21-23 = Luke 13/23-27 also here in this Final Age now)-- will be scattered, each to his own
home, and will leave me alone. Yet I am not alone, for the LORD is with me.
33- I have said these things to you, that in me (=i.e. in his “Words/Message” in this Final Age
here now; =John 6/43-45 = 8/28) you may have peace. In the world you will have tribulation.
But take heart; I have overcome the world --(by only and always steadfastly serving and
worshipping the LORD Alone, and always and only seeking HIS help; =Matthew 4/10 =
26/39, 42 == QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-58)!
(Gospel, John 16/32-33)
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image credit: en.wikipedia..org (an awesome sunrise)

1- When prophet Jesus had spoken these words, he lifted up his eyes to heaven, and
said: “LORD, the hour has come; glorify YOUR Servant that the Servant may glorify YOU,
2- since YOU have given him authority over all flesh, to give eternal life (=i.e. by openly
delivering to them the “Words/Message” of the LORD here, which will thus give them
eternal life; =John 6/63) to all whom YOU have given him. (=John 12/46-50 = 6/43-45)
3- And this is eternal life, that they should know YOU, The Only True GOD, and Jesus Christ
whom YOU have sent --(as HIS honorable Messenger/Servant who only and always serves and
worships the LORD Alone; =Matthew 4/10 = Mark 12/29-30).
4- I glorified YOU on earth, having accomplished the Work that YOU gave me to do.
5- And now, LORD, glorify me in YOUR Own Presence with the glory that I had with YOU
--(as HIS honorable Servant and Messenger therein)-- (even) before the world began. (=QURAN
TESTAMENT 3/45-46, 54-58 = 4/157-158)
6- I have manifested YOUR Name to the people whom YOU gave me out of the world. YOURS
they were, and YOU gave them to me, and they have kept YOUR --“19” coded-- “Word!”
7- Now they know that everything that YOU have given me --(of those “Words/Message;”
=John 6/63 = 8/28 = 12/49-50)-- are from YOU. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46-47, 83-85)
8- For I have given them --“19” coded-- “Words” that YOU gave me (=Matthew 13/23), and
they have received them and have come to know in Truth that I came from YOU (=i.e. by the
Commandment of YOU); and (thus) they have believed that YOU sent me. (=Matthew 13/23 =
21/42-43 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27, 62 = 5/46-47)
9- I am praying for them. I am not praying for the world but for those whom YOU have given
me --(especially, for/in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now; =John 6/27, 40 &
43-45), for they are YOUR (truthful Servants). (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/54-58)
10- All mine --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- are YOURS, and YOURS
--on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- are mine; and I am glorified in them.
(=John 8/28 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46-47)
11- And I am no longer in the world, but they are in the world, and I am coming to YOU --(as
HIS such an honorable Servant and Messenger therein; =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45-55).
Holy LORD, keep them in YOUR Name, which YOU have given me, that they may be One,
even as we are One (=i.e. as all of them Truthfully act upon/by One “Words/Message” = that is
the “Words/Message” of the LORD Alone; =John 6/63 = 12/48-50 = 8/28)!
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12- While I was with them, I kept them in YOUR Name, which YOU have given me. (=Mark
10/18 = 12/29-30 == QURAN TESTAMENT 5/116-117). (Thus) I have guarded them --(by
HIS “Words/Message” therein again; =John 6/63), and not one of them has been lost except
the son of destruction, that the Scripture might be fulfilled. (=Matthew 26/20-25 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 5/115)
13- But now I am coming to YOU --(as HIS such an honorable Servant and Messenger therein;
3/45-46 even just before they crucify and kill him therein; =Matthew 26/62-64 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 4/157-159), and these things I speak in the world, that they may share my joy
completely.
14- I have given them YOUR --“19” coded-- “Word” (=Matthew 13/23 = 21/42-43 == QURAN
TESTAMENT 2/23-27, 62) and the world has hated them because they are not of the world, just
as I am not of the world.
15- I do not ask that YOU take them out of the world, but that YOU keep them from the evil one.
16- They are not of the world, just as I am not of the world.
17- Sanctify them in the TRUTH --(thus in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here now;
=John 6/27, 40, & 43-45); YOUR --“19” coded-- “Word” (=Matthew 13/23 = 21/42-43 ==
QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27, 62)-- is TRUTH.
18- As YOU sent me into the world, so I have sent them into the world.
19- And I sanctify myself for them (=i.e. by openly delivering to them all of HIS
“Words/Message” here; =John 6/63 = 12/48-50 = 8/28) that they may (thus) be sanctified in
TRUTH (=Matthew 13/23 = 21/42-43 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27, 62 & 5/83-85)!
(Gospel, John 17/1-19)

37- Then Pilate said to him: So you are a king? Prophet Jesus answered: You say that I am a
king. For this purpose --on the left side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- I was born, and
for this purpose --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables here now-- I have come into the
world; (thus) to bear witness to the TRUTH. Everyone who belongs to the TRUTH (=Matthew
13/23 = 21/42-43 == QURAN TESTAMENT 2/23-27, 62 & 5/83-85) will listen to my voice
--(especially, in this “Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)” here again now; =John 6/27, 40 & 43-45
== QURAN TESTAMENT 3/54-58 = 74/26-30, 31-37)!
(Gospel, John 18/37)
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So last of all, please, also certainly and absolutely see now “The Words of Jesus”
document, in its entirety, thus to unmistakably and clearly witness therein all of
these --“19” coded-- Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Miracles, as granted by our
Supreme LORD unto him therein (=Quran Testament 5/46-47 & 19/30-40 & 43/59-76),
in the first place!
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So finally, we should also certainly see each of these most critical and important Verses in the
QURAN TESTAMENT, in this respect, now here thus:
==========
83- And when they (=those truthful Christians now) hear what has been sent down to the
“Messenger” (=this long awaited and anticipated “Son of Man” as clearly foretold in the
Gospel; (=John 6/27, 40) i.e. this most critical and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the
Covenant” here in this Final Age now)-- you see their eyes flooding with tears, as they
recognize the TRUTH (herein), they say: Our LORD, we have believed, so count us among
the witnesses!
84- And why should we not believe in AL-LAH and what has come to us of the TRUTH?
And we yearn that our LORD admits us with the righteous people.
85- So AL-LAH rewarded them for what they have said with gardens (of/in paradise) that have
rivers flowing beneath them, in them they shall abide; such is the reward of the doers of good.
86- But those who --on the left side-- “rejected,” and --on the right side-- “denied” Our
--“19” coded-- “Signs” (=74/26-30, 31) they are --(when/if they never sincerely repent and return
to HIM till the very last moment of their normal life-span here; 3/86-89 & 4/17-18)-- going to be
the dwellers of Hell.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/83-86)
20- Those to whom We have given the Scripture (=i.e. Jews & Christians & Arabs) recognize
him (=this long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and
prophet Muhammad (peace be upon both of them); i.e. this most critical and important
“Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here again now; please, see it in
Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 & Gospel, John 6/27, 40 & Quran, Ali Imraan 81-82 = Ahzaab 7-8)
as they recognize their own sons! Those who lost their souls, they do not believe.
21- And who is more wicked than one who invents lies about AL-LAH, and rejects HIS
--“19” coded-- “Signs” (here now; =QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-30, 31)! The wicked will
never succeed (=10/69-70)!
(QURAN TESTAMENT 6/20-21)
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105- And it is with “TRUTH” that We have sent it down, and with “TRUTH” it came down.
And We have not sent you except --so now thus especially, on those “19” coded Tables, due to
the left side therein-- as a bearer of “Good News,” and --due to the right side therein-- a bearer
of “Warning!”
106- So this is a --“19” coded-- “READING” (=74/26-30) that We have (thus) separated --for/on
the left side & for/on the right side-- (therein), so that you may relate it to the people at intervals;
and We have sent it down gradually. (*So please, certainly see it now in each and every one of
those Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Documents as referred to within “Biblical
Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 23-25 in this respect therein now, in the first place!)
107- Say: Believe in it or do not believe in it. Those who have been given the “Knowledge”
before it (=i.e. all of these truthful Jews & Christians & Arabs here now, first of all; =QURAN
TESTAMENT 4/162 & 5/83-85 & 9/99), when it is recited to them, they fall to their chins
prostrating.
108- And they say: “Praise be to our LORD. Truly, the Promise of our LORD has thus been
fulfilled (=here now; =Torah, Deut. 18/17-19 & =Gospel, John 16/12-13 & =Quran, Ali Imraan
81-82 = Ahzaab 7-8)!
109- And they are “falling” upon their chins (to glorify AL-LAH) --thus especially, due to the
left side of those “19” coded Tables therein now,-- and “crying” (to glorify AL-LAH) --due to
the right side of those “19” coded Tables therein now;-- and (thus) it increases them in humility.
110- Say: Call (Him) THE GOD (AL-LAH), or call (Him) THE GRACIOUS (AL-RAHMAN);
whichever Name you use, to HIM belongs the Best Names. You shall not utter your Contact
Prayers too loudly, nor secretly; use a moderate tone.
111- And say: Praise be to AL-LAH Who has never begotten a son (=Gospel, Mark 12/29-30),
nor --thus also and especially, on the left side of those “19” coded Tables herein now-- does HE
have a “partner” in the sovereignty, nor --on the right side of those “19” coded Tables herein
now-- does HE have an “ally” out of the weakness! And (thus) glorify HIM greatly.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 17/105-111)
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51- And We have delivered the --“19” coded-- “MESSAGE” (=74/26-30, 31) to them, perhaps
they may take heed!
52- Those to whom We gave the Scripture before this (=i.e. all of these truthful Jews &
Christians & Arabs here now; =QURAN TESTAMENT 4/162 & 5/83-85 & 9/99), they will
believe in it (=74/31)!
53- And when it is recited to them, they say: “We believe in it. It is the TRUTH from
our LORD (=74/26-30, 31)! Indeed, we were --(in their hearts)-- surrenderers (to AL-LAH)
(even) before (receiving) it.”
54- Those are the ones whose reward shall be granted --due to their such sincere belief and
righteous works for/on the left side & for/on the right side of those “19” coded Tables
here now; 32/15-17-- twofold for that they have been patient! And they counter evil with good,
and from Our provisions to them, they give.
55- And when they hear (such) vain talk (=4/140), they immediately disregard it (=6/68-69)
and they say: To us are our deeds, and to you is your deeds. Peace be upon you. We do not wish
(to behave like) the ignorant ones.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 28/51-55)

36- And those to whom We have previously given the Scripture (=i.e. all of these truthful Jews
& Christians & Arabs here now; =QURAN TESTAMENT 4/162 & 5/83-85 & 9/99) rejoice
in what has been sent down to you (here now; =74/26-30, 31); but there are some of the groups
that reject (some) parts of it. Say: "I am only ordered to serve AL-LAH and not join any
“partner” with HIM (*so please, certainly see QURAN TESTAMENT 18/26-27 in this respect
now, in the first place.)
(And) to HIM --thus especially and first of all, due to the left side of those “19” coded Tables
here now-- I call (=12/108), and to HIM --due to the right side of those “19” coded Tables
here now-- is my return (=42/10)!
37- And thus We have sent it down a --“19” coded-- “WISDOM-LAW” in Arabic (=74/26-30).
And if you follow their (such) desires (=please, see it in QURAN TESTAMENT 2/120 = 9/31)
after what has come to you of the --“19” coded-- “KNOWLEDGE” (here now; =74/26-30, 31),
then you will not have any ally or defender against AL-LAH! (=10/94-95)
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40- And if We show you some of what We promise them, or We terminate your life (before
that), (*so please, certainly see it in “QURAN TESTAMENT 21/1-6” within “An Essential
Miracle” document, on p. 28-32 in this respect, in the first place, therein now), you are only
to deliver (this Most Critical and Important “MESSAGE of the Covenant” to all humanity here
now; =QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-30, 31-37) while for Us is the Reckoning!
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 21/1-6)

(QURAN TESTAMENT 13/36-37, 40)
=================
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Last of all, please, note that the author of this document (=i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of
the Covenant” here) has no relation or affiliation with none of those sites from which all of those
images have thus legitimately been retrieved for/in this Document now, and due credit has
already thus openly, clearly and truthfully been given --(*if the source is unknown or anonymous to us
it is always referred to as “commons…com”)-- to each one of them herein, exclusively and only for all of
those specific images, or/and specific scientific data which are exclusively used herein now.
And all of those specific scientific data that have thus exclusively been referred to for/within
each of those Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Miracles here have thus rightfully been
retrieved from the most credible sites and sources in these specific Scientific respects therein
now; but if there is still --unintentional or inadvertent-- any mistake, contradiction, or error
herein, AL-LAH will absolutely nullify them and thereafter will unmistakably and clearly
establish HIS most Superb and matchless “19” coded, (mathematical) “SIGNS” in their
most accurate and perfect forms herein again, if/when HE wills so. (So please, certainly see
in this respect now =QURAN TESTAMENT 34/50 & 22/52-57)
The sole purpose of the author (=i.e. this “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant” here) is thus
to clearly present to all humanity --without asking of them any payment or/and any monetary
gain, in nowhere and in no way, at all for this most critical and important MESSAGE here
(please, see in this respect now: QURAN TESTAMENT 38/86-88)-- (*so it is also thus definitely
prohibited to copy and sell this “Biblical Excellent Miracles 3” document here for any commercial/monetary gains
whatsoever in nowhere and in no way again at all)--

the most Superb and matchless “Mathematical SIGNS” which thus clearly and unmistakably
prove to us that there is only One Real GOD (=AL-LAH) who has thus sent down HIS Scriptures
(=i.e. “Quran Testament” first of all now & Torah, and Gospel, and Psalms, and Quran) based
on “19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Miracles,” from the very beginning!
(So please, certainly see in this respect now =QURAN TESTAMENT 74/26-30, 31 & 20/133 =
26/196-197 & 5/44-48, 68)
So henceforth, whoever truthfully loves AL-LAH here (=3/31) from among the Jews, Christians,
Arabs, and all the other Nations on earth now (=21/107-108) should thus follow this most critical
and important “Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant,” i.e. this long awaited and anticipated
Messiah and Mahdee “descendant” of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (peace be upon
each of them)-- here (=3/31), that AL-LAH may thus love them and forgive all their past sins
or/and mistaken or sinful deeds, and henceforth thus rightfully guide and reward them in this
Most GENEROUS and Most BENEVOLENT manner here (=25/70-71), as HE has thus
promised to him (=93/7 & 48/1-3) and to all those who will thus rightfully follow him in this
respect (=12/108) here now! (So please, also certainly see again in this regard now
=QURAN TESTAMENT 7/196 & 39/33-35)
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So to clearly witness this most Superb and matchless “MESSAGE of AL-LAH” (=17/88)
and all of HIS “19” coded, most Superb and matchless “Symmetrical Plannings” therein
(=74/26-31) please, see now: QURAN TESTAMENT, and then each and every one of those
Most AMAZING & Most WONDROUS Documents thereafter --(please, also certainly see
all of them within “Biblical Excellent Miracles 1” document, on p. 23-25 therein again, in their
entirety now), as all of them have already thus clearly been presented therein, one after the
other (=29/49), in the first place!
Peace be upon all of you. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 27/59 & 6/54)

Mateen,
. July 2014

